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Abstract—5G wireless networks are expected to carry large 

traffic volumes due to the growth of mobile devices and the 

increasing demand for high data rates from applications. Device 

to device communication is one of the suggested technologies to 

support this increasing load and enhance the capacity of 

networks. However, the implementation of D2D communication 

reveals many barriers that include communication scheduling, 

for which the architecture remains complex and obscure. In this 

paper, an overview of the available literature on the 

implementation of networks supporting D2D communication is 

presented, emphasizing the complexity of the offered solutions. 

This paper also offers a study of the impact of different device 

distribution models on the throughput of the devices.  The paper 

introduces the challenges and makes the case for the need to find 

a more efficient D2D scheduler providing less complexity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart devices are becoming ubiquitous; these devices are 

supported by all-IP fourth generation LTE networks. The 

global mobile traffic encountered a growth of around 70% [1] 

in 2014, where 26% of the total global mobile devices were 

smartphones and were responsible for 88% of the total mobile 

data traffic. This was the result of the user-oriented mobile 

multimedia applications such as mobile video conferencing 

and video streaming. Cisco’s Visual Networking Index (VNI) 

forecasted that smart devices will compose over half of the 

connected devices to mobile networks by 2019. With this 

expected increase of smartphone usage and its consequential 

data traffic, new technologies are needed to address this issue 

and work on enhancing the network’s capacity in terms of 

supporting a larger number of users, noting that 5G wireless 

systems are expected to support these technologies while 

improving data rates and quality of service. Some of the 

related work in this context include the Internet of Vehicles 

(IoV), Device to Device communications and Machine to 

Machine (M2M) communications. 

5G wireless communications envision [1] a significant 

increase of wireless data rates, bandwidth, coverage and 

connectivity with a decrease of latency and energy 

consumption. Considering the network capacity, the traffic 

volume in 5G networks is predicted to attain tens of Exabytes 

(260 Bytes) on a monthly basis [2], which may require new

approaches for the network design and operation to boost the 

capacity of the future networks. Such approaches include the 

intervention of users in storage, relaying and content delivery 

operations, moving gradually from Base Station (BS) centric 

networks into device centric networks. In this context, device 

to device (D2D) communication was first introduced in the 

3GPP LTE-A system as a promising solution to enhance 

spectral efficiency and increase the system capacity [3]. 

Fig. 1. Device-to-device communications in cellular networks 

Identified as the direct communication between two 

mobile users without passing through the base station [3], [4], 

D2D communication is more likely to be applied in today’s 

cellular networks where mobile users are potentially in high 

physical proximity and in range for direct communication as 

shown in Fig. 1. Without the relay of the BS, the D2D devices 

will communicate with each other over a direct link using the 

cellular spectrum while remaining under the control of the BS 

for the administrative functions such as resource allocation 

and power control allowing resource planning and scheduling. 

Using D2D communication, the D2D mobile users will share 

the resources of the cellular users which improves the 

bandwidth utilization and the spectral efficiency. By sharing 

the same resources among users and bypassing the BS, the 

traffic volume is reduced and the capacity of networks is 

increased, which allows networks to support a larger number 

of users answering the expected largely increasing traffic 
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volumes in future networks. However, the interference 

between cellular and D2D links appears to be the main issue 

of D2D communication, for which many scheduling models 

were already presented in the literature, exposing a high level 

of complexity and subsequently several difficulties in the 

employment in realistic networks [3]. As shown in Fig. 2, a 

scheduling algorithm mainly constitutes a resource allocation 

phase which distributes resources among cellular and D2D 

users according to specific rules and inputs which differ from 

a scheduler to another. The next step is the spectrum sensing 

where the network requirements are evaluated to check 

whether they are achieved or not, consequently determining 

the network’s state. These scheduling steps may reveal a 

considerable level of complexity which varies between distinct 

algorithms.     

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of a scheduling algorithm. 

In this paper, the complexity issue of the available 

schedulers is discussed in section II, along with two examples 

of existing schedulers presenting algorithms to address the 

interference issue of D2D communication. Section III presents 

a literature review of the related works in the same context of 

D2D scheduling including a comparison between the 

schedulers and reflecting their complexity. Section IV presents 

a non-uniform distribution model and a uniform model, 

comparing their average D2D throughput results, emphasizing 

on the importance of using a realistic distribution model. The 

paper is finally concluded in section V. 

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART RESEARCH WORKS

Device to device communication was originally presented 

in [5] to enable multihop relays in cellular networks. The first 

attempted implementation for D2D communication in a 

cellular network was built by Qualcomm’s FlashLinQ [6] in 

2010, followed by many other projects adopting the different 

types of D2D communications. FlashLinQ achieved high data 

rates at long communication ranges over licensed spectrum, 

however, it caused inefficiency in resource reuse because link 

scheduling was achieved exclusively by its transmitter and 

receiver nodes [7]. 

 Known as Inband D2D, and detailed in [3-4], D2D and 

cellular links share the same spectrum, provoking high 

complexity with the resource distribution and interference 

between transmissions. In order to manage the interference 

between transmissions, many scheduling techniques were 

proposed based on resource allocation schemes where 

resources are distributed on the users following opportunistic 

criteria or specific measures and rules [7-13]. 

The proposed schedulers differ algorithmically, however, 

all impose significant complexity, whether in their consistent 

requirement for data inputs from the users, such as the channel 

state, or because of the mathematical operations included in 

the algorithms; many algorithms consisted of significant series 

of computations in order to allocate the resources based on 

these estimations’ results, which subsequently reflected a 

computational complexity that becomes more considerable for 

large networks. On the other hand, many researchers 

suggested opportunistic resource scheduling algorithms that 

allocate resources based on a pre-defined parameter, such as 

the system state and the average data rate of links, which 

signifies more traffic in the network and less simplicity in the 

technique. 

The available D2D schedulers lack the simplicity required 

for practical implementation. Our aim is to develop a straight 

forward efficient scheduler minimizing the main issue of 

interference between the communications and optimizing the 

efficiency of deploying D2D communication. Further in this 

section, two examples of complex schedulers are described in 

detail. 

To start with, a scheduler is a pre-prepared algorithm that 

handles a specific schedule of tasks and operations, which in 

the case of D2D communication, aims for minimizing the 

interference between D2D and cellular transmissions by 

allocating appropriate channel time (i.e. resources). It may 

include numerical simulations, rules and conditions, and 

distributive decisions of resources.  The two example 

schedulers discussed next present a channel-aware link 

scheduling algorithm which requires the channel states of the 

links for its resource distribution algorithm, and an 

opportunistic scheduler that offers the option of D2D relaying. 

A. Channel-aware distributed link scheduling [8] 

For this D2D scheduler, the authors consider an OFDM 

system of several D2D links where each traffic slot is regarded 
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as a time-slot; each D2D link K involves a transmitter 𝑢𝐾
𝑇   and 

a receiver 𝑢𝐾
𝑅  where K = {1,2, …, K}, 𝑈𝑇and 𝑈𝑅 denote the

set of links, the set of transmitters and the set of receivers 

respectively. The system assumes a time-varying wireless 

channel that remains unchanged during a traffic slot. The set 

of system states is designated as S = {1,2, …, S} where the 

chance of each system state s in a traffic slot is denoted as 𝜋𝑆.

To represent link scheduling, the authors in [8] identify a 

scheduling group z as a subset of K and a scheduling indicator 

𝑞
𝑍
𝑆 ∈ {0,1} where 1 means that the links in the scheduling

group z are scheduled in a traffic slot with system state s and 0 

signifies otherwise. Next, the scheduling vector indicating 

which links are scheduled in a traffic slot is defined and 

denoted by 𝑄𝑠.
Supposing that each transmitter has data to transmit to its 

receiver, the TXs (transmitters) of the scheduled links transmit 

their data with fixed transmission power, 𝑃𝑘 over a link k, and
using the entire wireless channel. Using the Shannon capacity 
formula, the achievable instantaneous data rate of a link K is 

derived and represented as 𝑟𝑘
𝑠
(𝑞�̅�) and then the average data

rate of link k is calculated as ∑ 𝜋𝑠𝑟𝑘
𝑠(𝑞�̅�) 𝑠∈𝑆 and the total

average sum-rate of the system would be obtained as 

∑ ∑ 𝜋𝑠𝑟𝑘
𝑠(𝑞�̅�) 𝑠∈𝑆 𝑧∈𝑍 , noting that the average data rate of

link k has a minimum average rate requirement 𝜉𝑘

In [7], the link scheduling problem is expressed as 
maximizing the total average sum-rate of the system while 
maintaining a minimal required data rate of every link as 

∑ ∑ 𝜋𝑠𝑟𝑘
𝑠(𝑞�̅�)𝑠∈𝑆 𝑧∈𝑍 ≥ 𝜉𝑘 , (1) 

 ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, ∀𝑞�̅� ∈ 𝑄𝑠, ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆

In the developed algorithm, the scheduling indicator is 
evaluated by the central controller and represented in a function 

of �̅�(𝑡) where �̅�(𝑡)stands for the Lagrangian multiplier vector
of the dual problem in (2), which is represented after the 

transmission as a function of 𝛼(𝑡), a step size at time-slot t,

and 𝑣𝑘
(𝑡)

, the stochastic subgradient of the dual problem in (1)

which can be obtained by Danskin’s Theorem [3] as 

𝑣𝑘
(𝑡)

 = 𝑟𝑘
𝑠(𝑡)

(�̅�(𝑡)
) - 𝜉𝑘 , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (2) 

Where 𝑟𝑘
𝑠(𝑡)

(�̅�(𝑡)
) is the achieved instantaneous data rate

of link k for certain 𝑠(𝑡)and �̅�(𝑡). The Lagrangian multiplier

vector in (2) approaches the best solution for �̅�∗ with
possibility 1 as the time-slot t tends to infinity if the step size 

𝛼(𝑡) meets the conditions of  𝛼(𝑡) ≥ 0, ∑ 𝛼(𝑡)∞
𝑡=0 =

 ∞ and ∑ (𝛼(𝑡))2∞
𝑡=0 <  ∞

In which case, the scheduling indicator �̅�(�̅�∗) is the

optimal solution of the problem (1). 

To perform this optimal algorithm, all links’ channel states 
are communicated with the central controller, which requires 
considerable signaling overhead. And as the amount of 
scheduling groups raises with the links’ number, the 

computational complexity of the proposed solution increases. 
Consequently, the optimal algorithm becomes difficult for 
practical implementation as a result of its significant signaling 
overhead and high computational complexity. 

B. Opportunistic scheduling with D2D relaying [9] 

Supposing that the cellular network can utilize UEs as D2D 
relaying UEs, the authors in [9] presented a model which 
considers a single cell in an OFDMA cellular system consisting 
of one BS and M UEs that include K D2D relaying UE, so K is 
a subset of M. Based on a static resource allocation, the first K 
UEs among M are set to be D2D relaying UEs and the base 
station is given the index 0. If D2D relaying UEs function in a 
half-duplex mode, these UEs would not be receiving and 
transmitting data simultaneously during one time-slot. In this 
study, a node stands for either a BS or a UE, and the link from 
a transmitter node i to a receiver node j over which the data is 
intended to the destination node k would be denoted by (i,j,k). 
The model in [9] assumes a time-varying channel that remains 
intact during a time-slot, denoting the set of subchannels by N 
and the set of system states by S.  

At the beginning of each times-lot, the BS assigns each 
subchannel to only one link, defining the subchannel allocation 

indicators as 𝑞(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

 which equals to 1 when a subchannel n is

assigned to the link, and is null otherwise. 

The authors in [9] use the Shannon capacity formula to get 
the achievable instantaneous data rate on the subchannel n 
through the link (i,j,k) in a time-slot with system state s as 

r(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

  = 
𝑊

𝑁
 log2(1 + 𝑎(i,j,k)

𝑛,𝑆 p𝑖) (3) 

Where W is the total frequency bandwidth and 𝑎(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

 is 

the SINR of link (i,j,k), and its total instantaneous data rate 
would be calculated as 

𝑅(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

= ∑ 𝑞(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

𝑛∈𝑁 r(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

(4) 

From this definition, the average data rate on link (i,j,k) 

would be ∑ 𝜋𝑠𝑠∈𝑆 R(i,j,k)
𝑛,𝑆

 where 𝜋𝑠 is the probability of a

system state s in a time-slot. From this equation, each UE’s the 
average data rate is generated as the average sum-rate between 
the BS and a UE k directly, and that between the BS and other 
D2D relaying UEs having a UE k as their destination, while 
noting that this average rate must guarantee a required 

minimum data rate 𝑝𝑘 as

∑ 𝜋𝑠𝑠∈𝑆 (R(0,k,k)
𝑛,𝑆 + ∑ R(0,j,k)

 𝑆
𝑗∈𝐾\(𝐾) ) ≥  𝑝𝑘,   (5)

Where 𝐾 ∈ 𝑀.

Assuming that each D2D relaying UE has a maximum 

average sum-rate for relaying which is predefined as 𝑈𝑖, the
condition would be shown as 

∑ 𝜋𝑠𝑠∈𝑆  ∑ R(𝑖,j,j)
 𝑆

𝑗∈𝑀\(𝑖) ≤ 𝑈𝑖  ,  (6) 

Where 𝑖 ∈ 𝐾.
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For this system model, the authors formulated an 
optimization problem and later presented a scheduler aiming at 
solving it, which has, in their own study, a high computational 
complexity. 

III. RELATED WORKS

In addition of the two examples previously detailed, a 
summary of some schedulers is stated as follows, noting that 
all the included models showed certain complexity either in 
their mathematical calculations, or in their network adaptation, 
or in their requirement for consistent information from the 
users, detailed in their performance analysis. 

A resource allocation algorithm using a time division 
scheduler is proposed in [10], where the base station’s period is 
partitioned into timeslots where D2D users are evenly given 
various timeslots for communication supporting more D2D 
candidates in the system taking into consideration a minimal 
data rate requirement of every D2D pair. The authors in [11] 
present a D2D scheduling technique designed based on the 
Cellular Fairness Scheduling (CDF) framework which requires 
the channel state information CSI from the users. In [12], a 
distributed scheduling approach was proposed for overlaying 
cellular networks where every D2D link senses the local 
interference and self-adapts its individual time-frequency (TF) 
allocation. In [7], the authors proposed two link scheduling 
methods using a binary matrix that indicates the interference 
between links, where each active link transmits a Direct Power 
Signal DPS so the receivers measure the received signal power, 
and the selection of a direct communication is based on the 
Signal-to-Interference Ratio SIR estimated values. In [13], a 
solar energy harvesting based model was proposed to 
maximize the throughput of an overlay in-band D2D network.  

These schedulers are listed in Table.1; the listed schedulers 
either require input data from the users or need numerical 
simulations in their algorithms. These constraints increase the 
complexity of a scheduler and indicate overhead to the network 
in the case of input requirements.  

 Considering the complexity of the existing D2D schedulers, 
further research projects can be directed toward finding new 
solutions with straightforward algorithms, reducing overhead 
to the network and minimizing the complication of 
mathematical simulations. This issue can be extended to study 
the possibility of developing a scheduler that requires the least 
information from the users, while depending on more factors 
that can be estimated by the core network. On the other hand, 
simpler schedulers are required to include the fewest 
uncomplicated numerical simulations as much as possible to 
reduce the computational complexity. Creating a simple yet 
efficient scheduler is a challenge in D2D communication, 
which remains open for further assessment as a possible 
research direction. 

More specifically we propose using device centric 
schedulers such as the one presented in [16]. In this case, each 
pair of nodes that are within range set up a pseudo random 
channel access sequence. Scheduling Algorithms presented in 
[14] and [15] can also be applied to the D2D problem at hand. 

TABLE I.  D2D SCHEDULERS IN THE LITERATURE 

Scheduler Data Required Complexity 

Channel-aware link 

scheduling [7] 

Channel State 

Information CSI 

High 

Opportunistic 

scheduling with 

D2D relaying [8] 

X Medium 

Time division 

scheduling [9] 

Channel State 

Information CSI 

Low 

Cellular Fairness 

scheduling [10] 

Channel State 

Information CSI 

Low 

Distributed 

interference 

coordination [11] 

Quality of 

Service QoS 

High 

On-off interference 

map scheduling 

[12] 

Signal to 

interference ratio 

SIR 

Low 

Moreover, the assumed distribution model has a significant 
impact on the performance of the network, so the scheduler 
needs to take a realistic distribution into account, noting that 
most of the current works use uniform distribution models.  

In the following section, we present a realistic non-uniform 
distribution model and a uniform one, to show their 
performance differences, and their consequent effect on 
interference scheduling. 

IV. D2D DISTRIBUTION

In most available works, the users’ distribution within a cell 

is usually assumed uniform [17]. However, in a realistic 

cellular network, the users are usually distributed non-

uniformly creating hot spots with high density of users 

requesting access to the network and other spots with less 

density of users. In this section, we propose a user distribution 

model to graph a non-uniform distribution and then calculate 

the average D2D throughput in the network while varying the 

number of users. Another random distribution model 

representing a uniform distribution is later included to 

compare the throughput results and assess both distribution 

types. 

To model the user probability density function for a non-

uniform distribution, we use a two-dimensional 2-D truncated 

Gaussian function [17] where the cell center is the origin of 

the coordinates. For a cell of radius 500 m, Fig. 3 represents a 

symmetrical 2-D truncated Gaussian user distribution over the 

cell region. 

For the non-uniform distribution model shown in Fig. 

3, a radius parameter is added for D2D communication, where 

an algorithm splits the users between cellular and D2D based 

on their geographical proximity. Setting the D2D radius to be 

20 m, the distribution of users between cellular and D2D is 

shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Symmetrical 2-D truncated Gaussian user distribution pdf 

over a cell region 

As shown in Fig. 4, the number of users in range for 

direct communication is significant which increases the 

probabilities of using D2D communication. Next we will 

calculate the average D2D throughput in the network below.   

Fig. 4. D2D and Cellular users’ locations map using the non-uniform 

Gaussian distribution 

For the above distribution, the device to device 

communication consists of D2D pairs only where each D2D 

user is suggested to be given one resource block; for each 

D2D receiver, the received power from the D2D transmitter is 

first calculated. Then, we calculate the power received from 

all other channels which are considered as interfering 

channels, and which we call the interference power. From the 

received interference power, the D2D signal to interference 

plus noise ratio SINR is then obtained for each D2D pair in 

the network. 

Next, we calculate the D2D throughput as a sum 

function in terms  of the resulting SINR values, presented as  

∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
2

(1 + 𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅) (7)

This process of calculation is performed for each 

D2D pair in the network as a loop, while summing the D2D 

throughputs at the end of the loop cycle. Finally, the average 

D2D throughput is calculated by dividing the total D2D 

throughput on the number of performed loops.  

To assess the results, we use a uniform distribution 

model and repeat the same process to get its D2D average 

throughput. To start with, the distribution of users between 

cellular and D2D using the uniform distribution model is 

shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5. D2D and Cellular users’ locations map using random 

distribution 

For both distribution models, the average D2D 

throughput is calculated using the process previously detailed, 

while varying the number of users between 50 and 500. The 

results are plotted in Fig. 6, where the average D2D 

throughput for the Gaussian distribution shows better results 

than that of the random distribution. 

As mentioned before, most available works used 

static and uniform distribution models, to either reduce the 

complexity of their systems or to adopt static assumptions, 

which consequently assumes that their results would probably 

decrease when applying them on realistic networks. However, 

our previous simulations showed better simulation results for 

the average D2D throughput in a Gaussian distribution model, 

which is a non-uniform realistic distribution model, than the 

results of a uniform distribution model. These results validates 

the possibility of working on realistic network scenarios, and 

by that, studying the optimization of interference scheduling 
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algorithms on such scenarios rather than on uniform models, 

as it is mostly done in previous works.  

Fig. 6. Average D2D throughput for random and Gaussian 

distributions vs the number of users 

VI. CONCLUSION

A major challenge for 5G networks is the massive traffic 
volume to be expected due to the increasing demand for data. 
Device to device communication was presented as a promising 
solution, while regarding its interference issue. Many existing 
scheduling techniques were listed in this paper, with a detailed 
summary of two significant schedulers.  

The main problem observed in all of the reviewed papers is 
the complexity of the schedulers and their assumed uniform 
distribution models. To improve the efficiency of deploying 
device to device communication, there is a need to direct the 
search for a less-complex D2D scheduler, providing an easy 
and efficient implementation in realistic networks, while 
maintaining the initial D2D communication goals of increasing 
throughput, reducing overhead and enhancing the spectral 
efficiency.  
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Abstract—CubeSats operating in a swarm are characterized 
by a mix of scheduled intermittent connectivity, high delays, 
and high failure rates. Each CubeSat is limited in size, usually 
has low data rates and has a low mass.  Consequently, they 
have limited space for solar panels, and thus limit their 
available energy. Profitably, CubeSats can function in swarms 
using inter-CubeSat links as well as ground links. Accordingly, 
any routing protocols developed for CubeSats must be energy 
aware. We propose two novel Shortest and Energy Reliable 
Path (SERP) routing protocols; namely, SERP- Breadth-First 
Search (SERP-BFS) and SERP-Dijkstra. Both algorithms aim 
to minimize the overall energy cost and maintain connectivity 
over time. Both choose shortest paths that have CubeSats 
energy levels higher than or equal to an energy reliability 
threshold. We have compared our SERP algorithms with 
Epidemic algorithm.  The results show the outperformance of 
our proposed algorithms in terms of saving the overall energy 
cost.  

Keywords—energy reliability; delay tolerant network; space-
time graph; picosatellites; cubesat swarms. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Compared to conventional satellites, CubeSats are limited 
in size (1U=10x10x10cm), have low mass (1.3 kg for 1U), 
have low data rates (9.6 Kbit/s) and have limited power (2 
W). The construction of a CubeSat costs $20-$200K in 
comparison to conventional satellites that cost $0.1-$2B. 
Another advantage is that CubeSats can be readily deployed 
on the Poly Pico-satellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD) [1]. 
Alternatively, they can be deployed from the International 
Space Station (ISS) using Japanese Experiment Module 
Small Satellite Orbital Deployer (J-SSOD) or NanoRacks 
CubeSat Deployer (NRCSD). Advantageously, CubeSats can 
operate in a swarm. A notable example is the QB50 project, 
which aims to realize a swarm of 50 CubeSats [2]. 

A CubeSat swarm facilitates global measurements and 
can potentially have higher data rates as compared to a single 
CubeSat. Thus, wider communication window with ground 
stations can be provided. Moreover, a CubeSat swarm allows 
data to be collected from different parts of space at the same 
time instant.  Consequently, a swarm of CubeSats can help 
monitor the Earth; in particular, conduct atmospheric 
measurements and support missions related to space weather 
[3].  

CubeSat swarms can be in different formations according 
to the mission objectives. In [4], thirty-nine multiple CubeSat 
missions are reviewed. These missions are categorized 
according to the mission objective, satellites number and type 
of formation flying. Formation flying of small satellites can 
be mostly divided into three types; namely, leader-follower, 
cluster, and constellation. In leader-follower missions, all 
satellites are deployed on the same orbit, and they are 
separated by a specific distance and they all follow the 

leader. A cluster mission is when a group of satellites 
deployed close to each other on different orbits to cover an 
appointed area on the Earth. However, the constellation 
includes a group of satellites disseminated in different orbits 
to provide full coverage to the Earth [5] as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. CubeSat constellation 

CubeSat communications are characterized by a mix of 
scheduled/predictable and intermittent connectivity, delay, 
limited life time [6] and high failure rates [7]. Consequently, 
these challenging conditions will cause the network topology 
to undergo continuous changes. This change leads to a 
variation in the encounter time between nodes. Encounter 
time is the time when two or more satellites come in 
communications range of one another. CubeSat 
communication, whether with the ground stations or inter-
CubeSat communication, is considered as a significant source 
of power consumption [8]. Therefore, minimising the power 
budget of communication subsystem by considering routing 
protocols that include energy as a metric for data routing is 
very important.  

Currently, routing protocols proposed for such 
environment are forcing on message delivery, throughput 
and/or delay minimization. Most of them are suggesting 
some improvements to the well-known flooding based 
Epidemic routing protocol. Epidemic routing is aiming to 
increase the possibility of message delivery by injecting 
many message replicas into the network.  However, this 
poses a major problem of high energy harvesting, especially 
for networks that include nodes with restricted battery supply 
such CubeSat swarms. In [9], the authors proposed n-
Epidemic routing protocol as an energy efficient solution for 
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs). They restricted the 
transmission of messages to the number of neighbours of the 
node. However, they do not consider the energy stored at 
each node. 
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This paper considers energy-aware routing problem for a 
CubeSat swarm with limited energy supply and charging 
ability. CubeSats only have a small surface area to install 
solar panels for energy collection. Thus, the communication 
capability of a CubeSat is bounded by the level of the 
available energy. The transmission range of each CubeSat is 
also limited by its inter-CubeSat antenna design [1] and 
communication power budget. A CubeSat can only forward 
messages to other CubeSats within its transmission range. 
Hence, forwarding decision based on energy level for each 
CubeSat along the path becomes critical in this case. 

We introduce a DTN space-time graph as a networking 
paradigm for energy based routing and forwarding across 
swarms of low orbiting CubeSats or equivalent picosatellites. 
The space-time graph is used to identify all possible paths, 
which may connect any pair of nodes over time. We 
proposed two energy-aware routing protocols to operate on 
top of the space-time graph. The aim of our proposed SERP-
BFS and SERP-Dijkstra protocols is to minimize the overall 
energy cost and maintain connectivity over time. Both 
choose paths that have nodes with energy levels higher than 
or equal to an energy reliability threshold. This means 
messages/bundles will only travel on the shortest and energy 
reliable path. An energy reliable path is the shortest path that 
only includes CubeSats with energy levels equal to or higher 
than the energy threshold. In this case, only paths that can 
satisfy these two requirements will be considered as potential 
paths. This minimizes the number of overall network 
potential links (edges) that connect any two CubeSats. 
Therefore, minimizing the number of overall links will 
considerably reduce communication costs including antenna 
transmutation and reception, processing and computation 
time.  

Most of the previous works on inter-CubeSat 
communications are focused on developing physical layer 
links; i.e., the antenna design or study the suitability of 
current radios for use on CubeSats, see [1]  and some other 
work is concentrating on the topology formation [2] [10]. 
However, as far we know the CubeSat swarms energy 
minimisation problem using DTN forwarding protocols has 
not been considered.  

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II 
is a summary of space-time graph and routing in DTN related 
work. Section III introduces the CubeSat routing problem 
including the network modelling and our proposed 
algorithms. Simulation results and discussion are presented in 
Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.  

II. BACKGROUND

A. Space-Time Graph Model 

Space-time graph model is used to represent network 
connectivity overtime for networks that are characterized by 
intermittent connectivity and tolerance for long delay. In 
[11], Liu et al. proposed an Expected Minimum Delay 
(EMD) metric and EMD-based routing protocol called 
Routing in Cyclic MobiSpace (RCM) for networks that are 
characterised by cyclic and intermittent connectivity. The 
network is modelled as a probabilistic space-time graph, 
where each encounter time of a node is anticipated from the 
historical encounter information or previous awareness about 
the network with an assumption that it will not change later. 
In addition to this, [12] proposes Mobility-Based Routing 
Protocol (MBRP) for routing data in DTNs, where mobility 

of nodes is characterized by semi-predictable patterns in a 
finite time period. MBRP creates its space-time graph based 
on historical mobility patterns information and node 
encounters. In [13], S. Merugu et al. considered the routing 
problem in wireless networks that are characterized by 
predictable mobility. Shortest Paths in Space and Time 
(SPST) routing algorithm is designed based on space-time 
graph model to specify the appropriate next hop and 
upcoming neighbours to minimize the end-to-end delay. On 
the other hand, in [14], the authors studied the problem of 
Topology Control (TC) for DTNs with predictable 
movements, where the network topology shape can be known 
prior with time evolution. They proposed three greedy-based 
algorithms that can maintain the connectivity over time, 
while considerably decreasing the total cost of network 
topology. The TC problem was defined for predictable DTNs 
with consideration of time evolution; however, there was an 
assumption about the reliability of future links to deliver data 
without any errors or distortion. In reality, such a strong 
assumption might be acceptable for particular forms of 
DTNs; however, it cannot be applied to CubeSat swarms, due 
to its limited resources. In [15] Li et al. also studied the 
reliable topology design problem in space DTN-based on a 
space-time graph approach. However, the aforementioned 
space-time graph based protocols do not put in the account 
the energy required for communication as most of them are 
proposed for conventional satellites. 

B. Routing in a DTN CubeSat Swarm 

We propose DTN Space Time Graph (DSTG) routing. 
DTN networking allows for nodes to communicate with each 
other with no contemporary paths present. This happens 
through store, carry and forward decisions. This occurs 
whenever data cannot be delivered by applying traditional 
Internet routing protocols [2]. In contrast to Internet 
protocols, which are characterized by bi-directional 
continuous end-to-end paths, high reliability, short Round 
Trip Time (RTT), a DTN can involve any mixture of the 
following features: frequent partitioning, intermittent 
connectivity, low reliability, sparse connectivity and 
predictable or semi-predictable mobility.  

There are different types of routing/forwarding protocols 
for DTNs. These protocols can be classified into two main 
categories; namely, single copy/forwarding routing protocols 
and multiple copy/replication-based routing protocols. 
However, there are some other types of DTN routing such as 
history-based routing and space-time graph routing. A large 
number of current generic DTN routing protocols, i.e., 
Epidemic routing [16], PRoPHET  [17], cyclic Mobispace 
[11], MaxProp [18] and spray and wait [19] have been 
studied under these different categories targeting different 
network environments, and cope with some of DTN 
optimization metrics, i.e., delay, message delivery ratio, 
buffer space and energy.  

In this work, we consider DTN space time graph routing 
and focus on single copy/forwarding routing protocols. Most 
of current DTN routing protocols are flooding-based 
protocols or quota-based protocols. These protocols may 
exhaust the limited resources of the CubeSat and result in 
high overheads. However, in forwarding-based schemes the 
utilisation of the network resources is much less than other 
routing schemes, where there is only one copy of the 
message in the node buffer at any one time [20]. In addition, 
when the message is delivered to its destination no additional 
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nodes can have a copy of it, thus there is no need for the 
destination node to give feedback to the other nodes to delete 
the message copies. 

III. THE PROBLEM

Given a CubeSat swarm of a few hundred CubeSats, 
forming different network segments and any two CubeSats 
have the capability to communicate with each other when 
they become in the transmission range of one another. They 
can communicate through inter-CubeSat links as well as 
ground stations links; minimise the overall energy use of a 
CubeSat swarm for a given amount of routable data.  

A. Network Modelling 

      A high density CubeSat swarm can be modelled as a 
directed space-time graph. Time is represented as discrete 
equally spaced intervals, i.e.,	 = 	 {1… , }. Consider =	{ … , }	is the set of all nodes i.e., CubeSats and 	is a set 
of directed edges. The position of each node is changing over 
time which in turn may result in a different topology at each 
time slot. The accumulation of these different topologies over 
period  represents	 the	 interaction	between	all	nodes	 in	such	a	DTN.	Given	a	directed	graph =	 ( , ) where	

 is a set of nodes  and 	  is a set of directed edges 
indicating a snapshot of the topology at time slot t and an 
edge  ∈  indicates that node  can transmit and receive

from node	  at time slot , when the distance  is less 
than a certain threshold. We assume that there is at least one 
directed edge for any connected pair of nodes, so that the 
graph has in the extreme case	| | = 	 	 <= 	2  edges. 
Therefore, the dynamic network can be represented by the 
combination of all topology snapshots { | = 1…… . }. In 
graph 	, which represents a network connectivity snapshot 
at time , a fundamental path of length  from node  to 
node 	  is a sequence of  edges (hops) connecting nodes	  
and	  without recursive nodes. However, analysing and 
designing DTN routing protocols using the sequence of static 
graphs is insufficient. For that reason, the static sequence of 
graphs can be converted to a space time graph 	 = 	 ( , ), 
which is a directed graph with two types of links (spacial and 
temporal links) to be added among consecutive layers of the 
graph, allowing self-loop edges. Fig. 2 depicts a space time 
graph of 6 nodes and 6 time slots.  

Fig.2. Space time graph g with 6 nodes and 6 time slots 

In In Fig. 2,	 + 1 layers of nodes are presented and there are 6 

nodes in each layer. Therefore, ν = {v |	 = 1, … . . 	 	 =1……  }.  A temporal link  connects the node 	 	with itself 

across successive − 1 and  layers and this represents keeping a 
message on 	 ,	the message is not forwarded to another node during 
current time slot. A spacial link  represents forwarding

the message from node 	 	to its neighbour  at time slot , 
where temporal and spacial links  and  ∈ 	 .

Defining all temporal and spacial links on the graph  allows 
for data routing simulation and optimization. For example, 
there are multiple paths between  and , where  can keep 

the message using the temporal link up to v14 or  v24 and then

forward it to 3	at time slot = 2 or = 3. Also,  can 
directly forward the message to  at time slot = 1 using the 
spacial link and then   can hold the message using the 

temporal link up to v33. Then, 	can directly forward the

bundle to 	at time slot = 4. Therefore, the decision of 
which path should the message take to reach its destination is 
an optimisation problem.  A decision whether a node may 
hold on the message or forward it to another node depends on 
many factors.  One factor for example is the amount of 
energy which can be saved by holding onto the message. In 
addition, this reduces the overall traffic with less overhead 
for sending and receiving data. 

B. Shortest and Energy Reliable Path (SERP) Algorithm 

CubeSat swarm topology is changing over time. The 
encounter time and period between nodes is not fixed. Also, 
the unexpected failure of CubeSats leads to some nodes may 
disappear. Hence, an effective forwarding/routing protocol to 
optimize network performance is required. For instance, 
routing decisions can be taken based on the availability of 
energy at each node along a path. SERP aims to construct a 
space time graph R, as shown in Fig.3, which guarantees 
minimum connectivity between any two CubeSats over time, 
using only shortest paths with energy levels equal to or 
higher than a particular threshold which were 0.6 or 60% of 
charge in this case. This graph is extracted from the original 
space time graph ( ) that includes a larger number of all 
possible paths between all pairs in the network as shown in 
Fig.4. SERP contains two main components: all pairs 
shortest path and most energy reliable path.  In terms of 
location information, we assume that all nodes in the network 
have global knowledge. They are regularly updating their 
position information through ground stations. Also from the 
perspective of data link and physical layers, we assumed that 
all CubeSats will be capable to communicate through 
appropriate communication technology and antennas. 

Definition-1: all pairs shortest path defines all minimum 
hop paths which connect any two nodes in the network over 
time T on the space time graph.  

Definition-2: most energy reliable path is the minimum 
path among all paths which use only nodes (CubeSats) that 
have energy levels equal to or higher than a certain energy 
threshold. 

Definition-3: Energy reliability threshold (ERT) is the 
minimum energy percentage required for a node to be 
selected as a next hop on any path between source and 
destination. 
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Fig.3. Space time graph R extracted from space time graph g at energy 
reliability threshold = 0.6 

Fig.4. The space-time graph g represented as a biograph 

Shortest and Energy Reliable Path (SERP) 

Input: 3D adjacency matrix (: , : , ) 
Output: space-time graph	  
Start, 
1. Create space-time graph	g = ∗ ( + 1), where =1 − 	and 	is number of nodes.
2. graph 	 = 	 	
3. for all pairs in graph (v0, ) ∈ , where 1 ,
        do 
4. find

- all shortest using Dijkstra or BFS algorithms
- among all shortest paths find  

if  ∈ graph g and   ∉ graph R 
then  
   graph = graph 	 ∪   

5. end if
6. end for
return  graph  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The space-time graph g is generated from a series of 
static graphs. Each graph represents network topology 
connectivity at one time slot, as depicted in Fig.4. An 
adjacency matrix that reflects network topology at each time 
slot is generated using a random graph generator, so each 
node in the network has a random degree number and some 
nodes might be isolated. Then, a 3D adjacency matrix is 
created from all static graphs adjacency matrices. This 3D 
adjacency matrix represents the connectivity of all nodes 
over time T. We simulate a large set of networks with 
different number of nodes spreading on different time slots. 
SERP is then applied for the space-time graph g to extract 
another space-time graph R.  Graph R only includes shortest 
paths that satisfy energy reliability requirements of SERP. 
SERP restricts the number of paths between any two nodes 
by routing bundles through shortest path that has nodes with 
minimum energy reliability requirement that is higher than or 
equal to a predefined energy threshold. That means routing 
decisions are based on two metrics the least cost path, which 
is the shortest path, and most energy reliable path.  

A. Simulation 

Breadth-first search (BFS) and Dijkstra graph search 
algorithms have been used with SERP to identify shortest 
paths between all pairs on the 3D adjacency matrix. Hence, 
SERP-BFS and SERP- Dijkstra are using different methods 
to search for shortest path, however both enforce same 
energy reliability requirement. Both SEPR algorithms are 
examined under different values of ERT. ERT can be any 
value between (0-1). The energy level at each node was 
uniformly distributed among all nodes in the network for all 
values of ERT. This means when ERT value increases the 
number of nodes that have energy levels higher than or equal 
to ERT will decrease. Also, any node with energy value less 
than ERT is not considered as a potential next hop in any 
path unless this node recharge its battery in the future to the 
ERT or higher.  For example, a CubeSat can recharge its 
battery using solar cells. From the above, among all available 
shortest paths, SERP chooses the only shortest path that has 
nodes with energy levels higher than or equal to ERT. This 
process minimises the number of overall utilised edges in the 
network while maintaining connectivity between nodes over 
time. The amount of overall energy which can be saved in 
this case is equal to the amount of power per edge (α) 
multiplied by the number of non-used edges, as in (1). 
Therefore, saving more edges in the network reduces the 
overall energy consumption.   OSE	 = 	 g −	R α		 			(1)	

Where OSE is the overall saved energy, while R  and g  are the number of edges in graph R and graph g 
respectively.  

Graph R is generated by applying SERP algorithms on 
the graph g. Edge ratio is the ratio between number of edges 
of graph R to graph g and can be calculated from (2).  

 Edge	ratio = 			(2)   
Both of SERP algorithms are compared with the 

Epidemic algorithm in terms of edges utilisation. Lower edge 
ratio means that an algorithm is capable of saving more edges 
and in turns saving more energy. All these three algorithms 
are examined under the same environment using same space-
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time graph as an input at each run. The simulation of each 
scenario is repeated 10 times in order to find the confidence 
intervals at each point.  

B. Results 

In Fig.5, the effect of a different number of time slots is 
studied. Edge ratio is examined at the different number of 
time slots 5-50 with ERT= 0.6.  It can be seen that Epidemic 
algorithm has almost the same edge ratio at all time slots 
with no major impact. Similarly, SERP-Dijkstra is not 
significantly affected by the change of the number of time 
slots. However, edge ratio of SERP_BFS is decreasing when 
the number of time slots is increasing. This is because of the 
way how BFS and Dijkstra searching the graph is different. 
BSF is searching the graph layer by layer and this matches 
the concept of the space-time graph. In terms of edge ratio, 
the Epidemic algorithm has the highest edge ratio of about 
60% compared with SERP algorithms. SERP-BFS achieved 
40%-5% better performance than SERP-Dijkstra which has 
edge ratio fluctuating around 40%. The most obvious finding 
to emerge from this study is that SERP-BFS has very low 
edge ratio. This leads to some links will be saturated and 
create many bottleneck nodes. These nodes will lose their 
energy quickly and fall below ERT. In this case, smooth 
handover is required between these nodes and other 
neighbouring nodes with energy higher than ERT.       

Fig.5 Edge ratio of Epidemic algorithm compared to SERP algorithms with 
5-50 time slots and 50 nodes at ERT = 0.6 

Fig.  6. Number of edges of graph g and graph R of both SERP algorithms 
vs number of edges of Epidemic algorithm.  

The results show that SERP-BFS can save up to 90% of 
edges, while Epidemic can save about 40% of edges.   Hence, 
SERP-BFS can save more than double of energy compared 
with the Epidemic. In meantime, SERP-Dijkstra can reduce 

the number of utilised edges to 60% of overall edges in graph 
g, as shown in Fig.6. Fig.7 depicts the relation between the 
number of nodes and the edge ratio at ERT=0.6. One of the 
more significant findings to emerge from this study is that 
there is no direct effect on the number of edges when the 
number of nodes is increased. However, it confirms the 
efficiency of SERP algorithms.    

Fig.7. Edge ratio of Epidemic algorithm compared to SERP algorithms with 
5-50 nodes and 20 time slots at ERT = 0.6 

The relation between the edge ratio and ERT is also 
investigated. Fig.8 shows the edge ratio of the Epidemic 
algorithm against our SERP algorithms at different values of 
ERT. It can be seen that as the value of ERT rises the edge 
ratio gradually decays. The reason behind that is higher ERT 
values will restrict the number of edges to the edges belong 
to CubeSats with energy levels higher than or equal to ERT. 
Thus, only fewer CubeSats are available to form SERP paths. 
In contrast, minimizing the number of overall edges reduces 
the number of potential paths, which in turn reduces the 
message delivery ratio. Based on that, choosing the right 
value of ERT depends on various factors and it is an 
optimisation problem. 

Fig.  8.  Edge ratio of Epidemic algorithm compared to SERP algorithms 
with 50 nodes and 50 time slots at different ERT 

Therefore, SERP_BFS and SERP-Dijkstra can 
significantly minimize the overall energy cost, while 
connectivity between CubeSats is maintained over time. 
Also, minimizing the number of edges will considerably 
reduce computation time and power required for updating 
routing tables. Moreover, all CubeSats with power levels less 
than ERT can go in battery save mode until they are able to 
recharge. This can also decrease the overall radio 
transmission and reception energy.  
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V. CONCLUSION 

The problem of overall energy minimization for CubeSat 
swarm is studied. We proposed two novel SERP algorithms; 
namely, SERP-BFS and SERP-Dijkstra. These two 
algorithms are compared with Epidemic algorithm. The 
results show that both SERP algorithms have better 
performance than the Epidemic in terms of reducing the 
overall energy consumption, while connectivity between 
CubeSats is still maintained. However, SERP-BFS excels the 
SERP-Dijkstra with the ability to save much more edges. By 
reducing the overall number of edges, the overall energy cost 
can be minimized considering required power per edge.  
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Abstract—In a multi-operator shared network, an appropriate
decision is needed for how much to share resources in order to
maintain user satisfaction, while maximizing cooperation benefits.
In this paper we investigate resource sharing in a three operators
sharing system. The study focuses on the value of the sharing
factor, which is the percentage of the operator resources dedicated
for guest users access. Simulation results showed that resource
reservation improves client satisfaction in terms of blocking rates,
and the value of the sharing factor affects the achieved profits of
the sharing operators. Besides, the best decision of the sharing
factor and the pricing scenario depends on the capacity of the
operator.

Index Terms—5G; multi-operator wireless networks; resource
sharing; inter-operator service pricing; user satisfaction; opera-
tor profits.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation of mobile networks (5G), is expected
to provide a much greater capacity than the fourth generation
(4G), in order to meet the growing demand. The 5G network
will be able to provide very high data rates, with energy
efficiency [1], [2]. Different technologies will complement
each other to achieve the objectives of 5G [1], [3]. Moreover,
software solutions will be essential, in 5G, for a faster de-
ployment of new network features [4], [5]. Some regulators
as ARCEP finds that mobile network sharing agreements
can accelerate and reduce deployment costs [6]. The mobile
network sharing involves sharing between multiple operators
part or all of the equipment constituting their mobile networks.
In our model, we consider a multi-operator system, where
a mobile user can be served through the network of his
home operator, or it will be transferred and served through
the network of another operator. The latter will determine
the service cost, to be paid by the home operator of the
transferred user. In previous works [7], [8], [9], we proposed
an algorithm for the access selection decision, and we showed
its efficiency compared to other selection algorithms using
MADM (Multiple Attribute Decision Making) methods. The
previous study was made in a sharing system without making
any resource reservation and results showed that, with an open
access mode, the operator having the highest capacity was
penalized by serving a high number of guest users.

In this paper, we propose that cooperating operators will
share a limited amount of their resources. Our study focuses
on the sharing factor, which is the percentage of the operator
resources dedicated for guest users access. We investigate

different values of the sharing factor and we examine how
it affects user satisfaction and operators profits.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section
2 presents some existing work related to network sharing
and inter-operator service pricing. Section 3 describes our
the system model. Simulation environment and results are
presented in section 4. Finally, conclusion is made in section
5.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

In a multi-operator heterogeneous network, a new “flex
service” paradigm was introduced in [10]. It allows a mobile
user subscribed to “Flex service” to dynamically access base
stations (BSs) of different providers. Authors present two
modeling framework for the access at both microscopic and
macroscopic levels. At a microscopic level, a flex user accesses
dynamically base stations of different providers based on
various criteria, such as profile, network conditions and offered
prices. In our work, we envisage a similar multi-operator
environment, but mobile user does not need any previous
subscription and the access selection decision is controlled
by the home operator. In multi-operator network, the majority
of the works use game theory for the access selection and
joint inter-operator service pricing. In [11], authors consider
that part of the BS infrastructure may be switched off during
low traffic conditions, motivating MNOs to share the resources
of the remaining active BSs in the same cell. Another model
of base station sharing is presented in [12], where authors
used a game theoretic formulation to decide about turning on
or off each BS in order to maximize the global utility. In
a previous work [13], we proposed three pricing scenarios
for the inter-operator service cost, in a multi-operator en-
vironment. These scenarios were analyzed and compared to
different price sharing scenarios, and the results showed that
our pricing scenarios guarantee better profits for the operators
sharing high capacity and setting high service price. In [14],
we modeled the interaction between wireless operators, in
a multi-operator sharing network, as a multi-leader-follower
(Stackelberg) game. Cooperating service operators announce
their transaction cost in the first stage and the home operator
of the transferred user performs the selection decision in
the second stage. The game solution is found using Nash
equilibrium concept, and the best response is determine for
every pairs of leaders.
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Figure 1: System Model

In this paper, we consider resource sharing using different
sharing factor, and we exploit the previously proposed pricing
scenarios in a three operators sharing system. We showed
the effect of the sharing factor and the pricing scenarios on
the user satisfaction and the achieved profits of the sharing
operators.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a system formed by three operators, 𝑂𝑝1, 𝑂𝑝2
and 𝑂𝑝3, each managing a single radio access network fig.1.
We suppose that all operators in the system decide to share
a fixed percentage and without changing it during the hole
period of sharing. And, we use the values 1700, 11000 and
5500 kbps for the capacity of 𝑂𝑝1, 𝑂𝑝2 and 𝑂𝑝3, respectively.
We track the variation of the blocking rates, as well as the
achieved profits, for different values of the sharing factor𝛾,
considering the values 𝛾 = 10, 20, 30 and 50%.

Besides, each operator sets a price 𝑝 for its client, we
used the values 0.9, 0.1 and 0.2 units/kbytes for the prices of
𝑂𝑝1, 𝑂𝑝2 and 𝑂𝑝3, respectively. In the case of transferring
a user, the price 𝑝 is always paid to the home operator
and the latter will pay a service cost 𝐶𝑠 set by the new
service operator. The service cost 𝐶𝑠 is set according to the
adopted pricing scenario. We consider three pricing scenarios
previously proposed in [13]:

1) ACAG (As Client As Guest): each operator of the
sharing system sets its service cost 𝐶𝑠 equal to its price
𝑝 set for its own clients, such that 𝐶𝑠𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 for all
operatori 𝑖 = 1, 2 and 3.

2) MIWC (Max In When Cooperating): all operators set
identical 𝐶𝑠 equal to the highest price 𝑝 in the system,
such that 𝐶𝑠 = max𝑖(𝑝𝑖) 𝑖 = 1, 2and 3.

3) MCWC (Min Cost When Cooperating): all operators set
identical 𝐶𝑠 equal to the lowest price 𝑝 in the system,
such that 𝐶𝑠 = min𝑖(𝑝𝑖) 𝑖 = 1, 2and 3.

Further, in order to transfer the user to the suitable operator,
we adopt our Nearest Performance and Best Profit Access
Selection algorithm NP-BPA [9], that ensures the mobile
user and its home operator satisfaction at the same time. It
uses a cost function that combines the offered QoS from the
radio access networks and the requirements of the mobile

user’s application, added to the resulting profit from the user
transfer. The cost function for the user transfer to operator 𝑖
is calculated as follows:

𝑆𝑁𝑃−𝐵𝑃𝐴
𝑖

=𝑊𝑢⋅∣𝑆𝑢−𝑆
′𝑆𝐴𝑊
𝑖 ∣−𝑊𝑜𝑝⋅(𝑝−𝐶𝑠𝑖) (1)

where, 𝑆𝑢 is the user score and 𝑆
′𝑆𝐴𝑊
𝑖 is the ith service

operator score (for more details readers are referred to [9]).
The selected operator is the one having the lowest 𝑆𝑁𝑃−𝐵𝑃𝐴

𝑖 .

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

We model the arrival and departure of users as a Poisson
Process with mean arrival interval 1/𝜆 𝑠𝑒𝑐. Once connected,
the user will stay in the system for a service time, assumed
to follow an exponential distribution of mean 1/𝜇; we con-
sider a typical value of 1/𝜇 = 4𝑚𝑖𝑛 . At the end of the
connection, the user will leave the system thus, improving the
available bandwidth of the serving operator. The simulation
is implemented in MATLAB and the results are given with
a confidence interval of 90%. We use the values 1/𝜆 =
2.7, 3, 3.33, 4, 5, 7, 9, 12, 24 𝑠𝑒𝑐 for the mean inter-arrival
interval.

A. Blocking Rate Variation

In this subsection, we represent the variation of the blocking
rates with respect to the sharing factor and for each pricing sce-
nario. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the blocking rates for 𝑂𝑝1, 𝑂𝑝2
and 𝑂𝑝3, respectively. The open access case corresponds to the
value of 𝛾 = 100%, high rates.

1) Op1’s blocking rates: Figures 2a, 2b and 2c show the
blocking rates for 𝑂𝑝1 when adopting ACAG, MIWC and
MCWC, respectively. It is clear that the blocking rates of 𝑂𝑝1
decrease when the partners share more capacity, whatever is
the adopted pricing scenario. These rates achieve the lowest
values with 𝛾 = 100% and are high with 𝛾 = 10%, even at low
arrival rates. In fact, 𝑂𝑝1 has a limited capacity and transfer
clients with high rate. Consequently, when partners reduces
the amount of shared capacity it reduces the acceptance of
guest users, thus, the probability of blocking 𝑂𝑝1’s clients
increases. Same results are detected when the operators change
the pricing scenario from ACAG to MIWC and MCWC.

2) Op2’s blocking rates: Figures 3a, 3b and 3c show the
blocking rates for 𝑂𝑝2 when adopting ACAG, MIWC and
MCWC, respectively. For low arrival rates, below 0.2, the
blocking rates of 𝑂𝑝2 with different 𝛾 and for all pricing
scenarios are null. These rates increase with the system arrival
rate, i.e. when the system becomes more loaded, and are higher
when 𝑂𝑝2 shares more capacity with partners. 𝑂𝑝2 serves
high numbers of guest users, thus, with small value of 𝛾
(𝛾 = 10%), the blocking rates are maintained below 2%, with
all pricing scenarios. Hence, reducing the amount of shared
capacity helps 𝑂𝑝2 to limit the guest flow and guarantee its
clients satisfaction.

3) Op3’s blocking rates: Figures 4a, 4b and 4c show the
blocking rates for 𝑂𝑝3 when adopting ACAG, MIWC and
MCWC, respectively. Results show the same as for 𝑂𝑝1 ; the
blocking rates decrease when the partners share more capacity,
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whatever is the adopted pricing scenario. However, for 𝑂𝑝3
these rates are null at low arrival rates.

We can conclude that the value of 𝛾 affects the clients
satisfaction of all partners. Besides, the operator sharing large
capacity and serving a large number of guest users have
to reduce the sharing factor in order to guarantee better
performance in terms of blocking rates. However, this decision
may affect clients satisfaction of other partners having smaller
capacity.

B. Global Profits Variation

In this subsection, we represent the variation of the profits
with respect to the adopted pricing scenario and for the values
of 𝛾 = 100, 50 and 10% . Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the achieved
profits for 𝑂𝑝1, 𝑂𝑝2 and 𝑂𝑝3, respectively.

1) Op1’s global profits: Figures 5c, 5b and 5a show the
achieved profits for 𝑂𝑝1 with 𝛾 = 100, 50 and 10%, re-
spectively. First, notice that when partners reduce the amount
of shared resources, the achieved profits of 𝑂𝑝1 decrease.
This operator is sharing the lowest capacity, and its revenue
depends strongly on the payment of the transferred users.
Therefore, when the partners adopt a low sharing factor 𝛾,
the user blockings of 𝑂𝑝1 increase, thus, reducing its profits
fig. 5c. Second, when the partners adopt ACAG and MCWC
the achieved profits of 𝑂𝑝1 are very closed since the majority
of the transferred users of 𝑂𝑝1 goes to 𝑂𝑝2 , which sets
the lowest service price. With MIWC, 𝑂𝑝1 pays all the
users’ payment for the transaction cost, and its profit remains
the same even when the sharing factor increases. For 𝑂𝑝1,
sharing the lowest capacity, the open access mode, with a low
transaction cost pricing scenario guarantees the highest profits.

2) Op2’s global profits: Figures 6a, 6b and 6c show the
achieved profits for 𝑂𝑝2 with 𝛾 = 100, 50 and 10% ,
respectively. This operator is sharing the highest capacity in
the system, and its profits improvement depends strongly on
the service cost gained from serving guest users. Therefore,
when it increases the sharing factor 𝛾, 𝑂𝑝2 serves more guest
users and the achieved profits increase. Moreover, MIWC
scenario guarantees the highest profits for 𝑂𝑝2. And the profits
achieved with ACAG and MCWC are the same, since 𝑂𝑝2 sets
the lowest service price. For 𝑂𝑝2, sharing the highest capacity,
the open access mode guarantees better profits, but with the
highest service cost pricing scenario .

3) Op3’s global profits: Figures 7a, 7b and 7c show the
achieved profits for 𝑂𝑝3 with 𝛾 = 100, 50 and 10% ,
respectively. This operator is sharing a medium capacity, it
serves guest users coming from 𝑂𝑝1 at low and medium
arrival rates, and transfers its clients to 𝑂𝑝2, at high arrival
rates. Thus, the profit improvement of 𝑂𝑝3 depends on the
service cost gained from 𝑂𝑝1 and the income from transferred
users at high arrival rates. Therefore, when partners increase
the sharing factor 𝛾, 𝑂𝑝3 serves more guest users and its
able to transfer more clients, thus, achieving more profits.
Moreover, MIWC scenario guarantees the highest profits for
𝑂𝑝3 especially at low and medium arrival rates, when it acts
as a service operator. But at high arrival rates MIWC induces
high service costs, which degrade its profits. This negative
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(a) Op1’s blocking rates with ACAG
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(c) Op1’s blocking rates with MCWC

Figure 2: Op1’s blocking rates comparison with static sharing
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(a) Op2’s Blocking rates with ACAG
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(b) Op2’s Blocking rates with MIWC
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(c) Op2’s Blocking rates with MCWC

Figure 3: Op2’s Blocking Rates Comparison with static shar-
ing
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(a) Op3’s Blocking rates with ACAG
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(b) Op3’s blocking rates with MIWC
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(c) Op3’s blocking rates with MCWC

Figure 4: Op3’s blocking rates comparison with static sharing
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profit variation decreases with the sharing factor where the
profits are smaller.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated resource sharing in a multi-
operator wireless network. We considered a system of three
operators. These operators agree for a sharing factor, which is
the percentage of the resources shared with guest users, and
decide the inter-operator service pricing.

Simulation results showed that resource reservation im-
proves the client satisfaction in terms blocking rates, and
prevent overload situations for the operator sharing a high
capacity. In addition, higher profits are guaranteed when
operators share more capacity. An optimal decision is needed
for the sharing factor and the inter-operator service cost, in
order to maximize the users and operators satisfaction in the
same time. Future work will exploit game theory in order
to model the interaction between sharing operators in order
to determine the best sharing factor and service cost in the
sharing system.
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Figure 5: Op1’s achieved profits with static sharing
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Figure 6: Effect of the sharing factor and pricing scenario on
the achieved profits of the partner sharing the highest capacity,
Op2
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Figure 7: Effect of the sharing factor and pricing scenario on
the achieved profits of Op3
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Abstract—In this paper, a new Full-Duplex Cognitive Radio
(FD-CR) is proposed based on the observations of multi secondary
users (SUs) by exploiting the spatial diversity. Assuming that
one SU and one Primary User (PU) can access the channel,
the observations contain the noisy secondary signal when PU
is absent, and the noisy secondary and primary signals when PU
is active. The spectrum sensing is performed by applying Blind
Source Separation (BSS) techniques on these observations. When
detecting more than one noisy signal then PU is considered as
active; In this case, SU should vacate the operating band. The
BSS technique advantage is its ability to apply the spectrum
sensing without needing SU to be silent leading to FD-CR. This
fact enhances the data rate of SUs. In addition, BSS may avoid
the drawbacks of the residual self-interference when applying
self-interference cancellation in classical FD-CR. Experimental
results show that in addition to eliminating the silence period,
the performance of our developed algorithms based on BSS
outperforms the classical spectrum sensing Energy Detector.

Keywords—Cognitive Radio, Spectrum Sensing, Blind Source
Separation, Full-Duplex, Half-Duplex

I. INTRODUCTION

In classical Cognitive Radio (CR) system, Primary User
(PU) and Secondary User (SU) can share the same frequency
band but not simultaneously. SU can operate on this frequency
band only when PU is absent in order to avoid any interference.
For this reason, SU should monitor the PU activity continu-
ously by performing the Spectrum Sensing. Spectrum Sensing
provides CR with the PU status: active or idle. During the
Spectrum Sensing, SU stops the transmission in order to do
not affect the sensing decision by the Self-Interference (SI).
For this reason, classical CR is called Half-Duplex CR (HD-
CR) in which the activity period of SU can be divided into
two slots, the first one is allocated to the Spectrum Sensing
and the second one for the transmission. In the first slot when
SU detects a PU transmission, then SU should immediately
vacate the channel, else, SU continues to the second slot and
operates on the channel. The silent period of SU during the
Spectrum Sensing period affects the SU data rate [1], [2].
Full-Duplex Cognitive Radio (FD-CR) has been recently pro-
posed as a promising solution to cancel the silent period of
the Secondary User (SU) [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [2]. Based on
the recent advances in the Self-Interference Cancellation (SIC)
[7], FD-CR has gained a lot of attention during the last years.
FD-CR concerns mainly the Spectrum Sensing, where this

approach is based on the elimination of the SU received signal
on the SU receiving antenna (RX ). In fact, SU has a perfect
knowledge on its signal transmitted from its transmitting
antenna (TX ). After estimating the channel between TX and
RX , SI is cancelled by regenerating an estimation of the SU
received signal using the channel estimation, and subtract it
from the overall received signal. In fact, in addition to the non-
perfect estimation of the channel, the hardware components do
not work perfectly. Many imperfections are presented in both
the transmitting and the receiving circuits. Even the residual
of SI and the hardware imperfections related to the SI signal
are of negligible power compared to SI signal, they are of
important power compared to the PU signal. This is due to the
short distance between TX and RX which implies a very high
received SI power.
In Full-Duplex communication, the residual of SI and the
hardware imperfections are assumed to be acceptable if their
power level becomes equal to that of the noise. This condition
is not sufficient in Spectrum Sensing, since such level of power
may deteriorate the Spectrum Sensing performance. In fact, in
[8], we treated the performance of the energy detector in both
HD and FD modes. In addition, we rely the performance of
ED in FD mode to that in HD mode. As results, we obtain
that for a loss of only 10 % (i.e. detection rate in FD mode
= 90 % of the detection rate in HD mode for the same false
alarm rate), the RSI should be 7 dB bellow the noise level.
Accordingly, the lower the loss the lower the RSI power.
Such level of RSI power is very difficult to be achieved,
keeping the Spectrum Sensing performance efficient in FD-CR
is very important to CR in order to remain reliable. In addition,
FD-CR using SIC means that the asymptotic performance of
Spectrum Sensing in FD mode is the performance under HD
mode.
The BSS techniques have been introduced in CR in order
to avoid the silence period during the spectrum sensing [9],
[10]. BSS consists in the separation of N independent sources
based on M observations (Generally M ≥N) [11]. Since the
PU and SU signals are independent, the BSS can be used in
this context. Once the separation is achieved, a test of kurtosis
can be carried out on the separated signal in order to make a
decision on the presence of PU [10], [12].
Unlike [10], [12], where the kurtosis test is only considered,
the separated signals are tested using different spectrum sens-
ing algorithms a Goodness of Fit (GoF) [13] and autocorrela-
tion (AC) tests [14] will be applied on the separated signals.
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On the other hand, due to the spatial diversity where a long
distance between the M receiving antennas and the transmit-
ting antenna relative to conventional FD systems, the power of
the SU received signal copies does not dominate the PU signal
power. Further, the hardware imperfections become negligible
since they are related to the SU signal power.

II. LOCAL AND DISTRIBUTED SPECTRUM SENSING

Whatever the CR is HD or FD, its architecture may be
local or distributed [15]. In local CR, Spectrum Sensing makes
the decision of the channel availability based on its individual
observation for the channel. This type of sensing is vulnerable
to several problems such as the channel fading, shadowing, etc,
which make PU hidden for SU. This fact makes local Spectrum
Sensing not reliable enough. To solve this problem, distributed
Spectrum Sensing has been proposed. In such architecture,
several SUs are cooperating in order to make a decision on
the PU status. The cooperation can be made using one of the
three following strategies: 1) Hard Combining Scheme (HCS)
[15], [16] a Fusion Center (FC) combines the decisions of
SUs on the PU activity. 2) Soft Combining Scheme (SCS)
[16]: Each SU sends to FC a Test Statistic (TS) evaluated
based on a Spectrum Sensing algorithm (All the SUs use
the same algorithm), then FC combines these TSs and then
make a decision. 3) Observation Combining Scheme (OCS)
[17]: The SUs send their observations to FC, where they are
processed an then a decision is made based on the processed
data. Distributed Spectrum Sensing may avoid the hidden PU
problem due to the spatial diversity. Since BSS needs several
observations to perform the signal separation, then it can be a
good candidate to perform the distributed Spectrum Sensing.
In BSS, SUs are not interesting by the SIC, but they send their
observations to a FC where an technique of signal separation
is done. The channel availability is examined based on the
characteristics of the separated signals.

III. BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION FOR SPECTRUM
SENSING

The use of BSS in spectrum sensing was initially proposed
in [9], the advantage of BSS techniques is their ability to
sense the channel even if the SU is operating. In addition,
those techniques don’t require any prior information about the
signals. However, BSS assumed the statistical independence of
the sources. The latter assumption can be satisfied in spectrum
sensing since the PU signal and the SU are independent.

A. Narrowband Spectrum Sensing

When saying Narrowband, we mean that the signal band-
width is less than the channel coherence bandwidth of the
channel, then the channel can be considered as flat. In BSS,
such type of channels refers to the Instantaneous Mixture, in
which, the observation at the receiving antenna is a linear
combination of the signals forming the mixture.
In [10] and [12], the BSS is applied to Narrowband Spectrum
Sensing using various BSS algorithms. One of the most widely
used criterion in BSS-based Spectrum Sensing is the test of
Gaussianity using the kurtosis of the separated signals. In our
case, the noise is assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian, but the signals
are not.
In addition to the test of kurtosis to diagnose the status of

the channel, we propose the use of other tests instead of the
kurtosis: the autocorrelation and the Likelihhod Ratio goodness
of fit (LLR GoF) tests. Note that Energy Detector cannot be
applied in this context due to the scaling issue effected by
BSS on the separated signals. However, let us consider the
following model for Narrowband mixture:

Y (n) = GX(n) (1)

where Y (n) = {y1(n), y2(n), ..., yM (n)}T is the observed
signal vector, X(n) = {x1(n), x2(n), ..., xN (n)}T is the
vector of the N source signals, and G represents the mixing
matrix. It is well known, see [18], that the separation of a
mixture can be done up to a permutation and a scalar. In
the Spectrum Sensing context the permutation of the de-mixed
signals is not a serious problem since the detector is looking
only for the presence of the PU signal.
In our application, there are three sources, the PU signal,
the SU signal and the Gaussian noise. Hence Y (n) is the
mixture received on M antennas with M ≥ 3, and X(n) =
[x(n), s(n), w(n)]T .

B. BSS algorithms

In [10], [12], the Multi-User Kurtosis (MUK) and Fast
Independent Component Analysis (FastICA) were used, where
it was proved than MUK in more reliable than FastICA to
perform the Spectrum Sensing. However, other algorithms will
be test in this context to show their robustness. This may lead
to enhance the Spectrum Sensing performance. A brief descrip-
tion of the well known Joint Approximation Diagonalisation of
Eigenmatrices (JADE) algorithm and Generalized Eigenvalue
Decomposition (GED) algorithm is presented.

1) JADE algorithm: It uses the Second Order Statistics
(SOS) to whiten the observed signals, and High Order Statistics
(HOS) are used to find a contrast function J satisfying the
conditions of separation, see [19].

J =
∑
i

||diag(WF (Mi)W
T )||2 (2)

where W is the separating matrix, F (Mi) is the cumulant
tensor of the matrix Mi. Mi can be chosen as the eigenmatrices
of the cumulant tensor F [20]. The maximization of J leads to
joint approximate diagonalization of F (Mi), and then to find
W : Ẑ(n) = WHY (n), where Ẑ(n) is the vector of estimated
(separated) signals.

2) GED algorithm: In [21], the BSS was formulated as a
generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GED) problem, when
the signals are non-gaussian, non stationary or non-white. In
fact, the covariance matrix RY of the observations is given by:

RY = GRXG
H (3)

Where RX is the covariance matrix of the sources, which is
assumed to be diagonal thanks to the independence property
of the sources. For non-Gaussian, non stationary or non-white
signals, the authors of [21] proved that there exist another
cross-correlation matrix QY of the same diagonalization prop-
erty of RX :

QY = GQXG
H (4)
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Based on equations (3) and (4) and by exploiting the relation
of the ideal separation: X(n) = WHGX(n) = WHY (n), one
can obtain the following relation:

RYW = QYWΛ (5)

where Λ = RXQ
−1
X is a diagonal matrix [21]. Equation

(5) constitutes a generalized eigenvalue equation, which can
determine the unmixing matrix W .

C. Test performed on the estimated sources

Once the separation is achieved, a test of existence should
be carried out on the estimated signals to perform the spectrum
sensing. The sensing of the channel can be done under two
situations according to the SU state during the Spectrum
Sensing period: SU is transmitting, or SU is inactive.
In our study, we consider that the sensing can be performed
while the SU is active.
In this paper, we assume that PU exists if the following
equation is satisfied:

3∑
i=1

I(ξi > T ) ≥ 2 (6)

Where I is the logic test function that outputs 1 if the test
is true and 0 elsewhere, the metric ξi, i = 1, 2, 3 is obtained
after applying a test T that aims to distinguish between noise
signal or modulated signal, and T is a threshold to be fixed
according to T . Equation (6) means that at least two of the
three separated signals satisfy the test T . In this paper, we
introduce two new tests, the autocorrelation test, and the LLR
GoF test. The previously proposed Kurtosis test is well detailed
in [10].

1) Autocorrelation test: Instead of using the Gaussianity,
the autocorrelation tests the whiteness of the separated signals.
The autocorrelation test can be applied on baseband signals.
Based on the fact that the PU and SU use the same carrier, the
spectrum sensing can be performed using the baseband signals.
The PU and SU signals are assumed to be over-sampled with
a factor T0 [14], therefore s(n) can be formulated as follows:

s(n) =
∑
k

skq(n− kT0) (7)

Where q(n) is the emission filter, {sk} are the symbols to
be modulated, which are assumed to be i.i.d., and T0 is the
symbol period. This fact makes the autocorrelation ρs(m) of
s(n) non zero for a lag m < T0 (the same for x(n)). The
autocorrelation ρs(m) can be written as follows [22]:

ρs(m) = E[s(n)s∗(n−m)] = σ2
s(1−m/T0) (8)

When the test of equation (8) is applied on the noise, we obtain
ρw(m) = σ2

wδ(m), since the noise is assumed to be white.
The test of autocorrelation ρi(m), m > 0, is applied on
each of the three estimated signals after the BSS process, if∑3
i=1 I(ρi(m) > Tρ) ≥ 2, where Tρ is a predefined threshold,

then we have at least two modulated signals (SU and PU
signals), and then PU exists.
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Fig. 1. Performance under two situations : a) the noise is not considered as
a signal, and b) the noise is considered as a signal

2) LLR χ2 goodness of fit test: Since the noise is sup-
posed to be Gaussian and complex in general, and w(n) =
wr(n)+jwi(n), the norm two of w(n) ||w(n)||2 follows a χ2

distribution of degree of freedom 2. In [13], a LLR GoF test
based on χ2 (LLR χ2) is proposed in spectrum sensing, this
algorithm requires a silence period. In our context, we would
like to apply this test on the three separated signals by finding
the metric Θi [13] for each of the estimated signals.

Θi = −
P∑
i=1

(
ln(F0(ẑi(n)))

P − i+ 1/2
+
ln(1− F0(ẑi(n)))

i− 1/2

)
(9)

where ẑi(n) is the ith separated signal, and F0 is the CDF of
χ2 distribution. A value of Θi that is greater than a predefined
threshold means that a non-Gaussian signal is presented. If∑3
i=1 I(Θi ≥ TΘ) ≥ 2, then the PU exists, where TΘ is a

predefined threshold.

D. Number of required receiving antennas

According to the number of existing sources, s(n), x(n)
and w(n), a BSS technique has to separate three signals.
In [10] and [12], the noise is not taken in account, and the
number of signals is assumed to be two: PU signal and SU
signal. In fact, this assumption affects the BSS performance in
spectrum sensing. Figure 1 shows the result of the simulations
under the two situations: a) Without the noise and b) when
the noise is considered as a third signal. In (a) the number
of required receiving antennas is two at least, whereas under
(b) the number is three. The MUK algorithm is used, and a
test of autocorrelation is carried out on estimated signals. It is
clear that the performance under situation (b) outperforms that
under situation (a). For example, under situation a) pd = 0.9
is acheived for pfa = 0.25; whereas under (b), this probability
is achieved for pfa = 0.47.

E. Wideband Spectrum Sensing

For Wideband signals, the channel is no longer flat, and
the instantaneous mixture do not reflect the combination of
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the signals at the receiving antennas. In this situation, the
received mixture at each receiving antenna is composed from
filtered copies of the signals to be detected, where the channel
plays the role of a filter. In this case the mixture is called
convolutive. The algorithms that can perform the BSS for
convolutive mixture are much more complicated than those
performing BSS of instantaneous one. In general, when the
mixture becomes convolutive, the robustness of the separation
process decreases. In addition, the test of a wideband as a one
frequency portion may lead to loss spectrum opportunities
since white space may exist inside an occupied wideband. An
example on this situation is the sparse frequency bands. In
addition, many technologies based on Multicarrier modulation,
such as WiFi and WiMax left some subcarrier without data
allocation. These subcarriers can be used by SU without
causing interference to PU. Consequently, we advise to divide
the Wideband into several Narrowbands on which the signal
separation is performed. This divisions operations makes CR
more aware to the white space in its radio environment and
allows it to exploit efficiently the white spaces. Of the BSS
point of view, the instantaneous mixture is now applicable,
since the division of the Wideband into Narrowband makes
the channel flat relative to each Narrowband.
In OFDM-based transmission, the FFT operation at the
receiver provide the BSS system with the ability to sense
each sub-band as narrowband. In fact, when assuming that
the OFDM symbol is composed from Ns subcarrier, the
FFT operation results in Ns samples, in which the ith one
represents the data transmitted at the ith subcarrier. After
receiving N OFDM symbols, the BSS is then applied on the
sub-band Bi containing N samples. Applying BSS on each
Bi results on detecting the spectrum holes even if a SU is
active on that Bi. For that reason, we assume that a Fusion
center (FC) performs the BSS based on the observation of M
SUs, with M ≥ 3. SUs involved in the BSS are not active, so
they receive the PU signal, the SU signal and the noise.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to test the efficiency of our proposed algorithms,
Monte-Carlo simulations were conducted to show the ROC
curve of various techniques proposed in this paper. The
channels between PU base station and the SU transmitting
antennas, from one hand, and the SU receiving antennas, from
other hand, are assumed to be flat fading Rayleigh channel.

The simulations are done with a SNR of SU of -10 dB.
PU signal is assumed to have the same power as SU signal
at the receiving antenna.
Regarding SIC-based FD-CR, the residual power of the SU
signal is assumed to be as the same as the noise power.

Figure (2) shows the performance of the classical energy
detector under FD and HD modes. Under FD mode, the
energy detector performance is highly degraded due to the
residual SI power.

On the other hand, figures (3), (4) and (5) show the
simulations results of the proposed BSS algorithms, MUK,
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Fig. 2. Performance of the classical spectrum sensing Energy Detector under
FD and HD
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Fig. 4. Spectrum Sensing performance: JADE

JADE and GED, for N = 1000 samples, and a number of
receiving antennas M = 3. For the various algorithms, the
autocorrelation and LLR χ2 tests outperform the existing kur-
tosis test. In addition, JADE outperforms GED and MUK for
the various tests used in this paper, whereas GED outperforms
MUK for the autocorrelation test, and it has approximately the
same performance as MUK when the LLR χ2 and the kurtosis
tests are used.
On the other hand, JADE with autocorrelation detector out-
performs the classical energy detector in HD mode, thus fact
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Fig. 6. Performance of JADE algorithm for different numbers of receiving
antennas

means that BSS leads to enhance the detection performance as
well as the data rate of SU (performing the spectrum sensing
and the transmission simultaneously).
Figure (6) shows the performance of JADE algorithm with
autocorrelation and LLR χ2 tests for different number of
antennas M. The number of samples is set to P = 500.
The simulation results show that the performance of both
autocorrelation and LLR χ2 tests becomes more robust while
M increases. Under all these situations, the autocorrelation test
outperforms the LLR χ2 test.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, Multi-Antenna System with Blind Source
Separation (BSS) is applied in the context of cognitive radio.
BSS provide the secondary users with the ability to eliminate
the silence period during the spectrum sensing and then
enhance the secondary throughput. Several BSS algorithms
have been tested with several detection algorithms in order to
illustrate the BSS performance in FD-CR. Even though BSS
algorithms need multi-antenna system, their performances for
the different tested algorithms show their robustness where the
silent period of SU is avoided. In addition, an enhancement of
the detection is gained compared to the energy detector in
Half-Duplex mode which is considered as the asymptotic case
of the conventional Full-Duplex mode.
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Abstract—Wireless camera sensor networks have been em-
ployed for different types of visual monitoring applications,
promoting innovative services for Internet of Things scenarios
and smart cities. In this context, in order to better support the
validation procedures of visual sensor networks, we implement
various simulation cases aimed at resource consumption measure-
ment of intermediate nodes in multi-hop networks. Moreover,
we also implement a routing protocol specially conceived for
image communication, and verifications are performed for non-
compressed and compressed TiBS and JPEG* images. Our early
results illustrate the benefits of performing image compression
for resource savings, as well as the effectiveness of robust error
resilient techniques to face packet losses.

Keywords—Wireless camera sensor networks; Image commu-
nication; Simulation; TOSSIM; Resource consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) with vision capabilities

[1], [2] are emerging technologies with potential uses in

many application fields. In such networks, sensor nodes are

equipped with a low-power camera, allowing monitoring of

the application environment and providing valuable infor-

mation that have to be transmitted through the composed

wireless network. Image communication over WSNs faces

typical resource limitations of this kind of network (limited

energy, restrictions in computational power, small storage, etc.)

along with a much greater volume of information to transmit.

These characteristics have motivated much research efforts,

focusing on issues such as image compression [3]–[6], network

protocols [7] and monitoring optimizations [8]–[10].

Whatever the subject, simulation tools must be used to

study nodes behavior before implementation, or when no real-

world platforms are available at the required scale. In the

case of camera sensor networks, some simulation tools allow

important network simulation issues [11] and image quality

assessment [12], generally using simplified abstract models.

Nevertheless, there is a lack of simulation tools considering

real-world operating systems and platforms. Also, there is a

lack of tools that would employ the same programs of the ones

required by real nodes, which could prejudice the accuracy of

simulated networks.

In this work, we address the issue of simulating image

communication in multi-hop wireless sensor networks environ-

ments, considering the real-world-oriented simulation platform

TOSSIM [13]. TOSSIM is the simulation tool of TinyOS

[14], an operating system designed for resource constrained

wireless devices, and it is used in WSNs nodes such as those

of the Mica family (from Crossbow) and Telos. TOSSIM

compiles nesC codes (the programming language of TinyOS)

and executes simulations on personal computers.

In the camera sensor networks field, TinyOS has been used

as the operating system of the Cyclops camera [15], a low-

cost image sensor capable of being connected to a Crossbow

mote such as Mica2. In this paper, we describe our first results

on simulating image communication over multi-hop WSNs

with TOSSIM. Particularly, we consider scenarios where all

nodes are Mica2 motes and source nodes are equipped with

Cyclops camera sensors. As a sample scenario, we consider

definitions in [3], where resource consumption due to com-

pression and transmission tasks are resulted from performance

measurements of an implementation over a node consisting on

a Cyclops camera attached to a Mica2 mote. This hardware

integration is shown in Figure 1.

In [3], TiBS, an image compression algorithm specially con-

ceived for image communication over WSNs, is introduced.

TiBS is compared with a JPEG-like algorithm (noted JPEG*)

showing good results in terms of resources consumption and

error resilience. This last topic is important because errors are

inherent to WSNs [16]. Results are usually given for a source

node, but no studies about intermediate nodes are provided.

In this paper, we implement a multi-hop scenario for sending

images as reported in [3]. Unfortunately, Cyclops hardware

has not been incorporated to TOSSIM, so we focus on the

intermediate nodes behavior. From [3], we take basic infor-

mation for performance assessment, such as the transmission

speed and the packet types. As a routing protocol, we adopt

the proposal reported in [17], which is specially conceived for
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Fig. 1. A camera node consisting on a Cyclops camera attached to a Mica2
mote.

image communication in WSNs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section

II presents the simulated scenarios, describing the routing

algorithm and other parameters for the simulations. Section III

describes the use of TOSSIM for simulating image commu-

nication through multi-hop networks. Section IV summarizes

and discusses simulation results. Finally, Section V presents

the conclusion of this work.

II. MULTI-HOP SIMULATION SCENARIO

We consider a multi-hop scenario composed of n nodes

S = {s0, s1, s2, . . . , sn−1}. From these nodes, there is a subset

C ⊂ S of nodes that have cameras. These nodes capture and

send images towards a node ss ∈ S. The considered topology

is a grid of GH rows by GW columns nodes, where node si

is located at coordinate
(

SF .⌊
i

GW

⌋, SF .(i mod GW )
)

, SF

being the spacing factor (the distance between two adjacent

nodes in the same row or column, in the grid).

In this work, we use TinyOS 1.5.x, which is compatible

with Cyclops camera firmware (last version is 2.1.2, but

Cyclops firmware was not updated to this version). The studied

simulation scenario consists on a network of n = 100 nodes,

located in a grid of 10 × 10 nodes, with only one camera

source sc. To have a considerable quantity of intermediate

hops between the source and the sink, we set ss = s0 and

sc = s88. Moreover, TOSSIM sets as default transmission

radius for the nodes as 50 ft [13], thus we chose a spacing

factor SF = 20 (ft) with what we have at least 6 hops in the

shortest path, and a neighborhood of up to 20 neighbors per

node. Finally, the power output is fixed in 0db, and we set

a zero BER (Bit Error Rate), which does not means that no

packets are lost.

A. Image codification and transmission

Without loss of generality, a source node will capture an

image of H×W pixels, then codify it in b bits per pixel (bpp)

(this could include image compression), and then transmit

it towards the sink into NP = ⌈ H.W.b
8.Payload

⌉ packets, where

Payload is the payload available for image data in bytes. In

TABLE I
IMAGE PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION (EXTRACTED FROM [3]).

Case Bitrate b (bpp)

No compression 8

TiBS (∆ = 0) 5.50

TiBS (∆ = 1) 4.62

TiBS (∆ = 2) 3.77

TiBS (∆ = 3) 2.95

JPEG* (Qtab = 90) 2.73

JPEG* (Qtab = 50) 0.90

JPEG* (Qtab = 10) 0.37

this paper, we consider the same sample cases of [3], whose

parameters are summarized in Table I.

Captured images are 8bpp monochromatic of 128 × 128
pixels. Then, these images are compressed with TiBS and

JPEG* with different key parameters. Images are transmitted

in packets with Paylod = 27 bytes (default parameter for

this version of TinyOS). Thus, the amount of required packets

per image vary from NP = 607 packets, in the case of the

transmission of a non-compressed image, to NP = 29, in the

case of the transmission of an image compressed with JPEG*

with Qtab = 10.

B. Routing algorithm

As stated before, we adopt the routing algorithm from [17].

Each node j forwards data packets to node i, in its routing

table, based on a cost metric to minimize, defined as:

c(i) = cp(i) + α.cq(i) + β.ce(i) (1)

where:

cp(i) , cp(i) ∈ [0, 1], is a position cost. Distance and

angle-based routing schemes can be selected. We

adopt distance-based routing so cp(i) is defined as

the euclidean distance between neighboring node i

and the sink, normalized to the biggest position cost

of the neighbors of node j,

cq(i) is a queue cost, and

ce(i) is an energy cost, defined in terms of the remaining

energy of node i. The function describing ce(i) is a

non-increasing function, where zero (or very low)

remaining energy is associated to ce(i) = 1 and

maximum available energy is associated to ce(i) = 0.

Actually, α and β are selectable weights, and they can

be used to prioritize a given factor. In this paper, we adopt

distance-based with energy cost decisions; as it is presented

in [17], these parameters are α = 0 and β = 100. As a function

for ce(i), we implement the following equation:

ce(i) =

{

0 if re ≥ Et
ς

100
+ 1 otherwise

(2)

where re is a value related to the remaining energy of node i,

Et is the maximum value for re, Emax, multiplied by some

selectable value γ ∈]0, 1] (in this case, we set γ = 0.75), Ns
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is the number of the desired discretized regions of function

ce(i), and ς is calculated as:

ς =





















−100.Et

Ns
.

⌊

re

( Et

Ns
)

⌋

Et





















(3)

III. SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION

The previously described routing algorithm was imple-

mented in TinyOS and the details of such implementation

are described in this session. Firstly, we describe the selected

packets format and, secondly, the main module to be executed

by the simulated motes is presented.

1) Packets format: The following two types of data packets

were implemented:

• PeriodicMsg: which is periodically sent in broadcast

by each node, in order to keep its neighbors informed

about its status. The format of PeriodicMsg is imple-

mented with the following code:

Listing 1
DEFINITION OF THE PERIODICMSG PACKET FORMAT.

1 typedef struct PeriodicMsg {

2 uint16_t source_addr; // contains the address of

→֒ the source node.

3 double dsink; // the Euclidean distance of the

→֒ sender node (the neighbor) to the Sink.

4 double c_e; // Energy Cost (as in the routing

→֒ cost function)

5 } PeriodicMsg;

• EventMsg: which is used to emulate the image pack-

ets transmitted once an event occurs. The format of

EventMsg is implemented with the following code:

Listing 2
DEFINITION OF THE EVENTMSG PACKET FORMAT.

1 typedef struct EventMsg {

2 uint16_t serialDumpHeader_s;

3 uint16_t data;

4 } EventMsg;

Both packet formats are stored in a joint header file.

2) Main module implementation: Classical TinyOS

codification uses 2 files: one for components linking

and general definitions, and other for particular

modules implementation. In our implementation,

those files are psRoutingSavidge.nc and

psRoutingSavidgeM.nc, respectively. The content

of the first file is shown in Listing 3.

Listing 3
CONTENT OF FILE PSROUTINGSAVIDGE.NC .

1 includes MessageType;

2

3 configuration psRoutingSavidge { }

4 implementation

5 {

6 components Main, psRoutingSavidgeM, TimerC, LedsC,

→֒ GenericComm as Comm, CC1000RadioC;

7

8 Main.StdControl -> psRoutingSavidgeM;

9 Main.StdControl -> TimerC;

10

11 psRoutingSavidgeM.TimerSendPacket -> TimerC.Timer[

→֒ unique("Timer")];

12 psRoutingSavidgeM.TimerPeriodicPacket -> TimerC.Timer

→֒ [unique("Timer")];

13 psRoutingSavidgeM.TimerCaptTrans -> TimerC.Timer[

→֒ unique("Timer")];

14 psRoutingSavidgeM.Leds -> LedsC;

15 psRoutingSavidgeM.SendPeriodicMsg -> Comm.SendMsg[

→֒ PSTYPE_PERIODICMSG];

16 psRoutingSavidgeM.ReceivePeriodicMsg -> Comm.

→֒ ReceiveMsg[PSTYPE_PERIODICMSG];

17 psRoutingSavidgeM.SendEventMsg -> Comm.SendMsg[

→֒ PSTYPE_EVENTMSG];

18 psRoutingSavidgeM.ReceiveEventMsg -> Comm.ReceiveMsg[

→֒ PSTYPE_EVENTMSG];

19 psRoutingSavidgeM.SubControl -> Comm;

20 psRoutingSavidgeM.CC1000Control->CC1000RadioC;

21 }

The second file contains most of the implementation of the

algorithm. The global structure of the code, along with com-

prehensible comments describing the implemented algorithm

is shown in Listing 4:

Listing 4
GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF CODE IN PSROUTINGSAVIDGEM.NC .

1 includes MessageType;

2

3 module psRoutingSavidgeM

4 {

5 provides interface StdControl;

6 uses {

7 interface Timer as TimerSendPacket;

8 interface Timer as TimerPeriodicPacket;

9 interface Timer as TimerCaptTrans;

10 interface Leds;

11 interface StdControl as SubControl;

12 interface SendMsg as SendPeriodicMsg;

13 interface ReceiveMsg as ReceivePeriodicMsg;

14 interface SendMsg as SendEventMsg;

15 interface ReceiveMsg as ReceiveEventMsg;

16 interface CC1000Control;

17 }

18 }

19

20 implementation

21 {

22 //INITIAL DECLARATIONS

23 // DECLARATION OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS’ CONSTANTS

24 ...

25 // DEFINITION OF SOURCE AND SINK ADDRESSES

26 ...

27 // DECLARATION OF A STRUCTURE FOR THE ROUTING TABLE

28 ...

29 // DECLARATION OF GLOBAL VARIABLES

30 ...

31

32

33 // FUNCTIONS IMPLEMENTATION:

34

35 double c_e (uint16_t r_e)

36 {

37 // RETURNS c_e FOR CURRENT NODE GIVEN INPUT r_e

38 ...

39 }

40

41 double dist(uint16_t node1_addr, uint16_t node2_addr)

42 {

43 // RETURNS DE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN NODES WITH

→֒ ADDRESSES node1_addr AND node2_addr

44 ...

45 }

46

47 uint16_t bestCiRotingTable_addr(){

48 // RETURNS THE ADDRESS OF THE NODE IN THE ROUTING TABLE

→֒ WHICH HAS THE LOWEST C_i VALUE

49 ...

50 }

51

52 command result_t StdControl.init() {
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53 // CALLS TO INIT ROUTINES OF HARDWARE COMPONENTS. FIRST

→֒ PROCEDURE EXECUTED.

54 ...

55 }

56

57 command result_t StdControl.start() {

58 // AFTER init(). INITIAL STEPS OF THE PROGRAM.

59

60 //VARIABLE DECLARATIONS

61 ...

62 //SET POWER OUTPUT

63 call CC1000Control.SetRFPower(0x80); //0x02= -20db (3,7

→֒ mA); 0x80= 0db (8,5mA); 0xFF= +5db (12mA)

64

65 //INIT ROUTING TABLE

66 ...

67

68 if(TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS == SOURCE_ADDR){

69 // THIS IS THE CODE EXECUTED BY THE SOURCE NODE.

70 call TimerCaptTrans.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 60000); // IT

→֒ INITIALIZES A TIMER TO SEND AN IMAGE EVERY

→֒ MINUTE

71 }

72

73 call TimerPeriodicPacket.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 300000);

→֒ // THIS TIMES WILL SEND PERIODIC PACKETS IN

→֒ BROADCAST EVERY 5 MINUTES

74

75 call SubControl.start();

76 return SUCCESS;

77 }

78

79 command result_t StdControl.stop() {

80 // CALLS FOR STOP TIMERS AND SUBCONTROL COMPONENTS.

81 ...

82 }

83

84 event result_t TimerSendPacket.fired() {

85 // THIS TIMER SENDS (IMAGE) DATA PACKETS (EventMsg)

→֒ FROM THE SOURCE NODE TOWARDS THE SINK.

86 // THE PACKET WILL CARRY IN THE data FIELD, A

→֒ SEQUENTIAL NUMBER STARTING IN 0 AND ENDING IN

→֒ N_PACKETS-1, WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF PACKETS

→֒ REQUIRED TO TRANSMIT A DETERMINED IMAGE.

87 // IF N_PACKETS TRANSMITTED, THEN IT STOPS TIMER

→֒ TimerSendPacket.

88 ...

89 }

90

91 event result_t TimerCaptTrans.fired() {

92 // THIS TIMER STARTS IMAGE TRANSMISSION (SO IT SETS

→֒ TimerSendPacket).

93 data_to_send=0; // INITIALIZE SEQUENTIAL DATA PACKET

→֒ NUMBER

94 call TimerSendPacket.start(TIMER_REPEAT, 53.6903); //

→֒ TimerSendPacket IS REQUIRED TO TRANSMIT A DATA

→֒ PACKET EACH 54 MILI SECONDS AROUND, WHICH IS

→֒ CYCLOPS+MICA2 MOTE TRANSMISSION DATA RATE.

95 return SUCCESS;

96 }

97

98 event result_t SendPeriodicMsg.sendDone(TOS_MsgPtr msg,

→֒ result_t success)

99 {

100 // ONCE A PACKET IS SENT, A REMAINING ENERGY VARIABLE

→֒ IS DECREASSED

101 ...

102 }

103

104 event TOS_MsgPtr ReceivePeriodicMsg.receive(TOS_MsgPtr

→֒ data_msg) {

105 // THIS EVENT IS EXECUTED WHEN A NODE RECEIVE A

→֒ PeriodicMsg.

106 // THE ROUTING TABLE IS UPDATED WITH THE NEW

→֒ INFORMATION FROM THE SENDER NEIGHBOR.

107 ...

108 }

109

110 event result_t SendEventMsg.sendDone(TOS_MsgPtr msg,

→֒ result_t success)

111 {

112 // ONCE A PACKET IS SENT, A REMAINING ENERGY VARIABLE

→֒ IS DECREASSED (THIS TIME IS FOR EventMsg

TABLE II
SUMMARIZED RESULTS.

Total energy consumption (mJ)

Case Average Minimum Maximum PLR

No compression 20118.37 20088.39 20823.77 0.51

TiBS (∆ = 0) 20109.59 20088.52 20599.70 0.50

TiBS (∆ = 1) 20106.46 20088.33 20527.27 0.50

TiBS (∆ = 2) 20102.97 20088.20 20448.71 0.51

TiBS (∆ = 3) 20023.54 20011.75 20298.37 0.50

JPEG* (Qtab = 90) 19997.53 19986.70 20253.85 0.52

JPEG* (Qtab = 50) 19749.29 19745.65 19834.27 0.50

JPEG* (Qtab = 10) 19678.14 19676.51 19716.00 0.47

→֒ PACKETS).

113 ...

114 }

115

116 event TOS_MsgPtr ReceiveEventMsg.receive(TOS_MsgPtr

→֒ data_msg) {

117 // THIS EVENT IS EXECUTED WHEN AN EventMsg IS RECEIVED.

118 // THE CODE HAS TWO POSSIBLE BEHAVIORS:

119 // IF THE CURRENT NODE IS THE SINK, THEN IT SIMPLY

→֒ REPORTS THE RECEPTION BY USING DEBUG MESSAGES.

120 // IF THE CURRENT NODE IS NOT THE SINK, THEN FORWARD

→֒ THE PACKET (IF NOT FORWARDED BEFORE) TOWARDS

→֒ THE SINK, SENDING THE PACKET TO THE NEXT NODE

→֒ OBTAINED WITH FUNCTION bestCiRotingTable_addr.

121 ...

122 }

123

124 event result_t TimerPeriodicPacket.fired() {

125 // WHEN THIS TIMER IS FIRED, A NEW PeriodicMsg PACKET

→֒ IS PREPARED WITH CURRENT STATUS AND SENT IN

→֒ BROADCAST TO THE NEIGHBORING NODES.

126 ...

127 }

Full implemented files are published at the following link:

http://crduran.ubb.cl/index.php?option=com content&view=

article&id=15.

Figure 2 shows the execution of the implemented algorithm

over the grid topology, over the visualisation tool TinyViz [13].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations for the various cases of Table I were performed,

for Ns = 5. For each simulation, 10 minutes of simulated time

were executed (some real hours of simulation if we consider

the level of detail with which TOSSIM simulates hardware).

Simulation is set to start all nodes at the same simulation

time (time zero). Results in terms of energy consumption

are collected with PowerTOSSIM plugin [18], which includes

energy models for Mica2 components. Summarized results are

given in Table II.

Of course, average energy consumptions, along with the

minimum and maximum energy consumed by a node, do not

comprise the source and the sink nodes, which are supposed

to have different energy consumptions. From these early

results, it is possible to appreciate the decrease of the average

energy consumed by the network when image compression is

performed. Obviously, more significant differences should be

visualized in longer periods of time.

Energy differences are not just because of the decrease on

the amount of data packets achieved by image compression.
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Fig. 2. Visualization of a simulation using TinyViz.

Packet Loss Rate (PLR) has also a significant role. For the

different simulated cases, PLR values are also summarized in

Table II.

As shown, PLR is around 50% in all cases. This can be due

to various factors. The principal factor could be the rapid trans-

mission of image packets from the source node. As reported

in [3], considering a non compressed image, the entire cycle

(including capture, processing and transmission) takes about

33.56 seconds at the source node. Capture takes about 9 sec-

onds, so the 607 packets are transmitted in about 25 seconds.

One problem can be the speed required for the intermediate

nodes to change between reception and transmission modes.

Other reason can be the queue management. These results put

in evidence that methods ensuring robustness to packet loss

must be incorporated. In [3], block interleaving is applied to

increase the probability of receiving correct information to

reconstruct a missing block. At these levels of packet loss,

TiBS still ensures good quality for the received images, while

JPEG-based images start to have big degradation [3].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described initial results on simulating

large scale multi-hop WSNs with vision capabilities. We adopt

TOSSIM, a simulation tool for TinyOS programs, which is

employed for simulation assuming real-world platforms as

experimental references. In this context, we implemented the

routing scheme presented in [17], which includes a weighted

cost function considering position, queuing and energy costs

of neighboring nodes. The transmission of various cases with

compressed and non-compressed images are performed, show-

ing the potential benefits of image compression in order to

decrease resource consumption of nodes. Moreover, the impact

of robust compression techniques to face high packet loss rates

is also addressed.
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ABSTRACT 

Feature engineering is a complex and arduos 

undertaking that takes considerable amount of effort 

and domain expertise. Feature Learning, also called 

Representation learning, obviates manual Feature 

Engineering and automates the process. One such 

methodology is the Autoencoder. In this paper, we 

propose a modified Autoencoder based technique, 

named Leaky Linear Decoders (LLD), which help us 

extract quality Overcomplete Representations of the 

data in question. In this work, we propose the given 

technique, explicitly stating the LLD architecture, the 

training objective and the loss function used for 

training LLDs. Finally, use weights learned by LLDs 

as initial weights for Neural Network Models and 

apply these models to standard benchmark data sets 

widely used in literature. 

. 

KEYWORDS 
Autoencoders, Linear Decoder, Overcomplete 

Representations, Feature Learning, Deep Learning. 

1. Introduction

In Machine learning, feature engineering is a crucial 

and essential step that largely determines the success 

of the underlying algorithm at a learning task. 

Engineering good features is an arduous and complex 

undertaking, and requires significant efforts and 

domain knowledge. Feature learning, also called 

Representation Learning, is a set of techniques that 

obviates the need of manual feature engineering to 

some extent by learning automated learning of 

features that can be effectively exploited by Machine 

Learning algorithms. 

One such technique is the Autoencoder[1]. An 

autoencoder is a neural network that tries to learn an 

approximation to the identity function, so as to output 

 that is similar to the input .Internally, the 

autoencoder has a hidden layer , called code, that is 

used to represent the input. Hence, an autoencoder 

can be viewed as a consisting of two parts: an 

encoder function  and a decoder function 

that produces the reconstruction .  

1.1 Overcomplete Representations 

When the number of hidden nodes in the hidden 

layer, say  is larger than the dimensionality of the 

original input , then the autoencoder is said to learn 

an Overcomplete representation[2] of the data. 

However, this results in increased degree of freedom 

as the number of free parameters has effectively 

increased, which makes the learning of this identity 

mapping a trivial task, and without placing additional 

constraints on the network, will result in simply 

copying of inputs to output, without discovering 

interesting structure about the data. 

1.2 Linear Decoder 
When an autoencoder uses a linear output layer, it 

is called a Linear Decoder. That is, the decoder 

function of the autoencoder does not incorporate a 

non-linearity. The reasoning behind using linear 

activation function on the output layer is that in order 

to effectively reconstruct the input, we need to 

constraint the scale of output produced by the 

decoder function, and a Linear Activation function on 

the output layer might facilitate this desired property, 

along with being a reasonable choice, since the input 

are continuous values. 

In this paper we propose a Feature Learning 

technique for learning efficient and effective 

Overcomplete Representations of data based on 

Autoencoders, called Leaky Linear Decoder (LLD). 

We then apply LLD on standard recognition datasets. 

The main contributions of this research are as 

follows: 

1. This method is used to generate effective

overcomplete features. The weights learned by

the LLD are then used as initial weights by

subsequent Densely connected Multilayer

Perceptron for binary and multiclass

classification.

2. The use of matrix loss [3] as the main 

reconstruction loss in an Autoencoder setting. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 

describe the underlying architecture of the proposed 

LLD along with the mathematical formulations. 

Section 3 contains a brief description of the datasets 

used for the study, along with a coverage of the 

experiments conducted on these datasets, including 

the exact configurations of the MLP models used. 

Section 4 contains observations and results on the 
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benchmark datasets used and finally Section 5 gives 

conclusion and future study. 

2. LLD Architecture and Learning

Objective 

The general architecture of an Autoencoder is 

given as follows: 

Fig. 1. General Architecture of an autoencoder 

Where  denotes the  input,  denotes the 

hidden layer node, and denotes the 

reconstructed input corresponding to the  input 

element, and  denotes the weight matrix connecting 

input layer to the hidden layer. Bias units are not 

depicted in the figure 1. Figure 2 depicts the block 

diagram of the LLD architecture in a layer wise 

format. The first layer, aptly named Input Layer 

receives the input array of shape (batch_size, 

input_dimensions). The second layer is the Hidden 

layer which projects the input into an internal 

representation which aims at efficient feature 

extraction. Then we apply Dropout[5] on this internal 

feature representation, followed by the Output layer. 

For the proposed LLD, we use Leaky ReLU[4] 

activation function for the hidden layer, and add a 

Dropout[5] layer right after the hidden layer. Leaky 

ReLU activation function is defined by 

, 

whereas Dropout is a popular technique for 

preventing overfitting in Neural Networks. The 

complete LLD architecture is described in the 

following flowchart: 

Fig 2. LLD architecture 

2.1 Features of the LLD Architecture 

1. Tied Weights: We use tied weights for LLD.

Such that , where  is

the weight matrix connecting the hidden

layer to the final layer, and  is the

weight matrix connecting the input layer to

the hidden layer. This effectively reduces the

total number of tunable parameters of the

network and helps with learning viable

features.

2. Leaky ReLU activations: We use Leaky

ReLU activations with

3. Dropout : For the dropout parameter  ,

values between 0.2 to 0.5 are recommended.

Dropout layer drops a certain fraction of

inputs to 0 at each update during fitting,

hence inducing a sense of sparsity to the

encoded representation.

4. Denoising: For image data sets, we add

Random Gaussian noise to the training data

and then reconstruct the original input from

this noisy data. This enforces the LLD to

learn crucial features.

2.2Learning objective 

The encoder function is defined as 

(4) 

where is the input, is the encoding weights, and 

 are the encoder biases. The function 

denotes the Leaky ReLU Activation function. 

The decoder function is defined as 

(5) 
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Where  is the transpose of , and  are the 

decoder biases. Since the purpose of an Autoencoder 

is reconstruction of the input, we need to minimize 

the cost of reconstruction of the input. 

We use matrix norm based loss function as the 

reconstruction loss.  for a matrix  is defined as 

Where  such that  is the  row, and 

 is the  column. The reconstruction loss, 

therefore, is defined by the 

(1) 

The  matrix norm is not differentiable when any 

row of the matrix is zero. In order to alleviate this 

adverse characteristic, we add additional loss term to 

the reconstruction loss. For this purpose, we use the  

regularization over the weights of the network. This 

has the added benefit of regularization of the network 

weights, defined as 

(2) 

This makes the overall loss function as: 

(3) 

Where  is the loss multiplier, and  is the strength 

of regularization. 

3. Experiments

The experiments were carried out on the following 

datasets: 

1. MNIST: A standard data set of handwritten

digits. [6]

2. Street View House Numbers data set

(SVHN): Images of house Numbers collected

by Google Street View [7]

3. Coil-100 Data set: A 100 object 3

Dimensional Object Recognition dataset [8]

4. Ionosphere Dataset: Classification of Radar

returns from the ionosphere. [9]

The general methodology of experimentation is 

described as follows: 

1. The proposed LLD algorithm is trained using

the training data. For image datasets [6-8] we

use a Denoising objective.

2. The weights thus learned by the LLD

encoder is used as initial weights for the

Densely connected MLP used for prediction 

of results. 

All the models were trained Stochastic Gradient 

Descent with a nesterov momentum of 0.9. Any 

further details are mentioned wherever applicable. 

Preprocessing steps: 

 MNIST and SVHN: Feature Scaling and Per

Image mean Normalization.

 Coil 100: No preprocessing

 Ionosphere: Standard Scaling

We quantify the performance of the Models by using 

the Accuracy Rate metric. 

3.1 MNIST 

The MNIST data set comprises of a training set of 

60000 samples, and a test set of 10,000 samples. The 

validation set used comprised of 10% of the original 

training set, and the remaining was used for training 

of both the LLD and the final Classification Model. 

Two Classification Models were used. All the details 

are mentioned in figure 3. 

Table 1. Models for MNIST 
Model 1 Model 2 

Dense layer with output dimensions = 

encoding dimensions of LLD 

Dense layer with output dimensions 

= encoding dimensions of LLD 

Dropout layer with p=0.3 Dropout layer with p=0.3 

Final Softmax Classifier Dense layer with output dimensions 

= encoding dimensions of LLD 

Dropout layer with p=0.3 

Final Softmax Classifier 

Table 1. lists the details about the models which were 

trained on MNIST. Both the models are trained with 

a learning rate of 0.01 and an epoch wise decay. The 

models were trained for 230 epochs with a batch size 

of 32 using Real Time image augmentation using 

Affine and Elastic Transformations. The LLD was 

trained without any real-time augmentation for 40 

epochs using an initial learning rate of 0.01 and 

epoch wise decay. Table. 2. Depicts the training 

hyperparameters for the MNIST models. “Encoding 

dim” denotes the dimensionality of the internal 

representation of the Network, i.e. number of nodes 

in the hidden layer(s).  and  depict the loss 

multiplier and regularization parameter from eq. (3), 

respectively. p=0.4 denotes the Dropout parameter, 

where approximately p number of units will be 

dropped in the output.  controls the “leakiness” of 

the Leaky-ReLU activation units. And finally, “30% 

noisy input” denotes the amount of noise injected 

into the inputs. All the Parameter tables (Tables 4, 6 

and 8) follow the above mentioned guidelines, and 

are not explained for individually for the sake of 

brevity. 
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Table 2. LLD Hyperparameters for MNIST 
Encoding dim =1000, loss multiplier  = 0.01, = 0.001, dropout p=0.4, leaky 

parameter =0.7, 30% noisy input

Following the analogy from [10], after training with 

augmented data, we fine-tune the model using the 

original data, with a small learning rate for 15 

epochs. This gives results in a considerable boost in 

performance. 

3.2 SVHN 

SVHN consists of 10 classes comprising of 73257 for 

training, 26032 digits for testing and 531131 extra 

data. We prepare the data set as per [11], where we 

generate separate train and validation data set. We 

only use Grayscale images for training and testing. 

We train LLD for 20 epochs on the entire training 

set and a learning rate of 0.1 and reducing learning 

by a factor of 0.2 whenever a plateau is reached. The 

Classification model we train is given in Table 3. 
Table 3. SVHN Classification Model 

Model 1 SVHN 

Dense layer with output dimensions = encoding dimensions of LLD 

Dropout layer with p=0.5 

Dense layer with output dimensions = encoding dimensions of LLD 

Dropout layer with p=0.5 

Final Softmax Classifier 

The model was trained for 90 epochs with a batch 

size of 32 with a learning rate of 0.01 and reduction 

by a factor of 0.2 whenever training stalls. Table 4. 

depicts the hyperparameter settings used for training 

the SVHN model. 

Table 4. LLD Hyperparameters for SVHN 
Encoding dim =1200, loss multiplier  = 0.05, = 1., dropout p=0.3, leaky 

parameter =0.7, 10% added noise

3.3 Coil 100 

Coil 100 data set is a 3 Dimensional object 

recognition data set comprising of 72 3D views per 

object. Two separate data sets are created: 

1. Coil 100A: 32x32 Color images

2. Coil 100B: 32x32 Grayscale images

We use only 4 views of each object for training: the 

0, 90, 180 and 270 degree views. All the remaining 

68 views are used for testing. We train separate 

LLD’s for Coil100A and Coil 100B, as well as 

separate models.  

Both LLD’s are training with an initial learning rate 

of 0.01 for 20 epochs with a batch size of and a decay 

of 0.0005. 

Both Models are trained with an initial learning rate 

of 0.01 with a decay of 1e-6 for 100 epochs and a 

batchsize of 16, with learning rate reductions 

whenever training loss plateaus. Following the same 

conventions as 3.1 and 3.2, Table 5 display the 

details pertaining to the NN architecture for 

Coil100A and Coil100B respectively, whereas Table 

6. depicts the hyperparameter settings used for

training the Coil models. 
 Table 5. Coil 100 Models 

Coil 100A Model Coil 100B Model 

Dense layer with output dimensions = 

encoding dimensions of LLD 100A 

Dense layer with output dimensions = 

encoding dimensions of LLD 100B 

Dropout with p=0.5 Dropout with p=0.5 

Final Softmax Classifier Final Softmax Classifier 

Table 6. Coil 100 LLD Hyperparameters 

Coil 100A LLD Coil 100B LLD 

Encoding dim =1156, loss multiplier 

= 0.05, = 0.1, dropout p=0.3, leaky 

parameter =0.7, 10% noisy input 

Encoding dim=3272, loss multiplier  = 

0.005, = 0.01, dropout p=0.3, leaky 

parameter =0.7, 10% noisy input 

3.4 Ionosphere 

This system consists of a phased array of 16 high-

frequency antennas with a total transmitted power on 

the order of 6.4 kilowatts. This is a binary 

classification data set. The targets were free electrons 

in the ionosphere. "Good" radar returns are those 

showing evidence of some type of structure in the 

ionosphere. "Bad" returns are those that do not; i.e. 

their signals pass through the ionosphere. It consists 

of 34 independent variables, all of which are 

continuous. 

The training procedure is as follows: 

 10 fold stratified cross validation

 Usual procedure: Train LLD, use weights

for the classifier.

Both LLD and Classification model are trained with 

an initial learning rate of 0.001, with stepwise decay 

of 0.00005 and 1.6e-5 respectively. Both are trained 

for 500 epochs with a batch size of 16, with learning 

rate reduction by a factor of 0.2 whenever training 

stalls. 

Table 7 depict the details pertaining to the NN 

architecture for training on Ionosphere, whereas 

Table 8. depicts the hyperparameter settings used for 

training the model. 

Table 7. Ionosphere Model 

Dense layer with output dimensions = encoding dimensions 

of LLD 

Dropout with p=0.5 

Final Classification layer with Sigmoid Activations 

Table 8. Ionosphere LLD Hyperparameters 
Encoding dim =50, loss multiplier  = 0.5, = 0.1., dropout p=0.3, leaky parameter 

=0.7

4. Observations and Results
We post the results of each of the datasets separately. 
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The experimentation was done on an i5 – 3450 

processor, with 8GB RAM and a GTX 1050TI 4GB 

OC graphics card. All the networks were trained on 

the GPU using Python’s Theano library. 

All results are shown in Classification Accuracy rate. 

Classification Results for the MNIST dataset are 

shown in Table 9, whereas Table 10. shows those on 

all the other data sets. 

Table 9. Results on the MNIST Data set 

Model 1 

Performance 

Model 2 

Performance 

Training with Augmentated 

data 

99.25 99.34 

Fine tuning with normal 

data 

99.41 99.52 

We post results of the MNIST data set separately 

because of the presence of 2 different models. 

      Table 10. Classification Results on All other datasets 

Data set Classification Accuracy Rate 

SVHN 93.33 

Coil 100A 84.60 

Coil 100B 74.50 

Ionosphere 94.87 

Fig 3: Monitoring training loss on the MNIST dataset Model1 

Fig 4: Monitoring Training and Validation accuracy on the 

MNIST data set for Model1 

As is evident from Fig 3 and Fig 4, the the model 

converges very quickly, with no drastic 

fluctuations, demonstrating the viability of the 

proposed method and loss function in real-life 

applications. 

Fig 5: Visualizing the features learned by the LLD for MNIST 

data set. 

Fig 5 demonstrates the weights are learned by 

the LLD for MNIST. This visualization 

demonstrates that the LLD learns edge-detection 

like features. 

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed Leaky Linear Decoders, 

a.k.a. LLD’s. Even though based on Densely 

connected networks, LLD’s demonstrate good 

generalization performance as well as applicability to 

both Image data sets, as well as regular, numerical 

data sets. Numerical results along with visualizations 

demonstrate the capabilities, as well as the 

applicability of the proposed technique. However, 

like every algorithm, LLD’s are not completely 
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devoid of shortcomings, the most prominent being 

the high number of parameters that come as a part 

and parcel of using regular Dense Layers. But 

considering the results we achieved and the 

simplicity of the models used for achieving the 

results, it cannot be denied that LLD is a viable 

method for learning Overcomplete representations of 

data. 
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Abstract - The knowledge of the optimum number of 

base station is the most important parameter when 

designing wireless communication systems; as this 

assures quality of service. While stochastic geometry was 

seemed to be particulary appropriate for Modelling 

wireless communication of large scale networks, In this 

study a spatial (stochastic geometry) is applied in small 

network (W-LANs) for developing an optimization model 

with the purpose of determining the optimum location 

where the Access Point can be positioned. An analysis 

and investigation was conducted taking into 

consideration of signal to interference noise ratio 

(SINR) and probability of connectivity. On the 

development of the Model, the adjustment of the 

parameter was done so that the model can be used in 

Small Networks. 

Keywords: sinr, wifi, probability of connectivity 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In the last twenty years, the technology and the 

market of computing were moving from big 

centralized resources mainframe computer with 

terminals into smaller more distributed resources 

personal computers[1]. As a consequence of this 

progress materials are becoming isolated and not 

efficiently utilized. Instead, communication is 

becoming indispensable for all business, scientific, 

and other tasks[2]. The necessity for this and 

communication capabilities was behind the 

promotion of computer networks. One important and 

universally used type of computer networks is the 

Local Area Network (LANs)[3]. LANs are 

characterized by limited range, private exercise, and 

high speeds. In the last six years the mobility in 

computing and communications became very 

important, specifically for business practice[4].  

 

 

 

 

 

 Mobility means the devices are small in size which 

can be carried easily. The above scene doesn’t apply 

to fixed wired connections. For the facts, the only 

communication which seems appropriate for mobile 

application is wireless communication. The 

insinuation of mobility on computing appeared in the 

advancement of Notebook personal computers[5]. At 

last, Wireless Computer Networks of which Wireless 

Local Area Networks are one kind is where the effect 

of mobility on computer network evolution 

appeared[6].  In this twenty first century, one of the 

active areas of technology development is Wireless 

communications. This growth is being motivated 

primarily by the revolution in technology. The call for 

new wireless capacity is on the rise at a very rapid 

pace[7]. As the business firms’ environment becomes 

increasingly mobile, user counts on campus wireless 

LANs are constantly on the rise and with the increase 

of Wireless Fidelity equipped personal portable 

devices, device counts are rapidly increasing[8]. 

Among the advantages of W-LANs includes; 

coverage, mobility, scalability, flexibility and ease. 

The information technology revolution is dominated 

mostly by Wireless local area networks. The 

knowledge of the optimal number of base station is 

the most important object when designing wireless 

communication systems; this ensures a quality of 

service[7]. In W-LANs, a minimum of three Access 

Points can cover a given physical area with no co-

channel interference. With this condition, increasing 

the number of users that can access, a given Access 

Point in a given coverage area remains a challenge, 

but also adding an Access Point due to the changing 

in environment to existing W-LANs remains a critical 
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challenge. Interference is the one of the complex 

performance factors which affects the Wireless 

Systems including, the Wireless Local Area 

Networks. The signals received from the transmitters 

around are subtracted or added by the signals 

obtained from the other transmitters. The signal 

power emitted from any transmitter decreases 

uniformly in all directions with the distance, the 

positions of devices with their fading characteristics 

contribute a lot to interference[7]. While Stochastic 

geometry seemed to be particularly appropriate for 

Modeling wireless communication networks of large 

scale networks, in this research spatial (stochastic 

geometry) analysis is applied in a small network 

(WLANs) for determining the locating points of an 

Access Point in a probabilistic way, particularly in a 

hotspot environment. 

1.1 General Concept 

 

The general idea of the methodology is to establish 

the procedure used to develop an optimization 

algorithm which will be used to determine an 

optimum distance of placing an AP where coverage 

will be optimum. 

 
Figure 1: The Model Schema 

The process of determining the optimum distance will 

require a number of iterations of varying the distance 

until all the three model results are within the required 

threshold. The distance which will result for all three 

models to be above threshold, is said to be the 

optimum distance. 

 

1.2 Over View On SINR and Probabilty of 

Connectivity 

 

1.2.1 Signals to Interference Noise Ratio 

  

The number of active transmitters with respect to 

each other doesn’t have a significant impact on 

interference, instead the number of active transmitters 

and their distances from their intended receivers are 

the factors which contribute to the interference[9]. 

There is also an importance of finding outage resulted 

from interference effects in terms of probability. 

Below is the equation which was developed under the 

basics of stochastic geometry, and it was purposely 

for (multihop networks) BTS to femtocell link 

deployment The abbreviations which are to be 

applied in simulation codes are also shown. 

 

Table 1: SINR Model 

Model Abbreviations 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅0

=
ℎ00𝑝0𝑟−𝛼

𝑁0 + ∑ 𝑝|ℎ0|
𝑛
𝑖

𝑋𝑖=0

 

h=power fading 

coefficient of the channel 

N= Noise Power 

P= Transmit power  

Α = attenuation 

SINR = signal to 

interference noise ratio 

r=distance 

 

 

Adjustment of the Model; since the model was 

applied in cellular and Ad-hoc network, then its 

simulation results are un-realistic when they are 

applied in W-LANs. Due to that fact, the Model was 

studied deeply and then modified so that it can give 

realistic results when it is simulated in W-LANs. The 

parameter which was modified is 
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h = Power fading coefficient of the channel to the 

desired receiver 0 from node i. 

The modification that was done, is considered to be 

a constant value and is defined as a mean attenuation 

of all active links from users’ device to the AP. 

 

Table 2: Modified Model 

Modified Model Abbreviations 

𝐾00 = 1
𝑛⁄ ∑ ℎ00

𝑛

𝑖

 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅0

=
𝐾00𝑝0𝑟−𝛼

𝑁0 + ∑ 𝑝|ℎ0|
𝑛
𝑖

𝑋𝑖=0

 

 

K=Mean power fading 

coefficient of the 

channel 

N= Noise Power 

P= Transmit power  

Α = attenuation 

SINR = signal to 

interfrence noise ratio 

r=distance 

 

Assumptions 

  Users are modeled as nodes 

 Users/nodes transmit power at a different levels 

  Users are also interferers to each other when 

they are trying to access the access point (AP) 

 Attenuation exponent is constant for each user 

(environmental factor) 

  Only uplink traffic is considered (from 

users/nodes to access point) 

 The numerator of the power fading is assumed to 

be the average of all the individual links which 

are connected to the AP 

 

1.3 Probability of connectivity 

The idea of calculating/developing the probability of 

connectivity is to model and simulate the area 

localization which is a function of distance and 

attenuation. It is expected to alter the distance (r) and 

attenuation, and this will provide different probability 

values which will mark out the optimal placement of 

an access point (better localization) based on the 

values obtained. 

 

Table 3: Probability of connectivity 

Original Model 

 Ps = exp[−λr2β
2

α⁄ C(α)] 

Abbreviations 

Ps = Probability of connectivity 

C(α) = Attenuation [Rayleigh] 

β = minimum level required for acceptable interfrence 

α = Attenuation constant 

λ = density of nodes [number of active transmitters in a 

given area (A)] 

 

Adjustment of the model; since the model was 

applied in cellular and Ad-hoc network, then its 

simulation results are un-realistic when they are 

applied in W-LANs. Due to that fact, the Model was 

studied deeply and then modified so that it can give 

realistic results when it is simulated in W-LANs. 

 

The parameters which were modified are; 

λ= density of  nodes. 

C (α)=Attenuation (Rayleigh fading was considered) 

α= Attenuation constant 

 

The modification done; 

𝜆2 =density of nodes was squared; this is because the 

areas in cellular and Ad-hoc networks are large 

compared to that of a W-LANs which was giving un-

realistic probabilities in W-LANs. 

C (α)= Attenuation contributed by the environment 

(indoor values were taken) 

α=Attenuation of  individual link from the AP to 

users’ devices. 

 
Table 4: Modified Probabilty Model 

Modified model 

 𝑃𝑠 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝜆2𝑟2𝛽
2

𝑝𝑓⁄
𝛼] 

Abbreviations 

Ps = Probability of connectivity 

C(α) = Attenuation [Rayleigh] 

β = minimum level required for acceptable interfrence 

α = Attenuation constant 

λ = density of nodes [number of active transmitters in 

a given area (A)] 

pf = individual users attenuation 
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Assumptions 

 β  is a theoretical value and is subject able to 

changes (adjustable) 

 Density of transmitters is assumed as the 

number of laptops which are trying to connect 

to an access point (AP) in a given area 

 α is an attenuation contribution of the 

environment 

 Pf is represented as a matrix attenuation of 

individual links (nodes) 

 

2.0 The Summary 

The table below shows the modification which have 

been done on the models which were developed 

specifically for cellular and Ad-hoc networks. The 

modification done were purposely for adjusting them 

so that, they can be applied in W-LANs. Before 

adjustment, the SINR models’ application in W-

LANs was showing that; SINR is directly 

proportional to distance. This is correct in cellular and 

Ad-hoc networks where there is channel planning. 

However, considerations are taken the cellular level 

and also interference is between cells to cells. In W-

LANs interference must be inversely proportional to 

distance, this is because we take into consideration on 

users' devices; referencing to a single AP but also 

other Non-W-LANs sources which cause interference 

is taken into account. It should be known that SINR 

is a ratio. The probability of connectivity was giving 

un-realistic results due to the fact that; the density 

value in W-LANs network is different from those in 

cellular and Ad-hoc networks. First the density was 

adjusted and next the previously used fading. 

 
Table 5: Modified Model 

SN Name Original Model Modified 
Parameter 

1 SINR SINR0

=
h00p0r−α

N0 + ∑ p|h0|
n
i
Xi=0

 

𝐾00

= 1
𝑛⁄ ∑ ℎ00

𝑛

𝑖

 

 

2 Ps Ps = exp[−λr2β
2

α⁄ C(α)] C(α) =  α 

λ =  𝜆2
 

α = pf 
SN Name Modifed Model 

1 SINR 
SINR0 =

K00p0r−α

N0 + ∑ p|h0|
n
i
Xi=0

 

 

2 Ps 
Ps = exp[−λ2r2β

2
pf⁄

α] 

 

The next stage was the application of the model 

which was suggested by this research. The positions 

of users at their random position with their devices 

Figure 2: Wing Building 

were collected. The collected data includes; 

attenuation (LOS was considered), users devices 

transmit power and their respective distances from 

the AP and importantly the radiated power of the 

Access Point. From the current location the RSS for 

each user was simulated and the results were 

analyzed. Using the RSS vectors obtained. The model 

was developed by adding a condition which will  

receive the RSS vectors and test for the required 

threshold values. The AP will move, as it moves the 

free-space path loss will change and as a result the 

RSS vectors will also change. The condition added to 

the model for optimization purpose will compute 

until all of the discrete RSS vectors in a given area 

are within threshold value. When the AP was moving 

along the corridor so as to find the best position, the 
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current position was the best which will make users F 

and U fall within threshold of RSS and SINR. 

 
    Figure 3: RSS V/S Distance 

 

    
Figure 4: SINR VS Distance 

 

Figure 5: Probabilty of Connectivity VS Distance 

The Algorithm was developed by combining three 

independent models; the multi-wall model, SINR and 

probability of connectivity models. The flow chart 

below shows the working of the developed 

algorithm/models. 

 

 

2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

OPTIMIZATION MODEL 

 

The flow chart above shows what has been done so 

as to find the optimum position of placing an AP for 

optimum coverage. The flow starts from the existing 

RSS AP positioning technique and then it advance to 

the same objective by adding two adjusted models 

which were proposed by this research. The Added 

Modified models were SINR analysis and probability 

of connectivity. The model begins with the evaluation 

of indoor AP positioning where Multiwall Model was 

used. The inputs are; transmit power of the AP, free 

space loss, wall or floor attenuation loss and at least  
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The optimization model flow chart 

 

 
 

the minimum maximum and step-size of the distance 

at which the AP will move and compute the mean 

RSS of users’ devices. The iterations based on the 

maximum to minimum will be done whereby at the 

output the graph presenting all the iterations with the 

mean values will be passed automatically. From the 

graph, the maximum mean value will be used to 

calculate the SINR. After the calculation of SINR, the 

test will be done so as to check where the output 

values are out of threshold values, if they are the 

developed model will repeat where inputs for 

maximum, step-size and minimum will be changed 

until all or most of the users' devices are within the 

threshold. If they are within threshold value the 

developed model will evaluate the Probability of 

connectivity. The same procedure as the one, which 

is explained on evaluation SINR will be performed. 

If the probability of connectivity will be within 

threshold value, then the AP will be moved to the 

maximum mean distance selected when the 

evaluation of indoor multi-wall model. The flowchart 

explains the model, which is developed by this study. 

From the indoor multi-wall model, the research 

advances by adding two modified models which are 

SINR and probability of connectivity. The way on 

how the models were applied for optimization 

purpose; where finding the optimum coverage is the 

main objective is also shown. 

 

3.0 EVALUATION OF THE MODEL 

(OPTIMIZATION) 

 

The application of the developed models was done in 

two phases. On the first phase was the evaluation of 

RSS vectors. This was done by making a range of 

distance iterations which will change the freespace 

path loss. This was done until all of the RSS vectors 

are within the threshold value. 

 
Figure 6: Wing A Building 
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The AP was moved from point A to half between 

point A and B with the maximum number of 

iterations of 62. The second phase was done by 

measuring the situation where another AP can be 

added without causing interference to the existing 

AP. The model developed in section 3.8.5 will be 

used in this phase two. 

 

3.1 Test Results; 

 

The following section presents the results of the 

experiment performed. The first graph shows the 

current RSS of users’ before optimization process. 

The second graph shows optimization procedure 

where he number of iterations done versus the mean 

value of all RSS vectors is presented. The next one 

shows the optimal positions of the users’ device from 

the AP after adjusting the AP position.  

 
Figure 7: Results Before Optimization 

The graph above present the received signal strength 

of users in the area 3 before the optimization process. 

The received signal strength ranges from -75 dBm to 

-97 dBm at a distance of  10 to 19 meters.  

 

 
Figure 8: Optimzation Iterations Process 

The above graph presents the iterations done, 

whereby the AP was moved at a distance of 30 

meters. The mean received signal strength was              

recorded when the AP was moving at that range of 30 

meters. The results show that, at a distance of 16 

meters is where there is a maximum received signal 

strength. The aim of making an iteration process is to 

find a point where an optimum distance where the AP 

can be put so as to get an optimum coverage. 
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Figure 9: RSS Results After Optimization 

The above graph shows the users received signal 

strength after the optimization process. A zero point 

on the graph is at a distance of 16 meters in the area 

3. The negative distances represent the opposite 

direction with respect to the positive one. The result 

shows that, the RSS of users’ ranges from -68 dBm 

to -76 dBm it has improved due to the optimization 

process.  

 
      Figure 10: SINR Results After Optimization 

 
Figure 11: Probabilty of Connectivity Results 

The two graphs above presents the results of the 

optimization which was shown (optimized model 

flow chart ) The first one shows the SINR values for 

individual user and the next one shows the probability 
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of connectivity of users. As it was shown on the flow 

chart. both results were tested for threshold with the 

aim of finding a point where AP can be placed for an 

optimum coverage.  

 

3.2 General results 

 

The above graph shows the results of the optimization 

process (optimization flow chart), the procedure and 

graphical representation of the results are presented. 

The aim of optimization is to find an optimum point 

or distance where an AP can be placed for a 

guaranteed (optimum) coverage. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This research has developed a model of finding an 

optimum distance where the Access Point in W-

LANs can be placed for a guaranteed coverage 

Likewise, the study has developed a model for adding 

an AP in highly low density areas where APs 

interference will be averted. The application of this 

model for optimization purpose will specifically 

solve the interference problems within a single AP 

cell or between AP cells in an indoor environment 

where, there is a higher percentage of concentration 

of users and Access Points but also it’s a region which 

is extremely susceptible to environmental changes. 

However, depending on the environment the model’s 

application in concentrated areas might result to the 

occurrence of a large intersection of cell, at this point 

a problem might be created on a MAC Layer Based 

on the data collected, only few devices which are not 

laptops were collected in the environment. In 

accessing W-LANs only laptop access the Access 

Point and few desktops. The laptops and desktops 

represent the effect of stationary of wireless channels 

with little variation. With the advance in technology, 

now mobile phones can access the W-LANs. This 

study’s contribution on different power levels of 

nodes is small compared to the future. Hence, more 

studies have to be done so as to evaluate the 

contribution of different power levels almost equal 

percentage of laptops and mobile phones) in the 

interference and probability of connectivity within 

that kind of environment. 
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Abstract—In Smart grids, the implementation of demand 
response in residential area has a significant importance and help 
the integration of renewable energy resources and electric 
vehicles. The current paper presents a novel mathematical 
optimization model for a future smart home including grid, 
photovoltaic panels and wind turbine, electrical storage system 
with penetration of electric vehicles. Moreover, mathematical 
models of different type of thermal and electrical appliances such 
as air conditioning, refrigerator, water heater, vacuum cleaner, 
dishwasher and others are proposed. The proposed optimal 
scheduling energy management is considered using mixed-integer 
linear programming to find out operation modes of different 
loads, to schedule the charging and discharging of electric 
vehicles and the electrical storage system and to organize 
between the diverse considered productions systems. The 
formulated model has been solved with four different scenarios to 
prove the efficacy with various grouping. The objective function 
intends to minimize the day-ahead energy cost of the customer 
with taking into consideration of some desired appliances 
temperature and with decreasing the electricity imported from 
the grid in order to reduce the CO2 emission. Results illustrate 
the optimistic impact of implementing the proposed energy 
management model on electricity cost reduction and on finding 
the optimization results. 

Keywords: Demand Response; Electric Vehicles; Energy 
Management; Linear Programming; Renewable Energy  Resources; 
Scheduling; Smart Home. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart grids consider supporting the large employment of 
distributed energy resources (DERs) such as generators, 
renewable energy systems and energy storage devices coupled 
with demand response (DR) program. As well, utilities are 
looking for demand side management (DSM) covering the 
energy efficiency and demand response programs to improve 
the handling of their networks. Smart homes seem as small 
models in smart grids where smart appliances are used instead 

of conventional home appliances with communication interface   
and automatic management for more control. 

Several studies have developed mathematical models for 
residential sector to find out the operation mode of different 
considered elements whether production or consumption 
systems. There is a growing need to develop small-scale 
renewable energy resources as wind or solar generators due to 
the smart home application integration. A multi-objective 
stochastic economical and environmental operational 
scheduling model is proposed in [1], to manage energy and 
reserve in a smart distribution system with integration of wind 
system. A novel energy management algorithm is proposed for 
residential based on heuristic dynamic programming [2]. In [3-
4], a schedule of energy resources is conducted, considering 
the employment of renewable energy resources and electric 
vehicles without a load control and scheduling. An electrical 
demand-side management system in a realistic solar house is 
developed in [5] to improve the efficiency of the electrical grid 
and to perform a new regulation level in the local electric 
behavior. In [6], a home energy management model is 
presented so as to control a battery system connected to a 
rooftop photovoltaic (PV) system taking into account of PV 
generation and energy demand forecast errors. A time-of-use-
based bottom-up model of residential electricity load is 
introduced in [7], taking into account the existence of multiple 
individuals in the home, their performance and the associated 
use of electrical devices. In [8], a mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) model is considered to manage the 
energy demand in smart homes using a microgrid system and 
the objectives are to minimize the energy cost and CO2 
emissions. Additionally, the electricity consumption can be 
reduced in [9] by varying the customers living performance by 
a DSM approach intended at matching generation values with 
demand through managing the operation of appliances from the 
customer side. Furthermore, few researchers have been 
introduced energy management algorithm with controlling 
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thermal and electrical loads with integrating renewable energy 
resources (RER) and electric vehicles integration. 

This research aims to develop a powerful mixed integer 
linear programming for a future smart home in order to 
coordinate the grid, photovoltaic system, wind turbine, 
electrical storage system and electric vehicles with satisfying 
the thermal and electrical loads. A demand response program is 
applied by managing the operation of appliances with shifting 
the loads to the periods with low price rates or according to 
consumer temperature preferences. The optimization algorithm 
has been solved with four different scenarios to prove the 
efficacy by various grouping with aiming to minimize the day-
ahead energy cost of the consumer and by taking into 
consideration of some desired appliances temperature. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a proposed 
smart home architecture is described in Section two. The 
problem formulation is developed in Section three. Case 
studies are discussed in Section four. Simulation and results are 
presented in Section five and finally conclusion is given in 
Section six. 

II. PROPOSED SMART HOME ARCHITECTURE

The most important purpose of the optimization algorithm 
in this paper is to minimize the day-ahead energy cost of the 
consumer by shifting the loads to the periods with low price 
rates and by taking into consideration of some desired 
appliances temperature. In the proposed model, smart 
appliances are divided in two categories: thermal controllable 
(TCL) loads like air conditioning (AC), refrigerator (Ref) and 
electric water heater (EWH); and electrical controllable loads 
(ECL) such as vacuum cleaner, dishwasher, etc. A controlling 
of energy production between the different considered systems 
is also considered. We have integrated beside to the 
conventional power plant, a residential photovoltaic system and 
a micro-wind turbine due to the best grouping between these 
sources. Weather forecasting gives 24 hours solar irradiation 
and wind speed data. Also electric battery and electric vehicles 
are integrated in the smart home. The considered problem is 
modeled along the horizon T with t time steps. The time slot is 
suggested to be one hour, therefore each day will be 24 slots. 
The proposed smart home architecture system is given in Fig.1. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 In this research, the energy management problem is 
formulated as a MILP model. The following binary variables 
are considered in the system:  

- ( , ) is the state of starting of appliance i at t (= 1, 
appliance i starts; = 0, otherwise);  

- ( ) and ( ) are the states of the AC at t (= 1, 
AC turn on in cooling or heating mode; = 0, 
otherwise); 

- ( ) is the state of the Ref at t (= 1, Ref turn on; = 
0, otherwise); 

- ( ) is the state of the EWH at t (= 1, EWH turn 
on; = 0, otherwise); 

- ( , ) is the state of the EV battery j at t (= 1, 
charging; = 0, otherwise); 

Fig. 1.  Main components of the proposed smart home architecture 

- ( , ) designs the state of the EV battery j at t (= 1, 
discharging; = 0, otherwise); 

- ( ) is the state of the battery at t (= 1, charging; = 0, 
otherwise);  

- ( ) designs the state of the battery at t (= 1, 
discharging; = 0, otherwise); 

- ( ) and ( ) are the states of the injection into the 
grid and the gird production at period t.  

Afterwards, the associated constraints are presented in the 
following equations. 

A. Electrical Controllable Loads: 

The operation time of the electrical appliances must be within 
the given time window: ( , ) = 0			 			 	 < ( )	 	 > ( )					 ( , ) = ( )			 		 	 ( )	 	 ≤ ( )			 (1) 
Where ( ), ( )	 and ( )	 are the earliest 
starting time, latest finishing time and the operation time of 
different appliances i, respectively. 

B. Thermal Controllable Loads: 

1) Air conditioning:

The operation model of the AC in cooling mode: ( ) = 	 × 	 ( − 1) + (1 − )×		 ( ) − × ( ) × 			 	(2) 
The operation model of the AC in heating mode: ( ) = 	 × 	 ( − 1) + (1 − )×		 ( ) + × ( ) × 			 	(3) 
Forbidden the activation and deactivation simultaneously: ( ) + ( ) ≤ 1									 		(4) 
Limitation of the inside temperature between desired bound: _ ( ) ≤ ( ) ≤ _ ( ) 		(5) 
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State to activate the AC in cooling mode: ( ) = 0		 		 	 (0) < _ (1)				1			 		 	 (0) > _ (1)			 	(6) 
State to activate the AC in heating mode: ( ) = 1		 		 	 (0) < _ (1)				0			 		 	 (0) > _ (1)			 	(7) 
Time window that AC can operate in cooling mode: ( ) = 0	 	1		 		 	 	 ∈ 	 				0		 		 	 	 ∉ 	 			 		(8) 
Time window that AC can operate in heating mode: ( ) = 0	 	1			 			 	 	 ∈ 	 					0			 			 	 	 ∉ 	 		 	(9) 
Where ( )  designs the inside room temperature in t; 	 represents the power consumption of the AC;  is the 
system inertia;  is the coefficient of performance of the AC; 

 designs the thermal conductivity of the construction; ( ) 
is the outside temperature in t; _ ( ) and _ ( )represent the lower and upper desired  limit of 
inside room temperature in t, respectively. 

2) Refrigerator:

The operation model of the refrigerator: ( ) = ( − 1) + 	 × − × ( ) + (10) 
Limitation of the Ref temperature between desired bound: _ ( ) ≤ ( ) ≤ _ ( ) 		(11) 
State to activate the refrigerator: ( ) = 	1		 			 	 (0) > _ (1)			0		 			 	 (0) < _ (1)		 (12) 
Where ( ) is the refrigerator temperature in t; 	designs 

the power consumption of the refrigerator; 	  designs the 

activity probability effect on the Ref temperature; 	is the 
effect of the ON and OFF states on the Ref temperature;  
is the thermal leakage due to the difference between the 
refrigerator and room temperature; _ ( ) and _ ( )  design the lower and upper desired limit of 
refrigerator temperature in t, respectively. 

3) Electric water heater:
The operation model of the EWH: × ( ) ( ) = × ( ) − ( ) +( ( ) × ) − × × _ ( ) − 		(13)	   
Limitation of the water temperature between desired bound: _ ( ) ≤ ( ) ≤ _ ( )			 		(14) 
State to activate the EWH: ( ) = 	0			 		 	 (0) > _ (1)					1			 		 	 (0) < _ (1)				 	(15) 
Where ( ) designs the water temperature in t; 	is the 
power consumption of the EWH; is tank thermal 
capacity;  represents the thermal resistance of tank walls; 

 designs the specific heat constant for water; 	designs the 

flow of the hot water;  represents the temperature of the 
entrance water into the EWH; _ ( ) and _ ( )	represent the lower and upper desired limits of 
EWH in t, respectively.  

C. Electric Grid: 

The bound of the amount power imported from the grid: 0 ≤ ( ) 	≤ ( )											 	(16) 
Where ( )	designs the power generated in t by the grid 
and  ( ) represents the maximum power imported from 
the gird in t. 

D. Photovoltaic System: 

The bound of the amount power generated by PV system: 0 ≤ ( ) ≤ ( )											 	(17) 
The generated output power from photovoltaic system [10]: ( ) ≤ × × ( )			 			(18) 
Where ( ) designs the power generated in t by PV system 
and   ( )	is the maximum allowed PV power in t;   is the 
efficiency;  designs the PV system area and ( ) represents 
the solar irradiation in t. 

E. Wind Turbine System: 

The bound of the amount power generated by wind system: 0 ≤ ( ) ≤ ( )											 		(19) 
The generated output power from wind system [11]: 	 ( ) = 0									 				 	 < 	 	 > 				( ) = 	 			 	 ≤ 	 ≤ 										( ) = × −− 				 	 ≤ 	 ≤ 	 	 (20) 
Where ( )  designs the generated power in t  by wind 
turbine and  ( ) represents the maximum allowable wind 
power in t;  designs the rated power of the wind turbine; 

 is the forecasted wind speed; ,  and  represent rated 
speed, cut-in speed and cut-off speed of the wind system, 
respectively. 

F. Battery Storage System: 

The limit of allowed charging power: ( ) ≤ × ( )										 		(21) 
The limit of allowed discharging power: ( ) ≤ × ( )										 	(22) 
Forbidden the charging/discharging simultaneously: ( ) + ( ) ≤ 1									 			(23) 
Power stored in the battery at t > 1: × ( ) = 	 × ( − 1)+ ( ) × − × ( ) × 	(24) 
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Initial state of the battery: × (1) = 	+ (1) × − × (1) × (25) 
Bound of state of charge of the battery: ≤ ( ) ≤ 1											 			(26) 
Maximum battery charge limit: ( ) × 	+ 	 × ( − 1) ≤ 				 			(27) 
Where ( )  and ( )  represent the charge and 
discharge power by battery storage in t.  and  
design the allowable maximum power charge and discharge 
battery respectively; ( ) represents the state of charge of 
the battery;  is the battery nominal capacity;  and  
are the coefficient factors of charging and discharging; 

 represents the initial battery capacity and  
designs the minimum state of charge of battery storage.  

G. Electric Vehicles: 

The bound of allowed charging power: ( , ) ≤ ( ) × ( , )			 		∀	 	 ∈ 	 				( , ) = 0		 			∀	 	 ∉ 	 			 			(28) 
The bound of allowable discharging power and EV travel 
demand: ( , ) ≤ ( ) × ( , )			 		∀	 	 ∈ 	 [1,… , ]			( , ) × = ( , )				 			∀	 	 ∉ 	 			 (29) 
Forbidden the charging/discharging simultaneously: ( , ) + ( , ) ≤ 1									 			(30) 
Power stored in the EV battery at t > 1: ( ) × ( , )= ( ) × ( − 1, )+ ( , ) × − × ( , ) × (31) 
Initial state of EV battery: ( ) × (1, )= ( )+ (1, ) × 	− × (1, ) × 		(32) 
Limit of state of charge of EV battery: ( ) ≤ ( , ) ≤ 1			 	(33) 
Maximum EV battery charge limit: ( , ) × 	+ ( ) × ( − 1, ) ≤ ( )	(34) 
Where ( , )  and ( , )  design the charge and 
discharge power by EV j in t. ( ) and ( ) are the 
allowable maximum power charge and discharge of EV 
battery j respectively; ( , ) designs the state of charge 
of the EV battery j at t; ( ) represents the EV battery 
nominal capacity;  and  design the coefficient factors of 
the charging and discharging;  ( )  represents the 

minimum state of charge of EV battery j;	 ( ) is the
initial EV battery capacity and 	 ( , )  designs the 
driving electricity demand of EV j at t. 

H. Grid Power Balance: 

The power grid must guarantee the balance between 
consumption and production systems: ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( , ) + ( ) 	

= 			 ( ) × 	 ( , ) + ( )
+ ( , ) + ( ) + ( )			 			(35) 

Forbidden the injection into the grid simultaneously with gird 
production, battery discharging and EV battery discharging: ( ) 	≤ × ( )			 			(36) ( ) ≤ ( ) × ( )			 			(37) ( ) + ( ) ≤ 1			 			(38) ( ) + ( , ) ≤ 1		 			(39) ( ) + ( ) ≤ 1		 			(40) 
Where ( ) denotes the power consumption of electrical 
controllable appliance i and ( ) of thermal controllable 
loads; ( ) designs the electricity amount sold to the grid 
in t;  designs the total number of EVs. This equality is 
assured when t ∈  (  = period when EV stays at 
home), otherwise the EV power have to be removed from the 
equation because in this study we considered that there is no 
charging process when the electric vehicle is away from home. 

I. Objective Function: 

The objective function of the system is formulated as follows: 

					min ( ) 			=
[( ( ) × ) × ( )] +[( ( ) × ) × ] +[	( ( ) × ) × ] +( , ) × × +( ) × × −( ) × × 		

	(41) 
The objective of this function aims to minimize the day-ahead 
electricity bill of the residential customer. ( ) denotes the 
cost of the generated power by the grid in t; 	and  design 
the generation and maintenance cost of PV system and wind 
turbine;  and  represent the maintenance costs of 
EV and battery storage; 	designs the electricity cost when 
it is sold to the utility. 

IV. CASE STUDY 

The proposed mathematical model is executed with 
different case studies, given in Table I, to prove the efficiency 
and robustness of the smart home energy management model  
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TABLE I.  RESUME OF CONSIDERED SCENARIOS 

Case studies 
Production system DR program Battery V2G 

Grid RER ECL TCL

Scenario 1  x x x x x

Scenario 2  x  x x x

Scenario 3    x   
Scenario 4       

and the impact in reducing the electricity cost and finding the 
optimal result. The model is implemented with the GNU 
mathematical programming language (GMPL) and GUROBI 
optimizer is used as optimization solver. Four different 
scenarios are presented: 
Scenario 1: residential consumer with only grid production. 
Scenario 2: scenario 1 with adding the demand response 
program by shifting some electrical controllable loads to the 
periods with low price tariffs. 
Scenario 3: scenario 2 with integrating renewable energy 
resources (solar and wind), battery storage and electric vehicles. 
Scenario 4: scenario 3 with adding to the demand response 
program, the thermal controllable loads to maintain some 
desired temperature at a predefined level range. 

The data of the 18 appliances used in this paper such as 
earliest starting time, latest finishing time, power consumption 
and the duration of the operation is adopted from [12]. The 
most of input data in the proposed model is taken from [13], 
like the forecasting solar irradiation and wind speed data, the 
electricity tariffs from the utility, maintenance cost of 
renewable energy systems and electric vehicles battery, and all 
the dimensioning data of battery, solar and wind system. The 
cost of the sold power to the grid is considered 0.10 €/kWh.    

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

The effectiveness of the proposed mathematical model has 
been tested with the above considered scenarios after the 
implementation with the GNU mathematical programming 
language (GMPL), generation of input data with python 
programming language and using GUROBI optimizer as 
optimization solver. The results of the minimization of the day-
ahead energy cost are given in Table II, and the management of 
different energy production systems with load curve is exposed 
in Fig 2. As we can deduce that the cost decreased between 
scenario 1 and 2 by the fact of introducing the demand 
response program with ECL. In scenario 3, with considering 
RER, battery and V2G, the cost also decreased, and the 
consumer can benefit by selling the excess energy to the utility 
(26.66 kW). Moreover, the purchased power from the grid is 
reduced that means that the CO2 emission is also reduced. And 
finally in scenario 4, when the TCL is considered, a high 
reduction of the electricity cost (-106.89 cents/day) is realized 
by benefiting from controlling and scheduling the renewable 
energy resources and the charging and discharging of EVs and 
battery storage system. The profit by selling electricity to the 
utility is increased to 29.52 kW and the purchased power from 
the   grid  is   reduced  to  36.28  kW  instead  of  45.33  kW  in  

scenario 3.  Fig. 3 shows the scheduling and the operation time 
of the eighteen thermal and electrical controllable appliances 
during the day for scenario 4. Beside the minimization of the 
day-ahead electricity cost of the consumer, Fig. 4 shows the 
preferred temperature of the indoor, EWH and refrigerator, 
where the proposed model has taken into consideration the         

TABLE II.  SIMULATION RESULTS  

Scenarios 
Cost 

(cents) 
Purchased 

power (kW) 
Sold  

power (kW) 
Computing 
time (ms) 

1 1008.56 64.70 - 305

2 642.03 64.70 - 520 

3 -39.42 45.33 26.66 470 

4 -106.89 36.28 29.52 16230 

Fig. 2.  Simulation results of studied scenarios 
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Fig. 3.  Scheduling of appliances for scenario 4 

Fig. 4.  Desired temperatures of TCL for scenario 4 

Fig. 5.  Schedule of charging/discharging of EVs for scenario 4 

predefined desired limit to maintain a minimum comfort level. 
As well as, the scheduling of the charging and discharging 
mode of the two electric vehicles integrated in the system is 
given in Fig. 5, where they have positive effects in future smart 
home. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents a robustness mathematical optimization 
model for a residential consumer in a smart grid environment. 
Scheduling and determination of operation of different type of 
thermal and electrical appliances are obtained as well as the 
coordination and management between considered energy 
production systems. Also, the scheduling of the charging and 
discharging mode of electric vehicles and the battery storage 
system is presented. By implementing this algorithm in 

different case studies, the best minimization of the day-ahead 
energy cost is obtained in scenario 4 with taking into 
consideration of some desired appliances temperature 
predefined by the customer to maintain a minimum comfort 
level. Future works tend to promote the proposed model and 
implement it with many smart homes or a district in order to 
optimize a more complex system.    
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Abstract- in this paper, intelligent routing 

protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) will 

be proposed .Depending on the concepts of fuzzy 

and neural networks. The goal is to get good quality 

service by finding the most convenient data transfer 

paths, therefore a Fuzzy-based, Neural-Fuzzy based 

and Energy aware are three approaches have been 

proposed to enhance Dynamic Manet On-demand 

(DYMO),All approaches were implemented in ns-2 

simulator and compared with original protocol in 

terms of performance metrics, which showed that 

there was an improvement in route efficiency.  
 

Keywords: DYMO, MANET, Fuzzy logic, Fuzzy   

Neural Networks, Intelligent Routing Protocol. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MANETs are a collections of mobile Nodes 

that are grouped together to form network 

topology Without relying on a pre-configured 

communication infrastructure this kind of  

networks can be operate in very difficult places 

such as Disaster areas, conflict zones, war and 

places where people can not directly access 

them.[1] The mobile ad-hoc networks nodes are 

limited by the battery power due to the fact that the 

nodes operate with limited energy. This affects the 

longevity of the nodes [2]. In order to 

communicate between the source node and the 

target node, the nodes need to use multiple hops 

routing, if the two nodes are not in the same range 

of transmission for each. Protocols are therefore 

classified into two types. The first type is: 

Proactive routing protocols, because all paths are 

known before communication. The second type is 

referred to as reactive routing protocols, by Using 

this type, a routing request is sent to the network to 

learn about a route to the destination 

 

 

A. Table-Driven :  

1. Destination Sequence Distance Vector 

(DSDV) When this protocol is run on nodes, the 

protocol performs an initial delay, because the 

nodes need to store all available paths in the 

routing tables for each node to cover the available 

nodes. The protocol sends periodic messages to 

maintain paths for detecting any changes to the 

network, such as entering a new node or 

disrupting the node. [3]. 

 

2. Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) Although 

the speed of finding the path to the available 

node, the protocol needs a primitive delay time 

and a large space of cache memory which is 

naturally limited, since the protocol configure a 

number of tables that help to maintain the paths, 

that consume the memory and  the power of 

node. And also every node Sends hello messages 

regularly to neighbor nodes which consume the 

bandwidth [4].   

 

B. On-Demand Routing: 

1.  Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) The Protocol 

is based on two successive procedures. Route 

discovery occurs when a source node is request to 

communicate with a target node where a path is 

created and the route is saved in the routing table. 

On the other hand, when a communication failure 

occurs or change of network topology, the 

routing maintenance procedure is activated. 

These two procedures contribute to reducing the 

overhead of the network because the number of 

messages decreases 

 

2.  Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector 

(AODV) creates and maintains routes by using 

route discovery and route maintenance. (AODV) 

has taken advantage of (DSR) features and has 
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benefited from the (DSDV) features such as a 

routing over hops, a unique sequence number for 

each destination and periodic hello messages. [6]. 

 

3.  Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm 

(TORA) There is a range of limitations that limit 

the effectiveness of the network and (TORA) 

works effectively with these limitations, it 

depends on maintaining the route information of 

the neighbor nodes. One of the protocol features 

is that it eliminates loops and outdated packets, 

and creates more of a route to the same 

destination node. On the other hand of the 

protocol that performance degrades with 

increased mobility. [7].  

 

4. DYMO (Dynamic MANET On-demand 

Routing) is Successor of AODV and Reduced 

overhead in route discovery and route 

maintenance [8]. 

 

The paper is structured as follows: In section two 

describe in detail the working principle of DYMO 

protocol, Sections three and four evaluates the 

performance of the proposed methods 

 

II. DYMO ROUTING PROTOCOL 

 

The DYMO routing protocol uses hop by hop 

routing mechanism, if A Node (source) need to 

send data to D Node (destination), (A) will flood 

the network by broadcast RREQ packet to all the 

other neighboring nodes in the network, (B) Node 

(intermediate node) broadcast received RREQ 

packet after adds itself to RREQ packet, if the node 

(D) receives the RREQ packet, it passes the RREP 

packet to the sender node A by unicast RREP 

packet. as shown in figure1.(a).  DYMO is the next 

generation of AODV and more simply, it also 

added new features to the routing request message; 

where each Intermediate node adds its address to 

routing message [8]. 

 
Figure1.(a) : DYMO protocol 

 

DYMO protocol and AODV protocol uses route 

discovery and route maintenance by following 

same basic operations. When node wants to send 

data to destination that is not in its routing table. 

The originating node create a route request 

message and broadcast the message, each 

intermediate node receiving the RREQ, and search 

in his route table to find destination if not founded 

With each new hop, the intermediate node adds its 

address to the routing request packet, therefore the 

packet size is increasing  each time it is forwarded, 

then adding to  its route table a path for  the sender 

node , and finally the RREQ broadcasting again,  

While RREQ reaches its destination or an 

intermediate node that has a path to it, the RREP 

packet is created and sent back to the source. When 

RREP packet reaches the originator of the routing 

request packet, the path is recorded to its routing 

table. Each node has only one routing entry for 

each destination stored in the routing table, If the 

node receives more than one route for the same 

destination, it chooses the freshest sequence 

number and if the sequence number for all routes 

does not differ, the node will choose the path with 

fewer hop counts .On other hand When a source 

node receive a route error (RERR) packet this 

mean there is link break. Upon receiving the 

RERR the source node initiate new RREQ to find 

path again if the source want to send data to that 

destination. [9][17], the path accumulation adds 

some improvement such as: a reduced number of 

RREQ packets. The flowchart of the basic 

operations of the DYMO protocol is shown in 

Figure.1 (b).  
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Figure1.(b) : flowchart for DYMO protocol 

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

The following three approaches have been 

proposed to improve the DYMO routing protocol. 

 1. EDYMO (ENERGY-DYMO) 

EDYMO introduces two new fields in DYMO’s 

Route messages: Energy and Total energy fields. 

The EDYMO routing protocol is introduced, which 

is modified to make the network life more 

efficient. 

The drawback of a model based on energy is that 

the origin itself can leak; since the calculation of 

energy is based on the rate of transmission and 

reception of nodes. 

 

A. Energy and Total Energy Fields 

In most cases, there is more than one route 

between the source and the distention. For 

each route there is a certain number of 

nodes (N) and each node has different 

values of energy. The Energy field in the 

RREQ is the battery energy of node, and 

Total energy is a summation of total power 

of all nodes of route as (1) shows. 

 

Total energy=  𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛=𝑁
𝑛=1  𝑛              (1) 

 

B. Route Selection Process 

When a destination node receives several 

(RREQ) s from different routes, it 

determine the best route depend on who has 

freshest route ,minimum Hop Count and  

maximum Total energy .each intermediate 

node who receives an  RREQ  adds  its own 

energy to Total energy value .  

2. FDYMO (FUZZY - DYMO) 

FDYMO introduces new field in EDYMO’s 

Route messages: Fuzzy filed. The field value is 

selected by applying the fuzzy logic theory, in 

order to choose the most suitable path from source 

to destination. The advantages of using fuzzy logic 

to model any system are : easy to understand using 

natural language , flexible, can use it to model 

nonlinear functions, and the experiences of  

professional experts are main part for build any 

system.[10][11] A fuzzy system is a group of “if-

then” rules  where maps the inputs membership 

functions to the output variable. The values of 

ambiguous inputs form curves called membership 

functions where each value is reflected to a fuzzy 

value. These actions are controlled by the fuzzy 

logic controller as illustrated by the figure 2. 

The basic units of a fuzzy logic controller have 

been explained as follows: 

A. Fuzzication Module: convert each crisp 

input into a fuzzy set, for this purpose 

membership functions are used, It is 

proposed here that Route metrics that are 

used to make a decision are Total energy 

available in a path, and hop count. On 

another hand the output linguistic variable 

is Fuzzy route.  

 

B. Rule Base : this module contains rules of 

IF-THEN linguistic rules , Table 2 shows 

the fuzzy linguistic rules used in the 

FDYMO simulation . 
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Figure.2. Block Diagram of fuzzy logic controller 

 

 

C. Defuzzification Module: which is a 

module, converts fuzzy sets into a crisp set, 

a crisp value in accordance with its 

membership function and a operator set, for 

example ,Mean of Maximum as (2) shows.: 

 

MOM =  
 𝑥`𝑥 `∈𝑇

𝑇
                       (2) 

 

𝑇 = {𝑥 |µ 𝑥` = 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 µ 𝑥  

     

Where T is the set of output x that has 

highest degree [12][13]. 

 

3.  NFDYMO (NEURO -FDYMO) 

A fuzzy system with good realization is not an 

easy task. Since for the development of the system 

it is necessary to find membership functions, and 

the corresponding rules are often a boring process 

of trials. This leads to the conception of using 

neural networks, where the Simplified 

mathematical model of the brain systems, that 

serve as a widely distributed computing network, 

they are not a program to perform a specific task, 

But are depend on trained and learning. The utility 

of the neural network enables its continuous 

support of the fuzzy system in order to determine 

the required variables values. In some cases, it is 

difficult for the fuzzy control unit to measure the 

inputs in a desired way. Therefore, the neural 

network helps the fuzzy system to effectively 

increase the performance level. There are several 

neuro-fuzzy architectures one of them is Adaptive 

Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

[15][16] which contains five layers where the first 

is responsible for assigning the input variable 

relative to all membership functions. The second 

layer calculates the precedents of the rules. The 

third layer settles the strengths, the fourth layer 

determines the results of the rules and the last layer 

calculates the summation of all the signals that 

arrive to this layer to create system output. 

NFDYMO operation can be modeled by the 

pseudo code in Algorithm 1 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The protocol DYMO was implemented in C++ 

language using DYMOUM version and simulated 

using NS2 Table 1 shows the significant 

parameters selected for the NS2 simulation to 

perform comparison between DYMO, EDYMO, 

FDYMO, and NFDYMO. 

The proposed studies were compared with DYMO, 

and were focused on three performance indicators, 

which are Throughput, End to End Delay, and 

Packet Delivery ratio. 

Various performance metrics analyzed are as 

follows: 

1. Throughput: Is the average number of bits 

delivered per second, or the amount of data 

per unit of time delivered successfully. 

 

2. End to End Delay: Is the average time of 

delivery of data packets to the delivery to 

the destination, which includes all delays. 

 

3. Packet Delivery Ratio: The ratio of the 

number of packets received in the receiver 

and the number of packets sent from the 

origin.  

 

 

 

 

Rule Base 

Fuzzification Module 

Inference Engine 

Defuzzification Module 

Crisp Inputs 

Fuzzy Inputs 

System Output 
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Algorithm 1: operation model to NFDYMO 

 

// Method for  broadcast of RREQ 

messages 

route_discovery (Destination_node) 

{ 

// Get info from routing table (if 

there exists an entry) 

IF (routing_entry) { SET  seq_num= 

rt_seq_num , thopcnt= rt_hopcnt,  

Energy=rt_Energy,FUZZY=rt_FUZZY } 

ELSE    SET  seq_num= 0,thopcnt= 0, 

Energy=Local_Energy 

,FUZZY=Local_FUZZY 

BROADCAST  RREQ  to Neighbors } 

 

//Method for handling RREQ messages 

Receive_RREQ (RREQ, 

Destination_node) { 

IF (Destination_node == 

target_node) { 

IF (routing_entry) UPDATE 

ROUTE,Send_RREP(Source_node) 

ELSE  INSERT ROUTE, 

Send_RREP(Source_node, RREQ) } 

IF (Destination_node != target_node 

){ 

IF (seq_num> rt_seq_num) OR 

((seq_num= rt_seq_num) AND 

(FUZZY> rt_FUZZY) ) UPDATE Route,  

FORWARD_PATH_ACCUMULATION_RREQ }} 

 

 // Method for broadcast RREP 

messages 

Send_RREP(Source_node, RREQ) 

{SET rrep_seq_num= seq_num , 

thopcnt=0 

BROADCAST RREP} 

 

// Method for handling RREP 

messages 

Receive_RREP (RREQ ,Source_node) 

{ IF (Source_node== target_node) 

UPDATE  Route, SEND Data 

IF (Source_node!= target_node ){ 

IF (rrep_seq_num> rt_seq_num) OR 

((rrep_seq_num= rt_seq_num) AND 

(FUZZY> rt_FUZZY) ) UPDATE Route, 

FORWARD  RREP }} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TABLE 1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameters values 

Simulation 

time 

900s 

Channel type Wireless channel 

Mobility 

model 

Random way point 

Type of 

antenna 

Omni directional 

Topology area 5000m x 1000m 

Number of 

Nodes 

20,30,50,100 

Speed 10 to 30 m/s 

Routing 

protocol 

DYMO,EDYMO,FDYMO 

Traffic type CBR 

Initial energy 10J 

 

 
TABLE 2: The Rule Base of FDYMO  

Hop Count Energy 
Optimal 

value 

Low Low Low 

Low Low-med med 

Low High VeryHigh 

Low High-med VeryHigh 

Low-med Low Low 

Low-med Low-med Low 

Low-med High VeryHigh 

Low-med High-med High 

High-med Low VeryLow 

High-med Low-med Low 

High-med High High 

High-med High-med med 

High Low VeryLow 

High Low-med Low 

High High High 

High High-med Low 

 

 

In Figure.3 (a) and Figure.3 (b) shows the 

throughput of DYMO, EDYMO, FDYMO, and 

NFDYMO where in Figure .3(a) the throughput of 

NFDYMO is the best at low speed, EDYMO and 

FDYMO are better than DYMO. On Figure.3 (b) 

NFDYMO throughput is increased, when number 

of nodes increased also that happened to all 
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protocols, and NFDYMO has the best throughput, 

on another hand EDYMO and FDYMO are better 

than DYMO at 5, 10, and 15mps. 

 

 
 

Figure.3 (a) Throughput for 50 nodes in different 

speeds 

 

 

 
 

Figure.3 (b) Throughput for 100 nodes in different 

speeds 

After evaluating performance parameters, 

performance (NFDYMO) is generally more 

efficient than the traditional routing protocol. 
 

 
 

Figure.4 (a) End to End Delay for 50 Nodes in 

different speeds 

 

The End to End Delay of DYMO, EDYMO, 

FDYMO, and NFDYMO   appears in Figure.4 (a) 

and Figure.4 (b), where in Figure 4(a) number of 

nodes is fifty nodes. at 15, 25 and 30 mps speeds, 

FDYMO is better than DYMO, EDYMO, But on 

Figure .4 (b) EDYMO and FDYMO are better than 

DYMO at 5, and 30 mps speeds, on another hand 

NFDYMO Remains almost similar to DYMO 

effectiveness on both cases.  

Figure.5 (a) and Figure.5 (b) shows the Packet 

Delivery ratio of all proposed models where 

(NFDYMO) is more efficient than conventional 

routing protocol, in Figure. 5(a) at 5, 10, and 15 

mps speeds EDYMO and FDYMO are better than 

DYMO .but on Figure .5 (b) EDYMO is better 

than DYMO and FDYMO at 15 mps 
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 Figure.4 (b) End to End Delay for 100 Nodes in 

different speeds 

 

 
 

 
Figure.5 (a) Packet Delivery ratio for 50 Nodes at different 

speeds  

 

 

 
 
Figure.5 (b) Packet Delivery ratio for 100 Nodes at different 

speeds  

. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper shows EDYMO, FDYMO, and 

NFDYMO as extensions for DYMO, to ensure that 

the conditions of choice of routes are effective and 

have a positive impact on the efficiency of the use 

of battery power. The simulation results show that 

the NFDYMO, EDYMO and FDYMO have 

improved the performance of DYMO.  
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ABSTRACT  

 

Cyberpreneurs intention has been an important 

element to cyber entrepreneurship 

(cyberpreneurship) activities in a new venture of 

business technology. Cyberpreneurship has a 

substantial potential to foster the growth of 

globalization economic, especially in developing 

countries, alike. However, in Malaysia, the adoption 

of cyberpreneurs intention is still in infancy stage 

and the lack of self-awareness. Currently, there is 

little specific intention research that has been 

conducted in significant relational and developing a 

framework of cyberpreneurs intention in the context 

of cyberpreneurship activities. This paper further 

highlights the intention of cyberpreneurs career, and 

youth students venture into business. The main aim 

of this paper is to examine the significance of 

cyberpreneurs intention factors influencing Kelantan 

Higher Institution students. The second aim is to 

suggest a conceptual framework to clarify the 

predictor factors involving a cyberpreneurship 

career. Via this conceptual paper, a literature review 

found that predictor factors have a positive 

significant with the intention to in a self-career. 

Besides that, based on literature review, this paper is 

estimated to get new finding among students in self-

career to increase the number of cyberpreneurs 

intention, a benefit to institution curriculum and 

community area in Kelantan. This paper will provide 

a framework that expected to understand the 

significance of cyberpreneurs intention. Therefore, it 

will intensively be influencing among Kelantan 

higher institution students and, guidelines for 

developing a cyberpreneurs intention in practices of 

cyberpreneurship. 
 

KEYWORDS 

 

Cyber entrepreneurship (cyberpreneurship), 

cyberpreneurs intention, entrepreneurship, predictor 

factors, and high institution students . 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Entrepreneurship has become crucial in 

the global economic development. Many 

developed and developing countries got a 

contribution to growth revenue of the state. 

According to Shabbir, Shariff, et al., (2016)[1], 

entrepreneurship activities have been the 

proactive approach towards the 21st century 

with economic development, national growth, 

human capital building and societal well-being. 

It studies the aims and importance of 

information technology approach to 

entrepreneurship for economic development in 
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Pakistan which includes the development of a 

hypothesis model with entrepreneurial skills. 

Nevertheless, other authors looked at  the 

association is the proactive success of 

entrepreneurial development among university 

students in India [2]. While research in Malaysia 

by Nawang[3], leverage entrepreneurship 

benefits in entrepreneurial is important to 

develop local communities. The positive effect 

can increase the numbers of Malaysia’s 

adolescent entrepreneur. Therefore, the review 

of literature indicated the implication of 

entrepreneurial activity is an important role in 

economic prosperity and social well-being. 

Table 1 shows that Malaysian well-being index 

from year 2000 to 2014. 

 
Table 1. Malaysian Well-being Index 

(2000=100), 2000 - 2014 
 

 

Building sustainable economy in 

developing countries, various efforts are aimed 

to promoting entrepreneurial activities. The 

impact of the technology revolution in 

entrepreneurship and innovation has influenced 

society economic development. As China has 

been innovating a strategy in the developed 

economies [5]. The explosion of technological 

revolution has greater leverage entrepreneurship 

activities [6]. According to Nanterme, et 

al.,(2017)[7], technology also innovate as agent 

of change in thinking, community lifestyles and 

educate people towards the positive business 

world, opportunities and challenges. It 

stimulates a new exposure to enhance the study 

of entrepreneurship approach using technology 

namely cyber entrepreneurship 

(cyberpreneurship) to higher institution 

students. This study focuses on entrepreneurship 

in Kelantan higher-education students, where 

low enhance technology perspective, 

community culture and, level of the household.  

Students will benefit to intention choose self-

employed, and job promoting requirement.     

Numerous studies have attempted to 

explain how entrepreneurship can be successful 

but only a few have been conducted on self-

awareness issue of cyberpreneurs intention. 

However, some studies show that the significant 

differences do exist, albeit findings are 

somewhat contradictory. While each of these 

studies contributes to the understanding of 

awareness issue of intention there is a clear 

research gap in this area. There is a need to 

examine the significance of cyberpreneurs 

intention factors influencing and guidelines of 

framework developing.    

 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Developing economic has enhanced the 

build of human capital development. 

Cyberpreneurship was a chosen career to young 

generation especially those who are exposed 

with skill and knowledge of entrepreneurship 

background. Nevertheless, the lower level of 

self-awareness cyberpreneurs intentions is a 

major barrier to a sustained economic growth, 

besides still lacking in entrepreneurial 

contribution. According to Shabbir, Shariff, et 

al., (2016)[1], highlight that “the problem 

statement of entrepreneurial intention could be 

stated as, the effectiveness of entrepreneurial 

skills in developing entrepreneurial intentions 

among the youth in Pakistan”. Thus, modern 

trends are still very limited in the context of 

entrepreneurship in Pakistan. The same situation 

occurs in Malaysian. It because its “still facing 

heaps of challenges and obstacles that deter 

further expanding their businesses and 

sustainable growth”[8]. Thus, Malaysia is like 

Pakistan concept with important of Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SMEs) roles in the 

economic growth, employment generation and 

poverty alleviation in the economy. 

Entrepreneurship activities in Malaysia can be 

measured by household income. According to  

Yr 

Comp-

site 
Index 

Econ.  

Well-
being 

Socia
l  

Well-

being 

Income 
& 

Distrib

ution 

Transp

-ort 

Commu

nication 

00 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
01 101.3 100.8 101.6 99.8 102.1 100.7 

02 102.8 102.0 103.2 101.4 102.9 101.3 

03 104.5 105.2 104.0 102.7 104.7 101.9 

04 106.1 107.4 105.3 104.2 107.1 102.9 

05 107.2 108.6 106.4 108.0 109.9 104.7 

06 109.1 112.2 107.4 111.8 111.5 104.8 
07 111.6 115.2 109.6 115.5 114.6 106.2 

08 112.8 116.6 110.7 115.6 115.5 108.2 

09 113.6 117.0 111.8 114.5 118.3 110.0 
10 116.4 119.2 114.8 118.0 120.1 113.4 

11 118.4 122.7 116.0 121.1 124.4 117.7 

12 121.4 125.5 119.1 123.4 128.5 122.7 
13a 121.5 128.0 117.9 127.3 132.0 126.5 

14a 123.7 130.0 120.3 132.9 133.4 128.7 

              

 

Source: Economic Planning Unit [4] 
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Department of Statistics (2017)[9], report that “ 

the average of monthly household income of all 

states has increased where five states exceeded 

the national growth rate of 6.2 percent. 

Terengganu recorded the highest growth rate of 

9.1 percent, followed by Perak (8.6%), Pahang 

(7.2%), Selangor (6.8%) and Kelantan (6.3%)” 

indicated in Figure 1. The expected conclusion, 

cyberpreneurship activities in Kelantan is much 

lower than other states. Awareness in 

entrepreneurial intention among Kelantan 

entrepreneurs are still lacking even with 

enhancement of current technologies. Therefore 

this research has two objectives. The first 

objective is to re-review literature about the 

intention of cyberpreneurs and predictor factors. 

The second objective is to create conceptual 

framework about the intention of cyberpreneurs 

involving in entrepreneurship career. 

 

 

Figure 1. Mean monthly household income by state, 

Malaysia, 2014 and 2016 

Source: Department of Statistics, 2017  

 

 

 OBJECTIVES  

 

The main objective of this paper is to 

examine the significance of cyberpreneurs 

intention factors influencing among Kelantan 

Higher Institution students. The second purpose 

is to suggest a conceptual framework to clarify 

the predictor factors involving a 

cyberpreneurship career.  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

The literature focuses on some underlying 

theories relevant to cyberpreneurs intentions and 

acceptance of the technology. Author reviews   

past literature and relates to the objective of this 

study. Theory of Planned behaviour is the most 

relevant theory that used in this research [10]. 

The Theory of Planned Behaviour [11], derived 

from Theory of Reasoned Action [12], which 

states that behavioural intentions are formed by 

one’s attitude toward that behaviour and one’s 

subjective norms – (i.e. influenced by significant 

others - e.g. parents, peers, role models). In turn, 

both attitudes and subjective norm are 

influenced by evaluations, beliefs, and 

motivation formed through one’s unique 

individual environments. Numerous studies 

have been used the Theory of Planned behaviour 

to test its model to assess entrepreneurial 

intentions. 

Supplementary, some other theories 

related to entrepreneurship are the theory of 

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 

Technology (UTAUT) illustrated that the level 

user acceptance of the technology [13]. 

Acceptance of the technology intentions has 

been acknowledged by numerous researchers 

[14][17]. Preceding studies exhibited that 

entrepreneurial intentions were affected by 

performance expectancy, effort expectancy, 

social influence and facilitating conditions.  

 
 

1.1 INTENTION TO CYBERPRENEURS 

CAREER   

 

Entrepreneurship is national economic 

catalyst. Cyber entrepreneurship is one of the 

major contributions of the economic 

development. The emergence of higher 

technology and the increase in the usage of the 

World Wide Web, e-commerce websites and 

social media for businesses have the high 

potential among cyberpreneurs to successful for 

new business intention [6].  

Intention to cyberpreneurs, Krueger, 

(1993) defined as “the cyberpreneurs 

commitment to starting a new business”. It is 

widely acknowledged by others researcher and 

practitioner. As a mention by Ajzen (1991) that 

“Intention to act depends on attitude to execute 
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the desired action which is individual with a 

strong desire work harder to involve in taking 

action". Thus, “intention to act is important 

“whereby interest and probability not enough to 

create a desire [19]. Clearly, intention reflecting 

on thinking which supports self-employed 

instead of being employed [20]. Nevertheless, 

the author argues that critical issue in the new 

era of technology using social media need to 

enhance technical knowledge. The intention is 

important for commitment and acceptance using 

of advanced technology.  

Psychology in intention self-behaviour 

increases acceptance using technology 

cyberpreneurship method. According to 

Badaruddin et, al. (2012) [21] cyberpreneurship 

as a new platform method for entrepreneurship 

activities using purely on Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT). While other 

authors Wang [22] indicated the important issue 

of cyberpreneurship in developing a better 

understanding of what drives students, with the 

growth of the e-commerce industry. Therefore, 

cyberpreneurship will be defined as 

entrepreneurship activities using new method 

technology as social media with growth e-

commerce and globalization era of modern 

issues.  

There are several studies on 

cyberpreneurs intention for students of higher 

learning institutions, such as intention to create 

new business venture [21]. These studies such as 

“the moderating role of disciplinary difference 

to drives Students’ Cyber Entrepreneurial 

Intention [23], a dynamic model of Cyber-

entrepreneurship and, cluster formation[24], the 

factors tested on the cyber-entrepreneurial 

intention among business undergraduates in 

institutions of higher learning in Malaysia [21] 

and towards modelling factors of intention to 

adopt Cloud-Based M-Retail Application 

among Textile Cyberpreneurs [25]”. Others 

studies are involved to undergraduate youth 

venture into business [26], successful cyber 

entrepreneurial venture [6], acceptance and use 

of social media as a platform among student 

entrepreneurs [27] and cyber entrepreneurship 

ecosystem [28]. Cyber entrepreneurship is a 

practice in creating new enhanced business 

using technology that provide a platform in 

response to recognized opportunities. 

The opportunities, challenges, and 

lifestyle are the agents of change that  proactive 

to transform the way through technology [7]. 

Entrepreneurship through technology provides 

innovation and great benefits to business career 

opportunities. Mentioned by Badaruddin et al., 

(2012)[21] that “cyber entrepreneurship is 

considered as one of the newly invented in 

Malaysia’s business environment”. Thus, this 

study is to examine the intention to venture into 

cyber entrepreneurship business among 

graduates in Malaysia. 

 

 

1.2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

This research suggests a conceptual 

framework about an intention to cyberpreneurs 

career in Kelantan state based on literature 

review. The conceptual framework in this 

research is as shown in Figure 2. Based on the 

diagram, the independent variable in this 

research are predictor factors (personal attitude, 

social networking, tendency, and technology 

knowledge) which influencing an intention of 

higher institution students. While the dependent 

variable of this research is cyberpreneurs 

intention. These factors personal attitude, social 

and tendency shown from theory planned 

behaviour (TPB)[11]. In additional variable, 

include technology knowledge as important 

factors for cyberpreneurship activities to access 

the impact of entrepreneurial intention towards 

cyberpreneurs into start-up e-business.  This 

approach allows the researcher to clarify 

phenomena or issue as it is considered the 

relationship between the variables [25]. 

 

 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

CYBERPRENEURS 

INTENTION

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Social Networking

Tendency

Personal Attitude

Cyberpreneurs Practices

Hypothesis

Technology knowdledge

 

Figure 2. Conceptual framework an intention to 

cyberpreneurs intention 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This research has identified and examined 

cyberpreneurs intention factors as the 

exogenous variables. Therefore, a conceptual 

framework has clarified the predictor factors to 

suggest the understanding of factors involving 

cyberpreneurship career. Currently, the 

frameworks in cyberpreneurship study had been 

carried out. Social psychology used a robust 

model approach by Theory of Planned 

Behaviour that considers predictive value for 

behaviours which has a function in three 

determinants i.e. an individual's attitude towards 

behaviour, subjective norms and perceived 

behavioural control. Besides that, adopted from 

the integrated model as a Unified Theory of 

Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) is 

used in the effort to understand and examine the 

level of user acceptance of the technology. 

Understanding of predictor factors which 

influencing a cyberpreneurs intention of 

students is one opportunity to find the main 

awareness in cyberpreneurship. Apart from that, 

it can assist self-human capital development to 

be more effective in the future to establish a 

career with the power of predictors’ factors. In 

conclusion, benefit study estimates 

cyberpreneurs intention can be a willingness in 

career of a young cyberpreneurs in the future. 

Malaysia, especially in Kelantan community, 

students are growing with the involvement in the 

young cyberpreneurs social-culture sustainable, 

to eradicate the poverty rate of society and 

national development.  
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Abstract— Android is the most widely accepted and used 

open source Operating System (OS) developed and supported 

by Google. Compared to other OS, the source code of Android 

OS can be modified by users to release with their own 

customized features. The internal features like built-in services 

and applications offered may differ from one developer to 

another including the user interface design.     
Android phone works based on several applications installed 

within them. While installing a new application may lead to some 

malicious software to be installed without the consent of the owner. 

Some of the application requests the user to access the resource from 

mobile phone such as SMS, Contacts, Alarm, Calculator, etc.  But 

some of them access the resources which are not requested. This 

causes the data theft, leakage or loss. This paper proposed a policy 

based mechanism which incorporates a database about good and bad 

application which is based on required permission and used 

permission. The requested permissions of an application is compared 

with the good and bad application pattern and then its critical APIs 

are identified. If the predefined pattern matches with good application 

then it is concluded as secure to install. Otherwise, the user can 

assign necessary permissions to access the resource in the mobile 

phone and either the user will install the application or terminate it.  

Keywords—Android, Security, Access restriction, Policy 

Enforcement, Malicious apps. 

I.INTRODUCTION  

 A OS is an very essential for making all hardware 
components to work according to their intended functions and 
applications. A mobile OS manages cellular and wireless 
network connectivity, etc.  Typical mobile OSes like Android, 
Google, Apple IOS, BlackBerry, etc.  Android is the most 
popular and widely used mobile OS relies on Linux with 
public licence. Android was released under Apache Version 2 
open source license. It is designed and developed for various 
usages of people. Business users have gained a lot by Android 
because of product maximization and users may keep even 
their sensitive information or data in Smartphone. Most of the 
operations are done by several Applications (Apps) which are 
installed in Smartphone. In Android, the sources and resources 
are compiled and converted to run on the Dalvik Virtual 

Machine (DVM) and then packaged up as an Android 
application package (APK) file. 

 Google provides the Software Development Kit for 

developers to build different Android Apps to enhance and 

attract customer community. Various components of an 

application are vital part of the Android OS. Typically such 

components are loosely integrated into the one of the 

components of Android OS namely Manifest.xml file which 

takes the responsibility of describing the details of each 

component and their interaction and it usually includes the 

required permissions and used permissions. Few important 

components of an Android Application that are targeted by  

Malware [8-11] writers are services, activities, content 

providers, and broadcast receivers. The Activity component 

handles the user interface and responsible for handling phone-

user interaction events. The Services component handles all 

types of background operations that are relevant to executable 

applications. The objective of Broadcast receiver component 

is offering necessary communication translation between 

installed applications and the OS. Finally, the Content 

provider component is responsible for resolving database 

management related issues. By the device manufacturer, the 

Smartphone are usually sold  with some in-built Apps like 

calendar, message, contacts, alarm, browser, etc., The most 

important application existing every Smartphone called 

”Application Stores” which allow the user to download and 

install some other applications. 
 While installing an Android app, it may lead to some 
malicious software to be installed without consent of the 
owner. This leads to data theft, leakage or loss. The set of 
permissions are used to compare the applications and then the 
critical APIs are detected. So the Smartphone needs some 
security measures when the user installs the applications in 
their Smartphone. To avoid these malware activities the user 
must have awareness about the clean and malicious Apps. 

 As users might use Smartphone to do their daily 

business and might use them to keep their important data into 

the phone itself, it becomes an attractive target to malware 
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authors. The first malware that targets mobile OS was released 

in the year 2004 which attacked Smartphone that ran Symbian 

mobile OS. During the first quarter of 2012, the malware 

attacks against Android Smartphone were only countable 

numbers. In 2013, it has increased to 6 million and the count 

was nearly 7 million during the fourth quarter of 2014 [1]. As 

more number of users will opt either a tablet or Smartphone to 

do all their daily activities, it will be increased into hug 

numbers in near future. 

  Malwares that target Smartphone can be flooded 

through many ways like downloading executable application 

from Playstore and sites, executing applications using 

Bluetooth option and accessing web resources through internet 

downloading applications from stores and installing 

executable using Bluetooth. A malicious app software can be                                               
used for performing many illegal activities like stealing a 
user’s private information, blocking legitimate operations of 
the device, sending messages by making financial loss, 
supplying backdoor, etc.Compare to the wired communication 
medium, propagating a virus through wireless backbone 
produces more benefits to malware authors because of the 
following reasons.  

• Detecting malicious attacks can be possible only if an 

operation of an access point deals legitimate Wi-Fi 

frames 

• Existing forensic tools and methods are not sufficient 

to discover the existence of malware infected device 

and app.  

• Detecting a virus which propagates using Wi-Fi-AP 

pose additional challenges.  

 

Android Mobile phones are today’s most successful 

telecommunication medium for increasing the productivity of 

customers. A mobile phone is typically in-built with either 

open source or preparatory mobile operating system together 

with number of attractive applications such as social media, 

online business, calendar, address book, web browser, etc., by 

device manufacturer. While customer installing a third party 

application on their android mobile phone, several security 

violations may arise.  

 

For example activities such as robbing the customer’s 

personal information, making calls or sending Short Message 

Service (SMS) without any consent of the user’s knowledge. 

This pose serious security policy violation which results into 

expose of customer’s sensitive data, especially when the 

standard security mechanisms offered by the mobile phone 

security software apps are not sufficient to protect such 

attacks.  

 
In this paper, a policy-based mechanism has been proposed 

with the intention of classifying good mobile apps from bad 
mobile apps. This holds the required permission and used 
permission of an application previously installed. The set of 
permissions is used to analyze the set of patterns of an 
application to determine whether either it is a legitimate 
application or malicious application. When the application 

matches with good application pattern then it is secure to 
install. On the other hand if the pattern of an application 
matches with bad application pattern then the user can either 
assign necessary permissions to access the resources in the 
mobile phone or to terminate the application. To ensure the 
same research team further determine the critical APIs that are 
used by the application as it directly affect the root of the 
operating system. 

 

II.RELATED WORKS 

 Many third party mobile applications are available either 
for free or purchasable which can be easily downloaded 
through online. Typically, all applications did not contain 
authentic information about its developer and manufacturer. 
Such applications can be used to steal users’ information with 
their consent. An Application Programming Interface (API) 
function can be used for performing many services like 
providing communication between two mobile applications, 
passing information, or controlling even the entire 
application.. APIs are being called when an app is installed 
and get executed by the kernel of the OS. API specifications 
specify the required checks and other APIs to be invoked 
before and after an API call. Incorrect 

 usage of APIs can lead to robustness and security problems. 
Some of the critical APIs are listed in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Important critical APIs 

Package  Name Critical APIs 

android.content.Context 
getFilesDir(),getCacheDir(),getDir(),getPacka

geCodePath() 

android.app.DevicePolicy

Manager 

installKeyPair(),uninstallCaCert(),installCaCe

rt() 

android.app.Icon setSmallIcon(),setLargeIcon() 

android.app.ActiveNotific
ations 

getActiveNotifications() 

android.Display.Mode getPhysicalWidth(),getSize() 

android.ColorStateList.Re

sources 
getColor(),getColorStateList() 

android.net.VpnService 
setAlwaysOnVpnPackage(),getAlwaysOnVp

nPackage() 

android.content.Intent 
getIntenCount(),editIntentAt(),onNavigateUp(

), 

getParentActivityIntent(),finishAffinity() 

android.app.MediaCodec 
createEncoderByType(),createDecoderByTyp

e() 

android.Buffer.ByteBuffer 

getInputBuffers(),getOutputBuffers(),dequeue

InputBuffer(), 
releaseOutputBuffer,queueSecureInputBuffer

() 

android.MediaPlayer. 

OnTimedTextListener 

getTrackInfo(),addTimedTextSource(),select

Track(), 

setOnTimedTextListner(),setNextMediaPlaye

r() 

android.net.Uri 

SetBeamPushUris(),setBeamPushUrisCallbac

k(), 
createBeamUris() 

android.net.nsd 
setServiceName(),setServiceType(),setPort(),r

egisterService(), 

discoverServices(),resolveServices() 
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android.app.Activity 
startActivity(),makeScaleUpAnimation(), 

makeThumbnailScaleUpAnimation(), 

makeCustomAnimation() 

android.application. 

onProvideAssistDataListn

er 

registerOnProvideDataListner(),onProvideAs
sistContent() 

android.image.ImageRead

er 

newInstance(),getSurface(),setOnImageAvail

ableListner() 

android.support.test 

getArguments(),getContext(),getInstrumentati

on(), 
getTargetContext(),registerInstance() 

android.Location.location 
getLattiude(),getLongitude(),setAccuracy(),se

tBearing() 

android.CalendarContract.

Attendees 
query() 

 

An Android malware detection app namely, APK auditor [2] 

proposed towards imposing the trust worthiness of Android 

market. The APK auditor is a machine-learning based 

malware detector developed for Android Smartphone and 

capable of detecting harmful programs to improve both 

security and privacy of a mobile phone user. The APK 

framework monitors permission access on different objects 

and events of an application and analyzed the collected 

information using machine-learning method to decide whether 

an application is legitimate or malicious.However APK 

auditor omitted permission auditing omits the newer 

application permission. 

Few Advertisement (advert) networks for mobile applications 

required to inspect the layout of each advert to discover the 

hidden of fraudulent content. Performing such work manually 

causes errors and failed to support scalability. Liu et al [3] 

presented a tool namely DECAF. DECAF was designed to 

detect frauds that are placed in different places in a layout. 

DECAF applied optimization techniques and automated 

navigation methods to inspect a huge amount of visual 

elements to detect the presence of a malware. In addition, 

DECAF can effectively identify whether advert of an 

application violates the rules of advert display and placement.   
 But DECAF cannot support Android Smartphone and used 
for only Windows based applications. The frauds should be 
identified in software or hardware programs during increased 
spoofing in web server. Haciosman [4] presented the use of IC 
metrics to generate unique profile that described the systems 
actual behavior. It is also used to extracting features from 
digital systems. However the spoofed application cannot be 
identified.  

Advert libraries that are embedded in an application can able 

to fetch the content of an advert and usually present the 

interface screen to the user. The advert source must pay 

money to its developer for each display and click by a user. 

One of the critical threat to this kind of financial business 

system is advert fraud trick in which a malicious content can 

intentionally get a advert without showing its content or clicks 

the advert automatically. Crussell et al. [5] proposed a 

mechanism namely, MadFraud to recognize two different 

advert behaviours like clicking on an advert automatically and 

request to display an advert while an application is running in 

the background which may be integrated into applications. 

The MadFraud framework was designed to automatically run 

many different applications at once to activate and expose 

advert fraud attacks. The MadFraud automatically identified 

advert impression click within three steps: First, building the 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request. Next, 

identification of different advert requested pages and finally, 

discovering advert clicks through HTTP request tree method. 

One of the important obstacles of this approach is taking more 

time to build HTTP request.  

Chung et al. [6] proposed a light weight and strict framework 

based on its permission validation of applications during 

runtime. Typically, an application can be secured based on 

implemented permission privileges, thus Android applications 

cannot be analyzed all pre-installed applications statically to 

check its approved permissions. Through this approach, a user 

can able to easily determine a highly privileged application. 

One of the noted point of this approach is to prohibit 

unintended app's behavior without using its acknowledgement. 

However assigning precise permission during runtime is a 

tedious task. 
III.MOTIVATIONS 

 The following points motivate us to design and develop a 
policy based mechanism for protecting Android platform 
against malicious executables. 

• Recently, Android Smartphone is most probably 

used. 

• Most of the people use their mobile phones to store 

sensitive information and do their transactions 

through online in transit. 

• Additionally, many real time applications can be 

controlled via smart phones. 

• Fig. 1. Proposed System ArchitectureAntivirus developed for 

PC’s and cannot be adapted as it is in Mobile 

Environment. 

• As a result, Smartphone is secured with less security 

policies. 

• This attracts malicious attackers to hack and control 

mobile devices remotely. 

• So Smartphone needs some strong security measures 

before install an application. 

• Identifying the untrusted application in mobile 

environment is a challenging task.  
  

IV.PROPOSED MECHANISM 

Research team proposed a policy-based approach which 
has a database about good and bad application that relies on its 
required permissions as well as its used permissions of a 
mobile application to be installed. First, the required 
permission of an application being installed is compared with 
the good and bad application pattern. If it belongs to good 
application patterns then its critical APIs are identified. As an 
API act as a interface between user and kernel, its 
functionalities should be verified. When an API is called by an 
application, the kernel of the Android OS will provide service 
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without verifying whether it is legitimate or malicious 
application. When the application nearly matches with good 
application then research team claims as it is secure to install. 
Otherwise the user will grant necessary permission to access 
the resource in the mobile phone. The user will either decide 
to install the application or terminate it.   

Fig. 1. Proposed System Architecture 

For matching permission of a requested application, the 
Android Manifest.xml file is mainly used to verify whether the 
application is assigned with required permission or used 
permission. Used permissions are the permissions that takes 
place after an application has been installed. Required 
permissions are the permissions that are requested during 
application installation. These permissions are used to 
distinguish the legitimate application from malicious 
application.  

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

 This section presents the experimental results about the 
proposed mechanism and also evaluates the overhead on the 
system and application performance. Research team 
implemented and tested the proposed policy-based privacy 
mechanism on the Android Nexus 4 Smartphone running the 
Android OS version of 4.2.2. To test and evaluate our 
prototype, research team collected 25 applications from 
reputed website such as Google Play store. A special software 

program namely, Android Debug Bridge (ADB) has been used 
to test each experiment separately by inserting log commands 
in different places of the OS where amendments were made to 
examine.   

 It is very important to assess the feedback as a result of 
denying a permission which is not actually permitted during 
installation time. Research team  performed logging activity 
on all 25 mobile applications using the ADB utility to track 
permissions invoked by checkComponentPermission() 
function. Figure 2 shows the impact of revoking runtime 
permissions on each application separately. Application crash 
is being caused due to poor coding in which the developer 
failed to include error-handling mechanism during permission 
validation process. 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Testing and revoking runtime permissions 

 

However, application crashes can be minimized by adding a 

script through application update process. As for as the 

performance overhead issue is concerned, we measure the 

additional time the Android OS takes to execute our updated 

code which is given in Table 2. 

 
TABLE 2 . Measurement of Performance Overhead 

Function Name 
Overhead 

(in milliseconds) 

checkComponentPermission() 13.204 

Intent-startService() 6.212 

Intent-startActivity() 13.816 

 

 
The above tabulated results show that the delay caused by 

enforcing the proposed policies is negligible. Each security 
profile is associated with set of policies that separate the 
applications and data in the Smartphone. Users can download 
a third party application on their Smartphone through 
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application. Before installing the third party application on 
their Smartphone, our framework allows the user to set 
security policies for that application. Our android framework 
can automatically activate the security profiles based on the 
current context.Pattern mining technique is used to identify the 
contrast permission patterns from the malicious applications 
and clean applications. It required two datasets such as one for 
keeping clean android applications and other one for dealing 
malicious android applications. Each android application has 
one important file called AndroidManifest.xml. The 
permissions are extracted from AndroidManifest.xml. Each 
android application was tested by forty three antivirus engines 
through [7]. If it is passed by all virus tests were considered as 
clean application otherwise malware one. 

 

Fig.3. Screenshots of Experimental results: Executing a malicious app          

Fig.4. Screenshots of Experimental results:  Identification of malicious app 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

   In the present system, a mobile malware can be identified 

only after it has been installed. The complexity of malware 

attack will be increased as the technology develops. Therefore, 

every system needs an improvement in the future. Day-by day, 

thousands of malware are created and it’s not possible to 

detect all of them instantly by using the current system. 

Therefore research team proposed a policy based mechanism 

for preventing the unauthorized execution of a malicious 

application in Android Smartphone. The proposed policy-

based mechanism provides security policy based framework 

for separating the applications and data on the android 

platform and then it’s incorporating used permission and 

Required permissions from embedded permission list and also 

find out their efficacy in comparing a clean application with a 

malicious application.  
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Abstract— Currently the world is adopting Internet of 

Things (IoT) as the future technology and the interest in 

IoT development is increasing.  As  it’s  expected  to be the 

leading  technology  by  2022 according  to  Gartner.  WSN 

is the main technology component for IoT since it relies on 

sensing and collecting data in a specific field of interest. As 

the  WSN  main  issue  is  the  network  lifetime  due to  the 

limitation  in  sensors  resources.  Therefore,  such lifetime-

constrained  devices  require  enhancement on  the existing 

routing  protocols  to  prolong  network  lifetime as  long as 

possible. In our paper we proposed a new Energy-aware 

algorithm called Minimum residual hop capacity (MRHC). 

Then we integrated the algorithm into one of the most 

commonly used protocol called Low Energy Adaptive 

Cluster Hierarchical (LEACH) in the communication 

process within clusters; hence   reduce   power  

consumption in communication process  and prolong 

network lifetime and improved the amount of data 

delivered to the Sink. 

 
Index Terms—WSN, IoT, Routing protocol, Power Aware,  

                          LEACH. 

i. INTRODUCTION 

 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of physical 

Objects, vehicles, buildings and other elements - Integrated 

with electronic devices, software, sensors, and network 

connection allows these objects to collect and share data. 

Internet technologies allow things to be sensed and 

controlled remotely across the existing network 

infrastructure. 

 

In recent years, the Internet Objects (IoT) 

technology has been widely used to describe advanced 

solutions with different devices with computational ability 

and connected In the Internet. These solutions can be used 

in domains Such as Health, Agriculture, Smart Cities, and 

Industry including fields. Despite the fact that the term 

techniques processes relatively new, the idea of monitoring 

and controlling devices through computers and networks 

has been used for several decades, but it was limited within 

the network and it wasn’t as wide as IoT proposed, as WSN 

have been used for sensing in the past it is the main 

component in the IoT, hence the IoT and WSN share the 

same challenges starting from security, privacy and ending 

in lifetime [1][2]. 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a type of 

wireless ad hoc network that contain a large number of 

low-cost sensor devices spread over an area, where sensors 

report readings to a data collection destination (sink) or 

Base Station (BS), periodically or based on demand. The 

potential uses of this network range from military to 

medical applications. Their data can be as simple as 

measurements of physical parameters, such as temperature, 

pressure, relative humidity, etc. to as complex as 

multimedia content, as in recent years we have seen the 

researches of wireless video/visual sensor networks for a 

wide range of applications . Beside their memory capacity 

limitations, these low-cost sensors are limited in 

computation, communication capability and are usually 

battery-powered devices. Thus, such devices with limited 

resources require protocols that provide energy-aware 

routing [3][4]. 

 

As WSNs are deployed to collect and sense information 

for particular applications, energy-aware routing protocols 

are important parts since they help to increase the lifetime 

of any WSN network .A number of WSN Routing 

protocols have been proposed [5].  

 

Routing Techniques Classified in WSN in Different 

terms, In Term of: Routing Processing, Network 

architecture, Network Operations in this paper the research 

team will focus on Network structure protocols, rely upon 

the architecture of network. Routing protocols in this 

category are distinguished on basis of nodes connections 

and technique they follow to transmit data packets from 

source to destination. This leads to following types of 

classifications as:  

 

 Flat Protocol: The nodes are deployed evenly and 

have the same role i.e. each node is on the same 

level within the network. FLAT protocols can be 
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categorized as: proactive, interactive, and hybrid 

protocols. 

 

 Hierarchical Protocols: In these types of protocols, 

the nodes fall into clusters, and the node with the 

maximum power becomes cluster head. The 

cluster head coordinates the actions inside and 

outside the block. The cluster head is 

responsible for collecting data from cluster 

nodes and eliminating redundancy between 

collected data in order to reduce the power 

requirements for transmitting data packets from 

the cluster head to the base station  e.g. LEACH, 

SEP, TEEN, APTEEN etc.  

 

 Location based Protocols: Nodes are differed on 

basis of their location within the network. The 

distance between nodes is calculated based on 

the signal strength, the higher the signal, the 

closer the distance between them. Some 

protocols in this class allow the nodes to be in 

sleep mode, if no activity going on at the node 

e.g. GPSR and GEAR.  

 

 

Among these categories of routing protocols of WSN, 

Hierarchical protocol is the best option for WSN lifetime 

constrains. The main aim of this paper is to improve 

hierarchical energy efficient routing protocols along with 

modifications over one of these protocols to get better 

lifetime for WSN. In  wireless  ad  hoc  network,  there  are  

huge  numbers  of routing  protocols  used  for   better  

energy  consumption and  operational  life-time proposed in 

[6][7] [8] [9] [10]. 

ii. ROUTING CHALLENGES AND DESIGN 

ISSUES IN WSNS: 

 

Even that, WSNs share many commons with wired 

and ad hoc networks, they also have a number of unique 

properties that distinguish them from the existing networks. 

These unique characteristics offer new routing design 

requirements that go beyond wired and wireless ad hoc 

networks. These challenges can be assigned to multiple 

factor including but not limited to: 
 

i. energy  capacity limitation: Since  sensor  nodes  

are  powered by batteries,  they  have  limited  

energy  capacity.  Energy  is a  big  challenge  for  

network  designers  in  aggressive environments 

 

ii. Limited  hardware  resources: beside, the limited  

energy  capacity,  sensor  nodes  have  also limited  

capacity of processor  and  storage , therefore can  

only  perform  limited  computational tasks. These 

constraints make many challenges in network 

protocol design for WSN. 

 

iii. Data Aggregation: because the sensor nodes may 

generate significant repetitive data, similar packets 

from  multiple  nodes  can  be  assembled and 

aggregated  so  that  the  number  of  transmissions  

is  reduced.  Data aggregation methods was used to 

achieve energy efficiency and improve data 

transfer in a number of routing protocols. 

 

iv. Scalability: Routing protocols must be scalable in 

network size. In addition, sensors may not have the 

same capacity in terms of energy, processing, 

perception, and particularly communication. Thus, 

communication links between sensors may not be 

symmetric, in other words, a pair of sensors may 

not be able to have communication in both 

directions. This should be considered in the routing 

protocols. 

 

   There is more constrains and challenges that affect the 

design of Routing Protocol we mentioned the main and 

major constrains.[11] more details for routing challenges 

can be seen in [12].  

iii. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN WSNS 

 

In designing of WSN routing protocols must take 

into account the challenges that mentioned in the previous 

section, to meet these challenges several routing protocol 

strategies have been proposed. One category of routing 

protocols uses a flat network structure where all nodes are 

at the same level (peers). The second category of routing 

protocols imposes Hierarchal network to achieve energy 

efficiency, stability and scalability. The third category of 

routing protocols uses the location in which the sensor node 

is processed [13]. Figure 1 summarize the taxonomy of 

WSN protocols in term of network structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Taxonomy of WSN protocols in term of Network structure  
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A. FLAT ROUTING  PROTOCOL:  

 

     In Flat Routing all nodes are considered peers. A flat 

network architecture has many advantages, including 

minimal overhead to maintain the infrastructure and the 

discovery of multiple routes between communicating nodes 

for fault tolerance. In this paper the research team will 

describe main flat routing Protocol: 

 

a. SENSOR PROTOCOLS FOR INFORMATION 

VIA NEGOTIATION (SPIN)[14]: 

 

The protocol was developed to improve classical 

flooding protocols and eliminate problems that could be 

caused, for example, explosions and interference. SPIN 

protocols are resources aware and resource adaptive. 

Sensors that operate on SPIN protocols can calculate the 

power consumption needed to calculate, send and receive 

data over the network. Thus, they can make informed 

decisions to use their resources effectively. SPIN protocols 

are based on two main mechanisms: negotiations and 

resource adaptation. SPIN allows sensors to negotiate with 

each other before distributing data to avoid injecting 

unreliable and redundant information into the network. 

SPIN uses metadata such as data descriptors that the 

sensors want to distribute. There is some improvement in 

SPIN protocol such as SPIN-2, SPIN-BC [14]. SPIN 

Protocol is the main protocol in flat category there is other 

protocol can be seen in [15] [16] [17]. 

 

B. LOCATION-BASED ROUTING PROTOCOL 
 

In Location-Based Routing protocols the site is used to 

address the sensor node. A location-based directive is 

useful in applications where the node's location is related to 

the geographic coverage of the network by the query from 

the source node. Such a request may indicate a particular 

area in which the phenomenon of interest may occur or 

proximity to a particular point in the network environment  

. 

 

a. GEOGRAPHIC ADAPTIVE FIDELITY (GAF): 

 

   It is an energy-aware routing protocol, which is 

proposed primarily for MANET, but it can also be used in 

WSN, as it contributes to energy saving. GAF is stimulated 

by a power model that takes into account power 

consumption due to receiving and sending packets, as well 

as idle (or listening) time when the transmitter radio is 

turned on to detect incoming packets. GAF depends on the 

mechanism for turning off unnecessary sensors, while 

maintaining a constant level of routing accuracy (or 

uninterrupted communication between sent sensors). In 

GAF, the sensor field is divided into grid boxes, and each 

information sensor uses its location using GPS or other 

location systems can provide to connect to the specific 

network in which they are located. These links are used by 

GAF to determine equivalent sensors in terms of packet 

routing. Other Location-Based Routing protocols were 

proposed in [15] [16] [17].  

 

 

C.    HIERARCHAL  ROUTING PROTOCOL 

 

In Hierarchal Routing protocols, network nodes 

are organized in clusters in which a node with higher 

residual energy, will be a cluster head where, the cluster 

head is responsible for coordinating activities within the 

cluster and forwarding information to the information sink 

(base station). Clustering has reduced energy consumption 

and extended the lifetime of the network in comparison 

with the flat and location-based routing protocols. In this 

paper the main Hierarchal routing Protocol will be 

discussed: 

 

a. LOW-ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING 

HIERARCHY (LEACH)[18] [19]: 

 

Is the first and most popular energy-efficient 

hierarchical clustering algorithm for WSNs that was 

proposed for reducing power consumption .In LEACH, The 

nodes are divided into clusters where each cluster have a 

CH to aggregate data and report it back to the Base station 

instead of sending it directly to base station, these will 

reduce the possibility of collisions and the amount of data 

transmitted to the base station and make the network more 

scalable and robust. Leach have two phases (i) setup phase, 

where cluster heads (CHs) will be selected as each node 

will select a random number between 0 and 1 and if the 

number is greater than Trsh (n) it will be cluster head 

otherwise will be an ordinary node and the nodes that have 

been a cluster head before will not be elected once more.  

 

 

 

            (1)                               

 

 

 

Where    is the desired percentage of cluster head, 

r is the round number, N is the set of all nodes. After the 

CHs are elected they will send Advertisement requests and 

the network nodes will send join requests to desired CH 

and the clusters will be formed and CH will create a 

TDMA schedule for the current round. This phase were 

presented in [19] as flow chart in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Flowchart of cluster formation algorithm for LEACH 

 

 (ii) Steady state phase, where the CH will send a TDMA 

schedule to cluster node where each node will send data on 

its TDMA slot and the CH will aggregates data and send it 

to the Base Station. There is many type of leach introduced 

in [10]. 

 

b. Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor 

Information Systems (PEGASIS): 

 

The authors proposed a new Hierarchal routing 

protocol, where they aim. Firstly, to extend the network 

lifetime but distributing the energy consumption evenly 

over all nodes in the network. Secondly, to reduce the delay 

occurs in the other hierarchal WSN protocols where the 

data aggregate at specific node (usually cluster head) before 

being sent to the base station in this protocol the data sent 

directly to the base station. The authors assumed that nodes 

are deployed among an area of interest [20]. Where, all 

nodes have a global knowledge about all other nodes 

locations, in the first round the nodes will form a chain 

starting from BS to the closest neighbor till all nodes in the 

network are included in the formed chain as illustrated in 

Figure 3.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: PEGASIS Chain 

 

 

Even that experimental results the authors provided 

shows that PEGASIS outperform LEACH in a certain 

scenario’s where, for example, if the data comes from the 

furthest node from BS that will cause a high energy 

consumption over the whole chain which will result that 

many nodes will die ,hence , decreasing lifetime.  

 

c. THRESHOLD SENSITIVE ENERGY 

EFFICIENT SENSOR NETWORK PROTOCOL 

(TEEN) [21]: 

 

Is a hierarchical routing protocol that combines 

sensors into clusters, each controlled by CH. The sensors in 

the cluster report their sensitive data to their CH. CH sends 

the collected data to CH at a higher level until the data 

reaches the receiver. Thus, reducing the transmitting time 

and increasing lifetime. However this protocol is not 

suitable for networks that require periodically update and 

information, since the user may not get any data at all if 

the thresholds were not reached. However, the authors in 

[14] presented a new routing protocol to overcome this 

issue called APTEEN. Other hierarchal protocol can be 

seen in [15][16] [17] [22]. 
 

 

vi. ENERGY AWARE PROTOCOLS : 

 

Several algorithm were proposed for wireless 

sensor network to extended network life time using energy 

based algorithm, in this section many algorithms will be 

discussed. To illustrate and understand how these 

algorithms works the research team will present example 

model from [19] in Figure 4 , where the source node will be 

A and the destination will be H , the numbers on arrows 

will be the cost and the numbers over battery symbol 

indicate the current battery level.  

 
 

Figure 4: Example Model 
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a. MAXIMUM TOTAL AVAILABLE BATTERY 

CAPACITY (MTAB) [8]  
 

In MTAB, the route with the maximum total 

available battery capacity in nodes within that route, 

without taking needless Nodes, is chosen. Mathematically: 

let assume that the battery capacity at node i is denoted as  

 , and the routes to destination d is 

 

                                             (2) 

 

Where  is set of all possible routes to the 

destination, and N is the number of all possible routes. 

Then the function of total available battery capacity P in 

path L is: 

 

                                                             (3) 

 

The optimal path will be the Max  in . Table 1 illustrate 

how the optimal route is chosen in the example of Figure 4.  
 

 

Table 1: MTAB Algorithm 

Path 

Number 

Path Hops MTAB Value 

1 A => D => H 3 

2 A => B => E => H  2+2 

3 A => B => E => G => H  2+2+2 

4 A => C => F => H  1+4 

 

 

The route 3 have a MTAB value of 6 which make it the 

max value within all other routes, however it will not be 

selected as there is extra needless hop (G) so eventually, 

the route 4 will be selected.  

 
 

b. MINIMUM TOTAL TRANSMISSION POWER 

ROUTING (MTPR)  

 
This algorithm make a simple metric of the route 

where it calculate the total energy consumed within route to 

reach the destination. Mathematically: let consider a 

generic route as follow: [9] [8]. 

 

                                                (4) 

 

Where  is the source node and  is the destination node, 

and the function: 

 
 

                                                           (5) 

 

Is the energy consumed in transmitting in one hop. Then 

the total transmitting power over a route L is calculated 

using:  
 

                                                (6) 
 

The optimal route will be the route with minimum P 

Value. Table 2 illustrate how the optimal route is chosen in 

the example of Figure 4. 

 
Table 2: MTPR Algorithm 

Path 

Number 

Path Hops TPR Value 

1 A => D => H 3+3 

2 A => B => E => H  1+1+1 

3 A => B => E => G => H  1+1+2+2 

4 A => C => F => H  2+2+2 
 

 

As we see in the table the path with Minimum TPR 

value is the route 2 so it will be selected.  
 

c. MINIMUM BATTERY COST ROUTING 

(MBCR)  

 

This algorithm were proposed to overcome one of 

MTRP disadvantages where only the transmission power is 

considered and the batter capacity at the node is neglected 

in the route selections , which will result to always select 

the route with minimum power transmission  and the nodes 

at that route will die quickly. To overcome this, the 

remaining battery capacity of each node more accurate to 

define the lifetime of each node. Mathematically: let the 

battery capacity at node I at time t denoted as  then the 

battery cost function is [9] [8]. 
 

                                                         (7) 

 

Then the cost of Route L is:  

 

                                                                    (8) 
 

Then the optimal route will be the route with the minimum P 

value. Table 3 illustrate how the optimal route is chosen in 

the example of Figure 4. 

 
Table 3: MBCR Algorithm 

Path 

Number 

Path Hops BCR Value 

1 A => D => H 1/3 

2 A => B => E => H  1/2 + 1/2 

3 A => B => E => G => H  1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 

4 A => C => F => H  1/1 + 1/4 
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As the path 1 have the minimum value of BCR it 

will be selected. A new algorithm were proposed to 

overcome the drawbacks of this algorithm , where the 

nodes with Minimum BCR still may select a route 

containing nodes with small battery capacity , hence these 

nodes will die. The new algorithm called Min–Max Battery 

Cost Routing (MMBCR).The author of [9] proposed new 

algorithm called Conditional Max–Min Battery Capacity 

Routing (CMMBCR), where if there are routes which all 

nodes have a battery level higher than a given Threshold 

then the route will be selected that required the lowest 

energy per bit, otherwise, the MMBCR algorithm will be 

used. 

d. MAXIMUM RESIDUAL PACKET CAPACITY 

(MRPC)  

 

As its difficult to know the optimal path unless the 

total packet stream is already known, and as the battery 

metric is not always the optimal metric to be considered the 

author introduced a new algorithm that select the optimal 

path based on both the residual capacity and expected 

energy dissipated during the transmission of forwarded 

packets over a specific wireless link. In other words, this 

algorithm take into account all metric proposed previously 

mentioned algorithms. Mathematically: let consider the 

Function of node-link metric be as [10]:  

 

                                                               (9) 

 

Where  is the battery and node i and   is the 

transmission energy required by node i to transmit a packet 

over link . Then the Maximal lifetime over a route L 

can be presented as:  

 

                                                       (10) 

 

Then the desired Route will be the route with the Max  

value. Table 4 illustrate how the optimal route is chosen in 

the example of Figure 4. 

 
Table 3: MRPC Algorithm 

Path 

Number 

Path Hops RPC Value 

1 A => D => H 3/3 

2 A => B => E => H  2/1 

3 A => B => E => G => H  2/2 

4 A => C => F => H  1/2 
 

 

Then the route 2 will be selected. As it have the Max RPC 

value. The authors in [10] showed the MRPC last longer 

than the previously mentioned algorithm. 
 

 

vii. PROPOSE WORK: 

 
          As discussed earlier the hieratical protocols 

are better than flat or location based routing protocols, and 

the LEACH protocol is the favorite among all hierarchal 

protocols where it is suitable, reliable and scalable unlike 

PEGASIS which outperform leach in term on lifetime 

under certain conditions but it has some drawbacks if the 

data being sent come mostly from furthest node in the chain 

from the base station. Or TEEN routing protocol which is 

not suitable for IoT where most of IoT application require 

frequently and periodically information updated. In our 

work we introduce a new version of LEACH protocol to 

overcome its drawback and to increase network life time as 

long as possible to be suitable and reliable over any 

circumstances occurs in the network. 

 

                    As it’s known that leach protocol is a one hop 

communication protocol either intra cluster or inter cluster. 

In our proposed model we modified the way the nodes 

communicate within cluster, instead of sending data 

directly to the CH the data will be sent through nodes in 

cluster until it reaches the CH. In order to make the multi-

hop communications more energy efficient we used the 

best energy aware algorithm presented in (vi) and modify it 

to be suitable for use in leach protocol where there is no 

predefined links between nodes and CH, and the decision 

will be more accurate and better as it will be taken for each 

hop instead of all link. The modification where only in the 

communication intra cluster. The cluster head selection or 

communication with base station remain the same.  

 

a. ENERGY MODEL  

 

            The Energy model that was used is the same as 

presented in [18] [19], the Figure 5 shows the Radio energy 

dissipation model as the author in [18] [19] 

illustrated.

 
 

Figure 5: Radio energy dissipation model 

 

 
The dissipated energy while transmitting will be as  

 

                      

                          (11) 
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Where k is the number of bits, and d is the distance 

between sender and receiver, and energy dissipated at the 

receiver side will be  

  

                                                          (12) 

 

b. MAXIMUM RESIDUAL HOP CAPACITY 

(MRHC) 

 

                       As in MBCR the    where  is the 

transmission energy required by node i to transmit a packet 

over link . In our proposed algorithm the decision will 

be made hop by hop so the  represent the energy 

required to transmitting packet from one node to another 

via one hope communication and as illustrated in 

Equation(11) the energy dissipation in t relies on two 

parameter d which is the distance between the sender and 

receiver and k which is the number of data bits and as the 

bits are already the same but the distance varies the   

will be replace in our algorithm by the distance between the 

source node and the next hope. So the function  

  where B is the energy at the destination node 

and  is the distance between source and distention, 

the next hop will be the node in the same cluster that have 

the maximum RHC that satisfies the following condition: 

 

First, the distance between source node and next hop is 

less than the distance between the source node and CH. 

 

Second, the distance between source node and next hop is 

less than the distance between next hop and CH  

 

If all nodes failed to satisfy these condition then the next 

hop will be CH, if no cluster head selected the next hop 

will be the base station. Mathematically:  

Let assume that The MRHC will be applied to all  

Where,  

N: is the set of all nodes within cluster,  

m: is the number of all nodes within cluster,  

CH is the Cluster Head, 

 is the source node,  

CHD is Distance between the  and CH,  

D is Distance between  and , 

NCHD is the distance between  and CH,  

Next hop is the destination node.  

 

The MRHC algorithm for a single next hop decision is 

illustrated Figure 6.  

 

START

Next hop = CH

j = 1 &

MRHC =0

IF (  j < m - 2 )

End

j = j +1IF ( D < CHD & D <  NCHD ) 

Find RHC value IF ( RHC > MRHC ) Yes MRHC = RHC

Next hop = nj 

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

 
 

Figure 6: flowchart of MRHC algorithm 

 

c. PSEUDO CODE 

 

The pseudo code for the modified protocol will be as 

follow:  

 

Step 1: Setup Phase  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Step 2: Steady State Phase  

 

 

 
 

Where CH is cluster head, O: ordinary node, Bs: base 

station  

N: set of all nodes, MRHC: maximum residual hop 

capacity algorithm, and  is the 

TDMA schedule 
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viii. RESULTS 

 

Our proposed algorithm was made based on MIT 

µAMPS NS2 extension for LEACH project [23] using 

ns2.34 on ubuntu 10.04 LTS 32 bit operating system in 

VMware Workstation, all simulation parameters are 

summarized in Table 5. 

 

Parameter Description 

Area Diminssions 1000 m X 1000 m  

Number of Nodes  100 

Mac protocol  Mac/802.11 

Initial Energy  2 Joule 

Channel Type Wireless Channel  

Radio Propagation model Two ray ground 

Antennae model Omni antenna 

Energy model Battery  

Simulation time To Die 

Topolgy  Heriarical , Random 

Cluster Head Proportion 5% 

Number of cluster heads 5  

Routing protocol LEACH , MRHC-

LEACH 
 

Table 5: Simulation parameter 

To compare the new proposed protocol MRHC-

LEACH, we modified MIT LEACH code, where the 

MRHC algorithm was added and modified in the receiving 

function as well. The results of the proposed protocol was 

compared with original leach protocol results under the 

same simulation parameter where the base station for both 

protocols was located at (50 ,175) , we have assumed that 

all nodes will start with equal energy all other parameters 

are summarized in Table 5 above. 

 

In Figure 7, shows the comparison in term of 

energy dissipation for the whole network over the 

simulation time.  

 

 
Figure 7: Energy Dissipation over Network lifetime  

As shown in Figure 7 the results shows that the 

energy dissipation in the proposed work was increasing in a 

less rate than the original leach protocol as the 

communication within cluster in the proposed protocol 

increased the utilization of energy in the steady state phase 

increased. Hence, the energy dissipation decreased. 

 

Figure 8, shows the network lifetime the new 

proposed protocol and original leach.  

 

 
Figure 8: Number of Alive Nodes over the network lifetime 

 

However, as the energy dissipation decreased in 

comparison to original leach. The number of alive nodes 

has increased in the proposed protocol .Figure 8 shows that 

the network lifetime has increased in term of lifetime, 

where the network lifetime in the proposed protocol was 

614 second, in comparison to 495 second for the original 

LEACH protocol. 

 

Figure 9, shows that total data delivered to the base 

station over the network life time. 

 

 
Figure 9: Data Delivered to Base Station over network lifetime 
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As shown in Figure 8 it’s noticeable that the data 

sent to the base station is better in our proposed work in 

comparison to the original leach protocol, where the total 

data delivered to the base station in our proposed protocol 

was 55.9 Kbyte where it was only 40.5 Kbyte in the 

original leach.  
 

ix. CONCLUSION: 

 

In our paper, we proposed a new Energy-aware 

algorithm that we used to improve the communication 

between nodes and their cluster head where the 

communications were done in a single hop and the data 

sent directly to the CH, in our proposed algorithm we 

improve the communication to be multi hop where the data 

routed within cluster nodes till it reach the CH  taking in 

account both the expected energy dissipation while sending 

data to the next hop, and the residual batter capacity in the 

next hop node.  

 

The results showed that the new proposed protocol 

is suitable for the IoT application as the network lifetime 

increased by 24% compared to the original LEACH 

protocol without affecting the amount of data delivered to 

the Base Station, Even though , the data size increased by 

38% compared to the original LEACH protocol. As a future 

work we can expand our algorithm to be applied to the 

communication between CH’s and BS. Furthermore, as our 

work have solved the lifetime issue for IoT applications. 

Dividing the network into cluster and having intermediate 

nodes (CH’s) between source nodes and Base Station 

would help to propose a new encryption technique that will 

be applied only at CH’s before sending data to BS instead 

of applying the encryption all nodes. 
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